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Using the Technician’s Guide 

The Technician’s Guide is designed to take you through the process of installing and 
setting up a voice messaging system. The guide is divided into three main sections: 

This section of the Technician’s Guide explains how to install a new PanaVOICETM 
system at a customer site and how to update an existing voice messaging system. 

Setting Up the Application. The chapters in this section take you through the 
process of planning and configuring a new voice messaging system so that it will 
meet the specific requirements of the people using it. 

Installing and using Remote Maintenance. This section describes how to set up 
and use the Remote Maintenance program so you can maintain and troubleshoot 
a voice messaging system using a remote computer. 

Additional sections and appendices provide information about specific hardware. 

What is new in ihis version? 
PanaVOICE 2.0 introduces a digital voice board, as well as other system enhancements. 

Digital voice board support 
PanaVOICE 2.0 supports a new digital voice board. The new board allows digital lines 
to connect to the voice messaging system. 

On-site key reprogramming 
When you need to add voice ports to PanaVOICE 2.0, Panasonic@ will send you instruc- 
tions for reprogramming your system key. You do not need to install a new key 

Auto-apply 
This feature safeguards changes you make at the console. When you make changes, 
auto-apply automatically saves them when you move to another screen, even if you 
forget to choose the Save button. If you do not want to save changes, you can press the 
Reset button to restore the original information before you move to another screen. 
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Install the PanaVOICE system 
This chapter will lead you stepby-step through the process of installing PanaVOICE at 
the installation site. 

The six steps involved in completing the installation for a voice messaging system are 
covered in the following topics: 

Install the system key 

Test the system 

Make a boot disk 

Connect the telephone system 

Configure the application 

Back up the system 

Note TM If you are installing the Panasonic DBS OAI Integration package as part of 
your voice messaging system, read the OAI Integration section of the 
Technician’s Guide before you begin this installation. 

Note Throughout this section, the term Panasonic DBS refers to both the 
Panasonic DBS and DBS 824 unless explicitly stated otherwise. 
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hsfall fhe sysfem key 

The system key must be properly installed before PanaVOICE can answer calls. The 
system will only operate as a demonstration unit without the system key. 

System Key 

The system key connects to the parallel port of your computer. Any device that also 
plugs into the parallel port (for example, a printer) must be plugged into the key. The 
computer’s parallel port, also called the printer port, is a 25pin, female, D-shaped 
connector on the back of the computer. 

Parallel Port 
i - .- 

Fgure 1 Parallel port for system key 

To connect the system key: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

Locate the system’s parallel port. 

Plug the male end of the system key (the end with 25 pins) into the female socket of 
the parallel port. Tighten the screws to firmly attach the key to the socket. 

If applicable, plug any cable that also plugs into the parallel port (such as a printer 
cable) into the female end of the system key. The system key will not interfere with 
the normal operation of a printer or other peripheral plugged into the parallel port. 
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Tesf the system 

You should test the system to ensure the system key is installed on the correct port and 
the system starts properly. 

To test the system: 

1. Turn on the system. Watch as several messages display on-screen and the voice 
messaging software starts. 

2. Check that the key is properly installed: 

If the words DEMONSTRATION COPY, SYSTEM KEY NOT FOUND appear on the 
system’s Banner screen, the system key is not properly installed. 

If the system starts as a demonstration copy 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Check that the label on your system key matches the number of ports (if any) 
installed on your system. 

Check that the system key is fully plugged into the parallel port. 

Exit to DOS by choosing Shut Down on the Banner screen. Press [CMHXHK) to restart 
the system. If the system starts as a regular (non-demo) unit, then continue with the 
next step in the installation. 

If the system still starts as a demonstration copy, look for another parallel port on 
the voice messaging computer. If there is more than one parallel port, put the 
system key on that port and start the system again. If PanaVOICE now starts without 
the DEMONSTRATION COPY, SYSTEM KEY NOT FOUND message, the key is installed 
correctly 

If the system still starts as a demonstration copy, contact Technical Support. 
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Make a boot disk 

If your hard disk should fail, it is important to have a way to start the computer without 
using the hard disk. You can do this with a disk that contains essential MS-DOS system 
software copied from the hard disk. This disk is called a boot disk because it can be 
used to restart (or “reboot”) your computer. This procedure also copies other system 
utilities. 

Tomakeabootdidc 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

i. 

Insert a blank, high-density disk in the AI\ drive. 

If neces&&, exit the voice messaging software and type Y when asked if you would 
like to access the Toolkit Menu. If you are already at a DOS prompt, type 
C:\AVUTIIS\MENU[-Enter). 

At the Toolkit Main Menu, select Maintenance Tools. 

At the Maintenance Tools Menu, select Make a System (Boot) Disk. 

Press C-j to begin making the boot disk. Wait until the system finishes. The 
Toolkit Main Menu automatically reappears. 

Exit to DOS. 

Test the boot disk as described below. 

To test the boot disk 

1. With the boot disk in the AI:\ drive, press Q&GKJ-@ to restart the computer. The 
computer should restart normally, without running the voice messaging software. 
You will see the DOS prompt (for example, A:\>). 

2. If the computer does not restart normally, remove the boot disk from the AI:\ drive. 
Again press ~~HXl-iDelj to restart the computer from the hard disk. Repeat the steps 
to create a boot disk. 

3. When you are satisfied that the boot disk works properly, remove it from the A:\ 
drive. Press aXHDel] to restart the voice messaging software. 

‘\ 
‘! 

,’ 

Always keep the MSDOS disk set and the boot disk close to the computer. If you cannot 
guarantee this, take a copy of these disks with you to use for future maintenance and 
recovery. 
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Conned the telephone system 

Inorderto instaIlPanaVOICE,thePanasonicDBStelephonesystemmust beconfiguredwith a 
CPC-AU , CPC-B card (Version 8.1 or higher), or CPC-EX (version 1 .I or higher) and a DEC card. 
TheDBS824systemrequiresVersion2.1orhiiherfortheCPCcard(CPC-Monly). Inboth 
systems, theAPI card is required for the OAI Integration. CPCS is not supported. 

Voice mail integration features 
PanaVOICE offers several voice mail features that take advantage of special capabilities 
found on yozx Panasonic DBS telephone system: 

l Message Waiting Indication via message waiting lamps or special dialtones 

l Automatic Call Forwarding to your personal greeting 

l Easy Message Access via programmable keys at each extension 

Program the telephone system 
Program the telephone system before you connect it to PanaVOICE. 

l Define the hardware. You must tell the DBS software which boards and other 
special telephone system hardware you have added or enabled (such as a DEC or 
API card). 

l Assign the extension numbers and hunt groups. Program which extension 
numbers will ring PanaVOICE through the digital ports. 

When programming the hunt group, we recommend a terminal hunt rather than a 
circular or call distribution hunt group. This is because voice mail ports are 
typically set up so that the first ports handle incoming calls while the last port 
handles tasks which require the voice mail to dial out (for example, lighting lamps 
and delivering messages). With this setup, a terminal group assists the ports in 
performing their jobs effectively and efficiently, because incoming calls will 
usually go to the first few ports, leaving the last port open to handle outdialing 
tasks. 

When programming, you must also assign a “hunt group access code” or “group 
hunting code” for PanaVOICE. This code is the number, dialed in-house, that rings 
PanaVOICE. 

Program what you want to happen to calls when all voice messaging ports are 
busy. Incoming calls may be forwarded to an attendant or operator, or may get a 
busy signal or ringback until one of the ports becomes available. 

PanaVOICE can also use pooled ringing. To activate pooled ringing, set the Rings 
to answer field for all ports to 0 on the Application Setup: Port Settings page. Then, 
program all lines that PanaVOICE will answer to ring aII of PanaVOICE ports. That 
way, when a call comes in, PanaVOICE answers, which signals the DBS to stop 
sending ring voltage to the other ports. 
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l Program &nnk routing. Program which trunks (if any) will route to PanaVOICE - 
via the telephone system’s analog ports. Specify the hunting order, or, if you are i 
using “pooled ringing” as described above, ring all trunks to all voice messaging 
ports. Use the Panasonic DBS FF4 programming addresses for this purpose. 

l Define the voice mail extension ports. If you are using voice mail integration, you 
may program the voice messaging ports as voice mail extensions. (See Installing 
PamVOICE with an OAZIntegration in this guide.) Otherwise, program them as 
single-line extensions. 

Special Telephone System Programming for Non-Integrated Systems 
This section details the minimum necessary programming for DBS and DBS 824 systems 
with a non-integrated PanaVOICE system. (For instructions on programming an inte- 
grated system, see Instdling PanaVOKE with an OAI Integration in this guide.) Use 
caution when setting other Panasonic DBS options to avoid conflicts which may affect 
how the voice messaging system works. 

To program the “Voice MaiI Tone” parameter to return busy tone to PanaVOICE: 

1. Press a. 

2. For Panasonic DBS, dial 2# l# 21#. You see SYSTEM 021: 0 VOICE MAIL TONE. 

For Panasonic DBS 824, dial 2# l# 20#. You see SYSTEM 020: 0 VOICE MAIL TONE. 

3. Dial l# (to choose “Return Busy Tone”). 

To assign a terminal type to each voice mail extension port: 

1. 

2 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

Dial the first voice mail extension port number (DBS CPC-AlI range 9-72) (DBS CPC-B range: 9 
144) (DBS 824 range: 324). You see: EXTXXXPROGRAM @F3ECXPROGFUM). 

Dial 2#. You see: EXTXXX 002: 1 (IELSEITYPEJ 

For both Panasonic DBS and DBS 824, dial 10 (for Third-Party Voice Mail). 

Press HOLD to go to the next port number. 

Repeat steps 5-6 above for each voice mail extension port to be programmed. 

To configure voice maiI extension ports for digital connection: 

1. Press[FF3). 

2. Dial the voice mail extension port number (DBS CPC-AI1 range: 9-72) (DBS CPC-B 
range: 9-144) (DBS CPC-EX range: 9-144) (DBS 824 range: 3-24). You see EXT XXX 
PROGRAM @ELEmPROGRAM). 
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3. For the DBS, dial 47#. You see EXT Xxx 647: 0 VAU/VM Port 

For the DBS 824, dial 46f#. You see EXT XXX 046: 0 VAU/VM Port. 

4. Dial 1 to enable the voice mail port confirmation. 

5. Press HOLD to go to the next port number 

S. Repeat steps 4 & 5 for each extension. 

To set call forward ID codes for individual extensions 

I. At any extension, dial: ON/OFF PROG AUTO * 

2. Dial the extension number to be forwarded. 

3. Dial the voice mailbox ID code. These are the digits required by PanaVOICE to 
identify the DBS extension and allow it to retrieve messages. The lD code can be up 
to 16 digits long. Press the REDIAL key to insert a pause between digits. 

4. Press HOLD. 

5. Repeat for each extension to be programmed with Call Forward ID codes. 

Connect the telephone leads 
The telephone leads are plugged into the jacks at the back of the voice boards. For 
details, see the Voice Board Note in Appendix A: Hardware Documentation. 

For Remote IMaintenance. connect an additional extension to PanaVOICE’s modem. 

Test the Pana VOICE system 
Using a telephone near the PanaVOICE console, call each extension connected to 
PanaVOICE. Go to the Banner screen (Figure 2) and watch the port status indicator to 
verify which voice messaging system port answers your calls. 

- -----.. Paw&i~i~ 

Figure 2 Banner screen 
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Configure fhe application 

You have now installed the hardware and software for PanaVOICE and are ready to 
configure the system application. This includes: 

l Configuring PanaVOICE for the DBS 

l Selecting features, adding special greetings, adding subscribers, and programming 
any special call routing applications for this installation 

The Setting up the application section of this guide contains easy, step-by-step proce 
dures for configuring your application, along with worksheets you can fill out and use 
to enter data on-screen. To continue the hstallation process, see Setting up the 
appkation now. 

After you have finished setting up your application, continue the installation by 
backing up PanaVOICE. For details, see Back up the system on page l-l 1. 

?‘. 

-.:: 
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Back up the system 

Once you have completed configuring the application, you must back up the system. A 
backup is a copy of the system configuration stored on a separate set of disks or tapes. 
We recommend using tapes. The system backup contains a copy of all the greetings, 
custom voice prompts, and system database information installed on your system. This 
includes all the subscriber’s message box names and options, as well as any transaction 
boxes or interview boxes you have created for this application. 

If for some reason your computer or hard disk fails, a system backup can save you hours 
of work reconstructing the application, including reentering all the names of subscrib- 
ers, setting up all the directories, and setting system parameters. For details, see the 
System Manager’s Guide. 

We strongly recommend that you establish a regular backup schedule-monthly, 
weekly, etc. This will preserve any of the system updates made by a System Manager 
since the previous backup, such as the addition of new subscribers. All backups should 
be kept in a safe place separate from the system computer. PanaVOICE’s Toolkit Main 
Menu makes it easy to do backups and to schedule unattended backups. The Toolkit 
Main Menu is available when you exit the voice messaging software. 

Wamfng You must exit the voice messaging software to perform a backup. 
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Updating the voice messaging software 
This chapter explains how to upgrade an existing voice messaging system to 
PanaVOICE 2.0. This chapter also provides an overview of the changes that occur to the 
voice mail computer’s configuration during an update. 

Ch&thesystemrequirements 

Prepare for the update 

Update the software 
I- .- 
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%k &ne system requirements 

Updating your system to this software version requires the following: 

MS-DOS 6.22 or higher 

DF’I DX4/100 computer with at least 4ME3 of memory on the mother board 

Serf al ports as needed with 16550 or higher UART support 

Remote Maintenance diskversion S.lj or higher 

The system must not be using the MS-DOS DoubleSpace or DriveSpace utilities 

PanaVOICE requires a mouse. Panasonic supports the following mouse devices for use 
on PanaVOICE systems: 

9 PanaVOICE 1 .O requires a bus mouse 

l PanaVOICE 2.0 requires a serial PS/2 mouse 

_ _ 2 I 
:. ; ..;’ --. __ .’ ‘::I. 

: _.-’ : 

Note AlI required mouse device drivers are already installed on the PanaVOICE 
system. Do not install any other mouse device drivers onto the system. 
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Prepare for fhe update 
” ~ 

After you have verified that your current system meets all the requirements for a 
successful update, prepare the system by following these steps: 

1. Check that your system has at least 70 minutes (approximately 12MB) of free 
recording time. The available recording time is displayed in the upper-right comer 
of the Banner screen. You need at least 70 minutes of recording time for the soft- 
ware update, plus enough free recording time to store messages, boxes, names, and 
greetings. If there is not enough space available on the hard disk, the install pro- 
gram will not let you update the voice mail software. 

‘7% 

Note If you want to free up disk storage space, follow the procedure on the next 
page to delete old messages from the system. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Fxit to the DOS prompt by pressing@ then a at the Banner screen. If prompted, 
type a System Manager ID (cl-). 

Make a complete backup of the system, including any system prompts you have 
created for your unique situation. For information explaining how to back up your 
system, see the documentation which came with the earlier version of the software 

Optimize the system’s hard disk, if necessary. This can significantly speed the 
system’s performance and speed up installation. If the system is currently using the 
Toolkit, select Hard Disk Tools from the Toolkit Main Menu, then select Optimize Hard 
Disk NOW. Otherwise, supply your own optimization utility and run it before you 
perform the update. 
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Update the software 

To update the software: 

1. Insert the disk labeled Install Disk- Update in the A\ drive. 

2. Check that you are in the voice mail system directory (typically C:\VMAIL). Type 
AANSTALL [=I. (You must install the software from the &\ drive.) 

3. Choose to update an existing system. 

4. Follow the on-screen instructions and insert disks as prompted. 

5. Once the process is complete, choose the option to restart the voice mail software. 

After updating the software, verify that PanaVOICE is still detecting hangup 
supervision (GTD) and call progress signals accurately. If the system is not 
detecting these signals correctly, refer to Appendix C Resolving tone detection 
problems. 
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installation notes 
Troubleshooting steps as well as tips for moving a voice messaging computer or the 
software are covered in the following topics of this chapter: 

Troubleshoot the hardware 

Moving the system 

i! 
,j 
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Troubleshoot the hardware 

Troubleshooting PanaVOlCE 
If you experience trouble while installing a PanaVOICE system, check the following: 

l Check that you received all the hardware on the bill of materials. 

l Check that all cables are correctly connected. 

l Check all installation steps, starting with Test the system on page l-5. 
: 

If you believe the hardware is defective 
All requests for returned material authorization @MA) should be made from the site 
where the system is being installed. When you call Technical Support from on-site, we 
can check what has failed and what may need to be replaced. ln addition, the techni- 
cian can suggest additional tests for you to try. 

Technical Support needs the following information before issuing an RMA on any 
hardware which you purchased from Panasonic: 

l The serial numbers of the part needing to be replaced. On the PanaVOICE system, 
look at the tag attached to the fan on the back of the computer to determine a 
part’s PCL number. 

l The date the system was installed. 

l A description of the problem and what troubleshooting has already been at- 
tempted. 
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Moving the system 

Moving the software 
if you are moving PanaVOICE from one computer to install it on another computer, you 
can take these approaches: 

l Remove all voice boards, the system key, modem and any other required hardware 
from the current computer and install them on the new computer. Remove the 
hard disk from the current computer and install it on the new computer. 

l Remove all voice boards, the system key, and any other required hardware from 
the cutiZnt computer and install them on the new computer. Use the MS-DOS 
Interlnk utility and an Interhxk cable to transfer PanaVOICE software to the new 
computer For details, see MSDOS Online Help. 

Whether or not you are moving the hard disk, you should back up the current applica- 
tion before moving it to a new computer. Use the backup to restore the current appli- 
cation on the new computer. 

Moving the computer 
If you are moving the voice messaging computer to a new location, it is possible to 
leave the software, voice boards, and any other required hardware installed in the 
computer during the moving process. 

Before moving the computer, back up the current application. Use the backup to 
restore the current application in case the computer’s hard disk becomes damaged in 
transit. 

Note Always exit PanaVOICE before turning off the computer. 

To exit PanaVOICE: 

1. From the Banner Screen, choose the Shut Down button. 



:- 

Installing PanaVOlCE with an 
OAl Integration 
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About OAI Integration 
The Panasonic DBS OAI (Open Application Interface) Integration Package may be used 
with two Panasonic telephone systems: 

l Panasonic Digital Business System (DBS), equipped with a CPC-AII, CPC-B card 
Version 8.1 or higher, or a CPC-EXVersion 1.1 or higher, an DEC card, and an API 
card 

l Panasonic Digital Business System 824 (DBS 824), equipped with a CPC-M card 
Version 2.1 or higher; and an API card 

Most of the installation procedures for the OAI Integration Package are identical for 
both telephone systems. Only steps described in Preparing the Panasonic DBSare 
significantly different for each type of telephone system. The differences are clearly 
noted. 

Note Throughout this section of the Technician’s Guide, the term Panasonic DBS 
will refer to both telephone systems unless explicitly stated otherwise. 

This section of the Technician’s Guide describes how to install the OAI Integration 
Package. It is designed to be used with thesystem Manager’s Guide and other sections in 
the Technician’s Guide. The material in this section assumes you are familiar with the 
Panasonic DBS telephone system’s features and configuration. 

Integration Overview describes the integration, the steps to take before installa- 
tion, and the hardware required. 

Preparing the Panasonic DBS guides you through installing telephone hardware 
and programming the telephone system. 

Preparing the Voice Messaging System details the steps for configuring the voice 
mail software. 

Muiibox Builder describes how to use the feature that adds subscriber mailboxes 
based on information programmed in the telephone system. 

Testing the integration covers how to test the integration. 

Training Subscribers describes what subscribers should know about using the 
integrated systems. 

Troubleshooting gives advice on locating and solving problems that may occur in 
the integration. 
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Integration Overview 

Call Forward to 
PersonalciRemg 

Any incoming calls that are routed to an unanswered or busy 
extension are automatically forwarded to the subscriber’s mailbox in 
the voice messaging system, where the caller can leave a message. 

ConstantMessage 
count 

ViSUlMeIlUS 

The voice messaging system indicates the number of new and urgent 
messages on LCD display telephones. 

The voice messaging system displays menu options on LCD display 
telephones which correspond with options from the system’s 
conversation. Subscribers may press a button to choose a voice 
messaging system option from the menu on the large LCD display 
telephone. A message list allows playback of messages in any order. 

Messagewaiting 
IlldiC.&OlS 

The voice messaging system updates the constant message count on 
LCD display telephones and lights message waiting lamps on the 
subscriber’s extension when new messages are pending. 

-+YMessage 
Access 

The subscriber may retrieve messages automatically, without 
entering a Personal ID. To prevent forbidden message access, the 
subscriber may have a security code that must be entered before 
message playback. 

MailboxBuilder The voice messaging system can add subscriber mailboxes using 
extension information programmed in the telephone system. This 
feature simplifies installation and reduces errors. 

T-Mapping The voice messaging system routes incoming calls to specific 
message boxes, based on the trunk they come in on. 
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LN fhe lnfegrafion Works 

The Integration Package uses the Panasonic DBS telephone system’s Open Architecture 
Integration (also known as an Open Application Interface) to communicate directly 
with the telephone system through an RS-232 serial link (Figure 3). 

Panasonic DBS Telephones Voice Mail System 

Panasonic DBS 
Telephone System 

Figure 3 Panasonic DBS 0A.l integration 

The Integration Package provides new features and extensive subscriber benefits 
through enhanced use of the Panasonic DBS display phones, particularly those tele- 
phones with large LCDs. When a subscriber’s extension is busy or ring-no-answer, the 
Panasonic DBS telephone system forwards any call, along with the call information, to 
the voice messaging system via the serial link The call information includes the 
extension number called, the caller’s extension number (if an internal call), and also 
the telephone type (such as a display telephone. with a large or a small LCD, or an 
analog telephone). The voice messaging system answers the call with the appropriate 
subscriber’s greeting. 

If the Panasonic DBS telephone system does not forward the call to the voice messag- 
ing system with the call information, the voice messaging system answers the call with 
the opening greeting. 
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lnfegration Features for Telephones 
The Integration Package works with different telephones supported by the Panasonic 
DBS telephone system: 

l Large LCD display phones 

l Small LCD display phones 

l Single-line telephones (no LCD) 

The Integration Package automatically determines the telephone type (for example, 
large LCD or small LCD), then provides the appropriate feature support for that type of 
telephone. Figure 4 shows which integration features each type of telephone supports. 

MessageWaitIng Constant Message VisualMenus 
hdiCatiOlSS count 

Large LCD Display Telephone J J J 

Small LCD Display Telephone J J 

Single-line Telephones 4 

Figure 4 Feature support based on Panasonic DBS telephone type 
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Constant Message Count 

The voice messaging system displays the number of new and urgent messages on both 
small and large LCD Panasonic DBS display phones using a feature called constant 
message count. 

With constant message count, the subscriber simply looks at the display telephone’s 
LCD to determine how many new and urgent messages, if any, there are to check. 

The voice messaging system updates constant message count regardless of whether the 
telephone is off-hook or on-hook The refresh interval is configurable on the voice 
messaging system. Note that the message waiting indication works as usual with 
constant message count. 

Examples of Constant Message Count 
The constant message count appears on the second line of the LCD. The first line 
displays the time, day, and date as programmed on the telephone system. For a display 
telephone with a large LCD, these examples represent the top two lines only. For a 
display telephone with a small LCD, these examples represent what would appear on 
the entire display. 

New Messages, inchding Urgent Messages 

08~30 Tue MAY 09 

7MSGS 1URG . 

The voice messaging system displays the total number of new messages (7 MSGS), and 
how many of these are urgent (1 URG). The voice messaging system also activates the 
message waiting indication. 

New Messages, No Urgent Messages 

08130.Tue. MN 09 

7NEwhEG.s 

The voice messaging system displays new message information, and activates the 
message waiting indication. 

No New Messages 

08:30 Tue Mw 09 

Yale, Hugh 101 

The Panasonic DBS telephone system, not the voice messaging system, controls the 
display. The state of the telephone determines what appears on the second line of the 
LCD. 
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Other Displays 
In some cases, the telephone system may temporarily control the display area where 
the constant message count usually appears. Such a display appears until the voice 
messaging system updates the constant message count. For details on the update 
interval, see page 2-25. 

Display of Touchtone Entry 
Note that whenever a touchtone is pressed, the Panasonic DBS display phone replaces 
whatever appears on the first line with the touchtone’s number. This occurs for any 
touchtone entry from Panasonic DBS display phones. 

For example, if the voice messaging system has displayed the constant message count 
on a subscriber’s telephone: 

If a subscriber picks up the handset and presses the 9 touchtone, the Panasonic DBS 
display phone displays 9 on the first line: 

9 

7‘NEWMSGS 

Large LCD Display Phones & Constant Message Count 
When a subscriber with a Panasonic DBS large-display phone finishes using voice mail 
functions, the LCD lists options for use specifically with the Panasonic DBS telephone 
system. PERSONAL DIAL, SYSTEM DIAL, and the others shown in Figure 5 are not voice 
messaging system options. 

^ ., 
0830 Tue MAY 09 

7MSG&l~URG I 

PERSONAL DIAL 

SYSTEM DIAL 

EXTENSION 

FUNCTION 

Figure 5 .&ample of non-voice messaging system options on the large LCD 

Once the subscriber dials his or her voice mailbox, voice messaging system options 
replace the Panasonic DBS telephone system options. Non-voice messaging system 
options may vary based on programming used with the Panasonic DBS telephone 
system. 
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Visual Menus 

When subscribers access their mailboxes, the voice messaging system provides them 
with a menu to choose from. Subscribers using small-display or analog telephones till 
hear these menu options through the voice mail conversation. Those subscribers with 
Panasonic DBS largedisplay phones will see these same voice mail choices as visual 
options on the display telephone’s LCD. 

The visual menus that appear on the large LCD are very similar to audio menu choices 
the subscriber hears when using a small LCD or analog telephone. For example, a 
subscriber with a smalldisplay telephone dials the voice messaging system and the 
voice mail conversation provides a main menu of options: 

l Check the new messages a subscriber has waiting 

l Leave messages 

l Review old messages 

l Access setup options 

Similarly, a subscriber with a large-display telephone dials the voice messaging system 
and the system displays a menu visually instead of through audio conversation : 

hA&lENu 

7MsGs l&G 

CHECK ti tiSCiS 

LEAYEMES~AGES 

RRVIEWOLDMSGS 

SE’IUP OPTIONS~ 

CALL MTENSION. 

Occasionally, l3STF.N FOR OPTIONS appears as avisual menu when the subscriber must 
perform a voice mail function more complex than choosing an option, such as record- 
ing a message. 

LISTEN 

FOR OPTIONS 

l=Yes 
2=No 
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Using Keys on the Large Display Telephone 
Subscribers choose options from visual menus on the Panasonic DBS largedisplay 
plane by pressing a so& key. This telephone has a total of ten soft keys, five each on 
the left and right sides of the LCD. 

* 

Using soft keys with visual menus is simple and intuitive. Most options on visual menus 
may be chosen by pressing the soft key on either side of the LCD. However, when a 
visual menu displays options using two columns, options must be chosen by pressing 
the soft key on the appropriate side of the LCD. 

One Column of Options Two Columns of Options 

Press the soft key on either side Press the soft key next to the option. 
of the option. 

Options that may be set to ON or OFF may be “toggled” by pressing the soft key for that 
option. For example, if an option is set to ON, pressing the soft key sets it to OFF. In 
some cases, changing a setting from OFF to ON activates additional options on a 
display menu: 

In addition to the soft keys on the Panasonic DBS large-display phone, the Integration 
Package supports additional keys located below the LCD. Note that these fixed func- 
tion keys are labeled on the phone’s case, rather than on the LCD. 

The fixed function keys and their functions are listed below: 

l MENU - Go to the Main Menu. 

l PREV - Either: 

Go to the previous visual menu. 

Display the previous messages on the U-D 
c=~CcOOO 

message list. 
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l NEXT-Either: 

Display any additional messages on the message list. 

Stop playing the current message and play the next one. 

Tip for Subscribers 
While a subscriber listens to a message, pressing the NEXT key on the Panasonic DBS 
larg4isplay phone stops piaying the current message and begins playing the next one 
in the message list. When a subscriber presses the NEXT key while listening to: 

l A new message, the first one becomes an old message. 

l An old message, the first one remains as an old message. 

The Message List 
As a subscriber receives new messages, PanaVOICE regularly updates the constant 
message count on the subscriber’s display telephone. While constant message count 
lets the subscriber know there are new messages, the message list on the display 
telephone allows the subscriber to play them back in any order desired (Figure 6). If 
there are more messages than can appear on the display, subscribers can use the NEXT 
and PREV keys on the Panasonic DBS largdisplay phone to scroll through them. 

CHECK NEW MSGS 

7MsGs LWRG 

~XAVTER,Jpiy 

AARONSON.CHRI 

YEoMAN$MIKE 

iw09,08:30AG 
***EM)*** 

Figure 6 The message list on the large LCD 

Below the menu title and constant message count, the message list displays informa- 
tion about the subscriber’s messages. This lets the subscriber review messages, then 
listen to them in any order desired. 

The message list includes this information: 

l Message codes: PanaVOICE identifies the message type using a one-letter code in 
the first column: 

Urgent messages 

Public messages, left for subscribers with public message access 
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Return receipts, identifying each message the subscriber explicitly marked for 
return receipt. This is different than a receipt summary (RECEIPT), which is 
described below. 

The message list sorts messages in the same order as what is heard through the system 
conversation. 

In a subscriber’s list of old messages, the system uses this code: 

l Archived messages, including the archive period. For example, A2 identifies an 
archived message that will be kept for two additional days. A9 indicates the 
archive period is nine days or greater A 0 (zero) indicates the message will be 
deleted today at midnight. 

l Caller: ‘rhe message list identifies messages from a subscriber by including the 
subscriber’s spelled name. The list identifies a message from an unknown caller 
with the date and time the message was left (example: MAY 09,08:30AM). 

RECEIPT identifies a receipt summary, which provides summary information about 
messages a subscriber sent to subscribers, guests, or message groups. 

e End of the Liz& The message list displays * l *END* * * after the last message 
listed. 

Message Waiting Indicators 
When integrated with the Panasonic DBS telephone system, PanaVOlCE tells the DBS 
when to light and extinguish message waiting indicators (lamps) on the display tele- 
phones. 
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The System Conversation and Visual Menus 

In addition to providing visual support for using PanaVOICE, the OAI Integration 
Package affects the system conversation through how a subscriber uses visual menus 
and through special prompts used with visual menus. 

How a Subscriber Uses Visual Menus 
The subscriber uses a combination of the system conversation and visual menus when 
working with the voice messaging system through the Integration Package. Using these 
menus is simple and intuitive. Subscribers will appreciate the flexibility provided 
through visual access to many voice mail features. If subscribers have used this voice 
messaging system before but are using it for the first time with the Integration Package 
and their display telephones, they will quickly learn to use visual menus in combina- 
tion with the already familiar system conversation. 

While the voice messaging system traditionally guides users through the conversation, 
using visual menus combines the options available on the LCD with those available 
through the conversation. How much the subscriber hears and how much the sub- 
scriber sees can vary depending on the voice mail function. Here are some examples: 

l Both the Conversation and Viial Menus Used: When a subscriber plays a new 
message, he or she listens to the message and sees a visual menu of playback 
controls, including PAUSE, INFO (for message information), and REPLY. 

l Vllal Menus Used: When a subscriber accesses setup options, the voice messag- 
ing system does not use the conversation for most steps. Instead, the subscriber 
sees a visual menu for setup options, including CHANGE GREETINGS and PER- 
SONAL OPTIONS. In such a case, the visual menu remains until the subscriber 
chooses an option. If the subscriber does not press any keys or touchtones on the 
display telephone, the main menu reappears on the LCD after a brief period (up to 
thirty seconds). 

l Conversation Used: When a subscriber records a reply to a subscriber-to-sub- 
scriber message, he or she uses instructions through the system conversation, and 
sees LISTEN FOR OPTIONS on the LCD. 

The following example shows how a subscriber would typically interact with visual 
menus and the conversation. This example describes what the voice messaging system 
displays through visual menus on the display telephone’s LCD and what it says through 
the system conversation. 
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LARGE LCD PauaVOIcE 
, . 

Subscriber i ,;! 

The subscriber picks up the handset 
and dials voice mail (usually through a 
programmable speed dialing key). 

CHECK NEW MSGS 
LEAMMESSAOES 
REVIEWOLD MSGS 
sErWWTlot+s 
cAuEil-mxJN 

The conversation pauses for the The subscriber presses the CHECK 
subscriber to choose an option. NEW MSGS soft key. 

“To play a message, press the one The subscriber decides to list addi- 
touch key. To lookthrough your tional messages and presses the fixed 
message lit, press the Next or function key labeled NEXT. 
Previous key.” 

CHECK NEW MSGS 
IMsGs1”Rc 

Xavier. Jay 
MAY U3.C%3JAM 
-END-’ 

The subscriber sees Xavier, Jay in the 
message list and decides to listen to 
Jay’s message before the others. He 
presses a soft key next to Jay’s name. 

“Hi, Hugh. Remember, our meeting As the message plays, the subscriber 
today is at 3 PM. Make sure you decides to find out how long this 
bring...” message is and when it was left. He 

presses the lNF0 soft key. 

u...you bring the results from last As the message plays, the subscriber 
quarter. Everyone on the team reviews the information, then presses 
wants to hear...” the EXIT soft key. 

“...wants to hear how your division As the message plays, the subscriber 
did...” decides to save it and listen to the rest 

later. He presses the SAW soft key. 
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LARGE LCD PanaVOIcE !%bscriber 

The subscriber wants to check Pat 
Wu’s message and presses the fixed 
function key labeled PREV. 

REVERSE FORWmD 

Hugh is expecting a message from 
Pat about his business trip later that 
day, and decides to listen to Pat’s 
message. He presses a soft key next 
to Pat’s name. 

“Hugh, your flight leaves at 5 PM. A The subscriber listens to most of the 
taxi will pick you up right after the message. Hugh expected this and 
meeting.” decides to send a quick reply. He 

presses the REPLY soft key. 

f ?LAYNEWMSGS ’ 
” W”. PaI 

INFO REPLY 
PAUSE REDIRECT 
REVERSE FORWARD 
RESTART ARCHIVE 
SAVE DELETE 

“OK, I’ll record your message 
now...” 

The subscriber records the message: 
‘Pat, thanks for all your help with the 
arrangements. See you next week” 
He presses the star (*) when he 
finishes. 

( CnECKNEWMSGS > The subscriber decides to delete 
Pat’s message and presses the 
DELETE soft key. 

The subscriber replaces the handset. 

‘...wants to hear how your division As the message plays, the subscriber 
did...” decides to save it and listen to the 

rest later. He presses the SAVE soft 
key. 
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. 

Additional Benefits for Large LCD Users 
With the Integration Package, subscribers using Panasonic DBS large-display phones 
have both: 

‘. 
8: 

l A special system conversation 

l Plexibility of using touchtone keys with menu mode 

The system conversation includes additional prompts for subscribers using Panasonic 
DBS largedisplay phones. Subscribers using small-display phones or analog telephones 
will not hear these additional prompts. 

Subscribers using large-display phones hear changes in the system conversation in two 
places: i _ 

1. Mainmenu 

After the subscriber accesses his or her voice mailbox, the voice messaging system 
displays the main menu. 

MAINMENU 

CHECKNEWMSGS 

LEAIEMESSAGEX 

REVEWOLDMSGS 

SETUP OPTIONS 

CALL EXTENSION 

After the subscriber presses the CHECK NEW MSGS soft key, the system conversation 
plays the Integration Package prompt ‘To play a message, press the one touch key To 
look through your message list, press the Next or Previous key.” 

This prompt tells the subscriber to use the appropriate One Touch key on the left and 
right sides of the LCD to play a message. It also tells the subscriber to use the appropri- 
ate fixed function key (labeled NEXT or PREV on the Panasonic DBS large LCD display 
phone) to display the next or previous messages on the message list. 

CALL EXTENSION lets the subscriber quickly dial an internal extension. When the 
subscriber presses the CALL EXTENSION soft key, the system plays a standard system 
conversation prompt “Ifyou’d like to try an extension, you may do so now (pause). See 
you later? 
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2. Pause during message playback 

After the subscriber pauses a message during playback (either by selecting the PAUSE 
option from the large LCD display telephone or pressing the 8 touchtone), the voice 
messaging system displays the pause menu: 

‘.‘. .. 
PLAYBACK P&U=, 

UYale,.Hugh. 

RESUME‘ 

PALJSZ t.. 
i, _.,’ ., ‘, : ., ,. 

EXIT : 

The system conversation plays the Integration Package prompt “Press Pause to continue 
pausing orResume to continue playing. “This prompt tells the subscriber how to resume 
from this pause, to either: 

l Continue the pause by selecting the PAUSE option from the large LCD display 
telephone. 

l Resume message playback by pressing the 8 touchtone key again. 

Subscribers using large-display phones also have available these touchtone keys 
during menu mode: 

l 4 through 7 touchtone keys to choose options 

. * to return to the Main Menu 

l if to step back one level to the previous menu 

These large-display telephone subscribers see visual menus, rather than hear a 
menu-based conversation. These subscribers do not require menu mode conversation 
preference on the Subscribers and Guests: Conversation screen in order to use these 
touchtone keys with the Integration Package. 
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Voice Mail Call Handling Features 

The OAI Integration Package supports PanaVOICE’s automated attendant features for 
call holding, the call transfer and screening options (which are listed on the Subscrib- 
ers and Guests: Call Handling screen), and message delivery to an internal extension 
(Figure 7). 

Voice Mail Features Description 

call holding The voice messaging system regularly tells a caller on hold his or 
her status in the holding queue and offers options to (1) transfer to 
another extension or the subscriber’s voice mailbox or (2) continue 
holding. 

call transfer options The call transfer options control how calls are transferred, and what 
the person answering the telephone hears before a call is 
connected. 

Message delivery to an The voice messaging system calls a subscriber’s extension to deliver 
extension new messages. 

Figure 7 Voice mail call handling features supported through the 0.4 integration 
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Avoiding Call Forwarding Conflicfs 

PanaVOICE offers call handling features that rival those on many telephone systems. 
Sometimes, the call forwarding features of the telephone system can conflict with the 
call handling features of the voice messaging system, unless you configure both 
systems to avoid overlapping features. 

Figure 8 shows two different ways to configure both the voice messaging,system and 
the Panasonic DBS telephone system to prevent the DBS’s call forwarding features from 
conflicting with features provided by the voice messaging system. You will want to 
choose the method which works best for your situation. 

To Use: Program the DBS 
Telephone System 

Program 
PanaVOICE 

Features Not Available 

Call Forward-Busy Set extensions to call Set the default call Voice mail features for 
or Call Forward-All forward on busy, no transfer type to Call Holding, Call 
Calls on Extensions answer, or busy/no Wait for Ringback Transfer Options, 

XlSWff. Message Delivery to an 
extension. 

Voice Mail Call Disable Call Forward Set the call The telephone system 
Holding, Call Busy and Call transfer type to features for call forward 
Transfer Options, or Forward All Calls on Await Answer. busy or call forward all 
Message Delivery to station sets. calls to a subscriber’s 
an Extension personal greeting. 

Fgure 8 How to program the Panasonic D%S telephone system and Pana VOICE for call 
transfer 

To use the voice mail call holding, call transfer options, or message delivery to an 
extension, set the caI1 transfer type to Await Answer on the Subscribers and Guests: 
Call Handling screen. Set the number of rings to wait to at least two rings less than the 
number of rings configured in the Panasonic DBS telephone system for forwarding on a 
ring-nclanswer condition. We recommend 3 rings for the voice mesaging system and 
5 rings for the Panasonic DBS telephone system. This prevents the situation where the 
voice messaging system calls an unanswered extension and is then forwarded back to 
itself by the telephone system. 
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installation Summary 
These are the installation steps you will perform: 

Cl Check the pre-installation requirements (page 2-39). 

q Install the API card and API serial port connector in the main cabinet of the 
telephone system. 

El Check station name information on the Panasonic DBS for completeness 
and accuracy. 

q Programthe Panasonic DBS. 

II Reprogram the system key. 

El Configure the voice messaging system. 

q Connect the Panasonic DBS and voice messaging system by serial link. 

Cl Test the Integration Package. 
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Pre-lnstalla tion Check/is t 

The following lists everything you need before installing the Integration Package: 

Telephone System 

If you are using the Panasonic Digital Business System 824: 

l Panasonic DBS 824 CPC-M software release 3.1 or higher 

If you are u&g the Panasonic Digital Business System: 

l Panasonic DBS CPC-AU or CPCB software release 8.1 or higher or CPC-EXVersion 
1.1 or higher 

For both Panasonic DBS and DBS 824 you will need: 
l An API (Application Program Interface) Card and API Serial Port Connector 

(W-43940) installed in the main cabinet of the telephone system 

0 RS-232 serial link (the gray null modem cable with g-pin female and 25-pin male 
connectors) 

Order these from your Panasonic representative. Install the telephone system hardware 
and software according to the Panasonic Digital Business System telephone system 
documentation. 

Voice Messaging System 
12MB n&&&n free disk space (at least 70 minutes in the Available field in the 
upper-left hand comer of the Banner screen) 

A modem connected to a SLT extension for use with the Remote Maintenance 
software 

One 3 l/2 inch (1.4iMB capacity) high density floppy disk drive 

Serial port with 16550 or higher UART support 

Parallel port for the system key 

Additional items 
Access to the Panasonic DBS telephone system and system administration 
terminal to configure the Panasonic DBS telephone system for the integration 

A complete and accurate telephone directory for station users, including the 
extension number and first/last names (for example, “101, Hugh Yale”) 

A sixoutlet power strip 

Extra blank floppy disks for system backup and copying files 

A phillips screwdriver 
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Preparing the Panasonic DBS 
This chapter details the options you must program on the telephone system for the 
Panasonic DBS OAI Integration Package to work correctly. These options directly affect 
the integration. You should use caution when you are setting additional options in the 
Panasonic DBS to avoid conflicts which may affect how PanaVOICE works. 

Before integrating PanaVOICE with the Panasonic DBS, you need to: 

l Install additional telephone system hardware. 

l Complete telephone system programming. 
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k&g Additional Telephone System Hardware 

Panasonic DBS telephone systems require the foilowing cards for voice messaging 
system integration. These cards must be installed in the main cabinet of the telephone 
system prior to installing the Integration Package: 

Panasonic Digital Business System 824 Panasonic Digital Business System 

API Card and API Seri$ Port Conrkctor API Card and API Serial Port Connector (VB 43940) 
(vJ3 43940) 

Figure 9 Telephone system hardware for the DBS 824 and DBS 

To obtain these cards, contact your Panasonic representative. Install them according 
to the Panasonic DBSManual, Section 30Wnstailation. 

. _ : . . :-.: . . .. .,.: 
1 . . :_ ,: ._ . 
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Panasonic DES System Programming 

Check that you have programmed the Panasonic DBS for: 

l Station information 

l Special telephone system programming 

Station lnfofmation 
Check that each telephone system port is programmed to include the extension 
number and the name. Mailbox Builder uses this station information to set up default 
subscriber voice mailboxes. For details, see Mailbox Builder on page 2-62. 

Note Mailbox Builder uses station names exactly as programmed on the telephone 
system. It is a good idea to program names as you would like to have them on 
both systems, whether it is “LASTNAME FIRSTNAME” or “FIRSTNAME 
LASTNAME.” We recommend using the format “LASTNAME FIRSTNAME.” 

To assign extension names using attendant telephone: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

Press [PROG) #2. You see: ** EXT. NAME **. 

Press XXX, whereXXX is the port number of the individual extension. 

Press m until you erase the default name. 

Using the touchtone keypad, spell the name of the person using the extension. Use 
the “LAST FIRST” format. Press the corresponding key the appropriate number of 
times for the letter’s position on the key. Examples: 

For A, press 2; for B, press 22; for C, press 222. 

For K, press 55. 

For Q, press 1. For Z, press 11. For a space, press [HOLD). 

Press (FLASH] after each letter to input the next letter. 

Press [HOU3) upon completion. 

Repeat steps 2-6 for each extension. 

To assign a terminal type to the voice mail extension ports 

1. 

2. 

3. 

Press a, 

Dial the voice mail extension port number (DBS CPC-AH range: 9-72) DBS CPC-B 
range: 9-144) (DBS CPC-EX 9-144) (DBS 824 range: 3-24). You see: EXT XXX PROGRAM 
(SELECT PROGRAM). 

Dial 2#. You see: EXT XXX 002: 1 (TEL SET TYPE). 

‘:, 

i  
I  
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4. Dial XX# (to replace the “1” in the display) where XX is the Terminal Type number 
(range: 41-48) of the integrated voice mail port. Program the first voice mail port as 
Type 41; the second voice mail port as Type 42; and so on. 

Important You must program the Terminal Type for each voice mail port used. 

To coMgure voice mail extension ports for digital connection: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

Press m 

Dial the voice mail extension port number (DBS CPC-AII range: 9-72) (DBS CPC-B 
range: 9144) (DBS CPC-EX range: 9-144) (DBS 824 range: 3-24). You see EXT XXX 
PROGRAM @IECI’PROGRAM). 

For the DBS, dial 47#. You see EXI’ XXX 041: 0 VAU/VM Port. 

For the DBS 824, dial 46#. You see lXT XXX 046: 0 VAU/VM Port. 

Dial 1 to enable the voice mail port confirmation. 

Press HOLD to go to the next port number. 

Repeat steps 4 & 5 for each extension. 

Speciai Telephone System Programming 
This topic explains how to program DBS and DBS 824 systems so that the OAI Integra- 
tion Package will work correctly. Use caution when setting other Panasonic DBS 
options to avoid conflicts which may affect how the voice messaging system works. 

system Program settings 

1. Program the API: 

a Pressa. 

b. Dial 2#1#. You see: SYSTEM GENERAL. 

2. Program API/DEC Slot (DBS only): 

a Press 20# You will see: SYSTEM 020 : 0 (API/EC SLOT). 

b. Enter slot number of the DEC card (range: 2-18) followed by #. 

Note The main cabinet holds slots 2 though 9. the secondary cabinet holds 
slots 10 through 18. In the main cabinet, 2=slot “EC2”; 3=“EC3”; . . . 
8=“EC8”; and 9.=YEC/TRKW. In the secondary cabinet, lO=slot “ECl”; 
1 l=“EC2”; 12=“EC3”; . . . 17=“EC8”; and 18=“EC/TRK”. 
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3. Program API /PORT (DBS 824 only): -_ -\ 

a Press 19# You will see: SYSTEM 019 : 1 (API/PORT). i 

b. Enter the lowest-numbered extension port used for the API connection, 
followed by #. 

4. Program the “Voice Mail Tone” parameter to return busy tone to PanaVOICE: 

a PressFFl. 

h For Panasonic DBS, dial 2# l# 21#. You see SYSTEM 021: 0 VOICE MAIL TONE. 
For Panasonic DBS 824, dial 2# l# 20#. You see SYSTEM 020: 0 VOICE MAIL TONE= 

c DiaI 1-Y (to choose uRetum Busy Tone”). 

5. ForthePanasonicDBSonIy,verifythatthevoicemailAPIportissetforstandardAPI 
protocoland96Wbaudz 

a Dial [FF1]2# 1# 41#(forAPIportl) 1# 
or: [FFI] 2# l# 42# (forAP1 port 2) 1# 

b. Dial O# (to select “standard API protocol”). 

c. Dial O# (to select “9600 bps”). 

Note If a TSAPI connection is already present on the API card, program the 
voice mail port by selecting the API port that is not being used for 
TSAPI. If TSAPI is present, both ports must be set to 9600 baud. If 
TSAPI is not present, be sure to use API port 1 for the voice mail con- 
nection. 

systemTiiersettiugs 

1. Program the Call Forward No Answer Timer: 

a For Panasonic DBS, press [FFl]. Dial 3#, 19#. 
You see: TIMER 019 : 02 (CFWD NO-AI% TIM). Dial #for 20 seconds. 

b. For Panasonic DBS 824, press [ FFl 1. Dial 3#, 17#. 
You see: TIMER 017 : 02 (CFWD NO-ANS TlM). Dial 4# for 20 seconds. 

Ri@q and Hunt Group Pro@ammiq 

1. Program Day Ring Assignments for Hunt Group Pilot Numbers: 

a. Press [FF4]. 

b. Dial 1#. You see: Day ring program (SELECT PORT #). 

c. Dial XXX# where XXX is the hunt group number. 
You see: Day Ring PortXXX (SELECT TRUNK NUMBER). 
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Note Hunt group numbers vary based on the version of the Panasonic DBS 
telephone system. For example, the CPC-AR version uses hunt group 
numbers 79-86. The CPC-B version uses hunt groups 151-158 and the 
CPC-M version uses 3134. 

d. Dial l’TT# where 77Tis the trunk number that should ring the voice messaging 
system. You see: PORT XXX-TlT : 0 (DAY RING PROG.). 

e. Did l#. You see: PORTXXX-‘ITT : 0 where 77Tis the next trunk number. 

f. Repeat step oe” for each trunk that should ring the voice messaging system in 
Day Mode. 

2. Program Night Ring Assignments for Hunt Group Pilot Numbers: 

a. Press~. 

b. Dial 2#. You see: Night ring prog. (SELECT PORT#). 

c. Dial XXX# where XXX is the hunt group number. 
You see: Night Ring P.XXX (SELECT TRUNK#). 

Note Hunt group numbers may vary based on the version of the Panasonic 
DBS telephone system. See previous note. 

d. Dial TTT where 77Tis the trunk number that should ring the voice messaging 
system. You see: PORT XXX-TlT : 0 (NIGHT RING PROG). 

e. Dial l#. You see: PORTXXX-‘ITT : 0 where 77Xs the next trunk number. 

f. Repeat step “en for each trunk that should ring the voice messaging system in 
Night Mode. 

3. Program the Voice Mail Hunt Group for Terminal Hunting: 

a Press- 

b. Dial 3#. You see: Hunting Group (SELECT HUNT-G+). 

c. Dial HH# where HHis the hunt group number you wish to assign the voice 
messaging system. You see: HUNT-GHH PROGRAii (SELECT PROGRAM). 

d. Dial l#. You see: HUNT-GHH OOl:*** (PILOTEXT. #). 

e. Dial PPP, where PPP is the pilot number for the voice messaging system hunt 
group. You see: HUNT-GHH 002: 0 (HUNTING MODE). 

f. Dial 0 for terminal hunting. 

g. Press #until you see: HUNT-GHH 005:*** (MEMBER EXT. #). 

h. Dial XXX# where XXY is the extension number of the first voice messaging 
system port. You see: HUNT-GHH 006:*** (MEMBEREXT +#). 
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i. Dial XXX# where XXX is the extension number of the next voice messaging 
system port. 

1. Repeat step “i” for the remaining voice messaging system extensions. 

Program the Individual Stations for Call Forwarding 

1. From a Key Telephone: 

a Press(m) 

b. Dial 72. You see: Enter FWD Mode. 

c. Dial 1 for busy/no-answer. You see: Enter FWD Ext#. 

d. Dial the pilot number of the voice messaging system hunt group. 

e. Press[oN/orr). 

2. From a Single Line Telephone: 

a Go off-hook 

b. Dial 721 for busy/no-answer. 

c. Hangup. 

Direct-inward-Dial (DID) 
The Integration Package supports direct-inward-dial (DID) call forwarding capabilities. 
To use DID, go to the Ringing section of the DBS programming. Set up the DID numbers 
to ring the voice messaging system pilot number. The voice messaging system will then 
transfer the call into the corresponding mailbox or transaction box For details on 
programming, see the Panasonic Digital Business System telephone system documenta- 
tion. 

Resetting the Panasonic DBS Telephone System 
You must reset the telephone system after changing programming in order to activate 
changes. 

Note If you experience difficulty configuring the Panasonic DBS te!ephone system 
or station sets for integration with the voice messaging system, contact 
Panasonic Technical Support. 
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Preparing the Voice Messaging System 
This chapter describes the voice messaging system configuration you must perform in 
addition to the normal configuration of the customer’s application. You will need to 
perform these steps: 

l Connect the voice messaging and telephone systems. 

l Configure the PanaVOICE system. 
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Connecting the Voice Messaging and Telephone Systems 

Connecting the systems involves: 

l Connecting the analog station lines to the voice messaging system 

l Installing the serial link between the systems 

Connecfing the Station Lines to the Voice Messaging System 
Connect the digital station lines from the Panasonic DBS telephone system to the 
appropriate RJ-14 jacks on each voice board, following the instructions in theInstalling 
the PanaVOKESysfem section of the Technician’s Guide. Figure 10 shows that there are 
four modular jacks per voice board. Each jack on a 4-port voice board carries one port. 

Figure 10 4-port voice boards 

lnsta/ling the Serial Link between the Systems 
To install the serial link: 

1. Remove the cover from the Panasonic DBS telephone system. 

2. Connect the serial cable to either the CNlOl or CN201 connector inside the 
Panasonic DBS telephone system. 

3. Replace the cover on the Panasonic DBS telephone system. 

4. Connect the other end of the serial link to the voice messaging system’s COMl 
serial port. The COMl port is either a g-pin or 25pin, D-shaped, male connector. 

New Fully-Assembled PanaVOlCE System 
If you purchased this Integration Package as part of a new fully-assembled PanaVOICE 
system, the hardware and software for the integration have already been installed on 
your system. Simply install the system key and configure the voice messaging system 
software as described in Confiiuting the Voice Messaging System. 
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Upgrading an Existing Voice Messaging System 
If you purchased this Integration Package to upgrade your existing voice mail and 
telephone systems, you must reprogram the system key before configuring the voice 
messaging system software. The reprogramming instructions are on the Upgrade Card 
shipped with the Integration Package. 
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Testing the system 

You should test the system to confirm the system key is installed on the correct port 
and the system starts properly 

To test the system: 

1. Turn on the system. Watch as several messages display on-screen and the voice 
mail software starts. 

2. Check that the key is properly installed: 

If the words “DEMONSTRKTIO~ COPY, SYSTEM KEY NOT FOUND” appear on the 
system’s Banner screen, the system key is not properly installed. 

If the System Starts as a Demonstration Copy 
l Check that the label on your system key matches the number of ports and op- 

tional packages installed on your system. 

l Check that the system key is fully plugged into the parallel port. 

Exit to DOS by choosing Shut Down on the Banner screen. Press @Q4Alt~ to restart 
the system. If the system starts as a regular (non-demo) unit, then continue with the 
next step in the installation. 

If the system still starts as a demonstration copy, look for another parallel port on the 
voice mail computer, If there is more than one parallel port, put the system key on that 
port and start the system again. If the voice messaging system now starts without the 
“DEMONSTRATION COPY, SYSTEM KEY NOT FOUND” message, the key is installed 
correctly 

If the system still starts as a demonstration copy, contact Technical Support. 

>\ 
:.: 
I’ 
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Checking fhe COM fort and Voice Boards Using SYSCHK 

After you install the integration software, you must test the voice messaging system 
computer’s data port to verify that it is configured correctly for the integration. Do this 
with the software utility SYSCHK and a loopback connector. You must restart the 
system after running SYSCHK. 

Your integration uses the COMl port on the voice messaging system computer to share 
data with the.Panasonic DBS telephone system. lf you have an internal modem installed 
on your existing voice messaging system for use with the Remote Maintenance pack- 
age, that modem may currently be using COMl. You must use the COMl serial port for 
the integtation with the Panasonic DBS telephone system, and reconfigure the modem 
to use COM2. 

Running SYSCHK 
The SYSCHK utility is stored in the voice mail directory (for example, C:\VMAIL). 
SYSCHK can test: 

l The internal modem 

l The serial port 

If any of these items is configured incorrectly, the integiation may fail. Test the serial 
port with a loopback connector plugged into the COM port you want to test. 

1 @u-e 11 Loopback connector 

25-Pin 
COM Port r 

O-Pin 
COM Port 

Loopback Connector 
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If SYSCHK finds no problems, it displays a summary of its findings. If the system fails any 
of the configuration tests, SYSCHK displays a chart showing the correct configuration 
settings. 

If the system has Both serial integration and 
Remote Maintenance 

Remote Maintenance only 

Voice board IRQS RQ5 

Modem COM2, IRQ3,2F8 COM2, IRQ3,2F8 

Serial port COMI, IRQ4.3F8 i _ 

To run the SYSCHK utility 

1. 

9 a. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

Plug the loopback connector into the COMl serial port. 

From the voice mail directory (for example, C:\VMAIL), type SYSCHK and press 
ENI-ER. Follow the on-screen instructions. 

When the system asks if you want to test the modem, press Y. 

SYSCHK reports whether or not the modem is configured correctly. If the modem is 
configured incorrectly, SYSCHK displays the chart shown on the previous page. 
Note any changes you need to make. 

Press any key to continue. When the system asks if you want to test the serial port, 
press Y. 

SYSCHK reports whether or not the port is configured correctly. If the port is 
configured incorrectly, SYSCHK displays the chart shown above. Note any changes 
you need to make. 

Press any key to restart the system. Make the required configuration changes and 
run SYSCHK again. 
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Configuring fhe Voice Messaging Sysfem 

To integrate the voice messaging system with the DBS, you need to set several param- 
eters on the voice messaging system screens. 

Application Setup 

r 

m 
Rpplication Setup 

IlllBBI 
Site !aformation - lBpy 

E@ 
-- 

I mb- iPmsataprIcbnlaseaI 

Figure 12 Application Setup: Site information screen 

1. Go to Application Setup: Site Information (Figure 12). This screen keeps important 
telephone traffic and contact information in one place. 

2. Specify the Pilot Number. This is the number subscribers will use to dial the voice 
messaging system internally. This is also called the masterhuntgroup number. Go to 
the Station pilot number field and type the pilot number (tr (Figure 12). 

Note The Station pilot number field must use a single extension number with 
the Integration Package. It cannot be a range of extensions. 

3. Go to Application Setup: Port Settings (Figure 13). 
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Port Settings Ee 

.- 

Figure 13 Application Setup: Port Settings 

4. Enter the Voice Mail Extension Numbers. In the Port station numbers field, 
type the extension numbers for the ports connected to the voice messaging system. 
Specify extensions individually or in a range. The example in Figure 13 shows indi- 
vidual voice mail extensions separated by commas and spaces (201,203) and a range 
of extension numbers (205-206). In, the first voice mail port is connected to station 201, 
the second to station 203, and the third and fourth ports to stations 205 and 206. 

5. Dedicate one port to controlling message waiting indicators. To avoid system 
conflicts, set only one port to dial message waiting indicators. 
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Default Subscriber 
PanaVOICE creates new subscribers using the settings defined for the default sub- 
scriber. This method saves you time because you do not have to configure each sub- 
scriber individually. Yov can always customize settings for individual subscribers at 
any time. 

Default Subscriber 
Call Wandling 

Fkp-e 14 Subscriber and Guests: Default Subscriber Call Handling 

To conf%gure settings for the default subscriber: 

1. Go to Subscriber and Guests: Default Subscriber: Call Handling. This screen is where 
you set the call handling defaults for your default subscriber (Figure 14). 

2. Co&gum the Default Call Transfer type. Go to the Transfer type field and press 
(-1. Choose Wait for ringback. Type 2 (-Enter) in the Rings field. 

Note If an individual subscriber wants to use the voice messaging system’s 
features for call holding, the call transfer options, or message delivery 
to an internal extension, first finish configuring the default subscriber, 
then go to step 3 in the Subscribers and Guests tcpic below. 

3. Go to Subscribers and Guests: Default Subscriber: Notification (Figure 15). 
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Figure 15 Subscribers and Guests: Subscriber Defaults: Notification 

4. Check the Default Message Waiting Indications. Verify that the Use message 
waiting indication box is selected. Check that X appears in the Message lamp 
extension field (Figure 15). 

5. Configure the Default Message Notification. Typically, the Work Phone extension is 
configured with a telephone number of X for the subscriber’s extension. Leave the 
Work Phone box cleared (Figure 15). You may select it for individual subscribers on 
the Subscribers and Guests: Subscribers: Notification screen. /: 

Subsctibers and Guests 
If you purchased this Integration Package to add to your existing voice messaging 
system, you must make sure that certain settings are configured correctly for all 
subscribers who were set up before the Integration Package was added. 

To configure settings for individual subscribers: 

1. To change an individual subscriber’s settings, first go to Subscribers and Guests: 
Subscribers and select the name of the subscriber from the list. 

2. Configure the Subscriber Conversation for subscribers with Panasonic DBS large- 
display phones. Go to the individual’s Subscriber and Guests: Conversation screen 
and clear the Play new messages hands-free box. Go to the Subscriber and Guests: 
Permissions screen and clear the Use original version conversation box. 

Note Visual menus will not appear on the subscriber’s display telephone if 
the Play new messages hands-free box or the Use original version 
conversation box is checked. However, constant message count will 
still function properly. 
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3. Configure the Call Transfer type. 

l If you are using the voice messaging system as an Automated Attendant, go to the 
Subscribers and Guests: Call Handling screen for each current snbscriher. For 
each subscriber, go to the Transfer Type field and choose Wait for Ringback. For 
each current subscriber, type 2 I-1 in the Rings field to specify the number of 
times the voice messaging system rings the line before releasing the call. 

l If you are using the voice messaging system’s features for call holding, call transfer 
options, or message delivery to an internal extension, go to the Subscribers and 
Guests: Call Handling screen for each current subscriber. For each subscriber, 
go to the Transfer Type field and choose Await Answer. If you use Await Answer, 
you must also set the number of rings that the voice messaging system watts for 
an answer to be at least two rings fewer than the number of rings configured in 
the Panasonic DBS system for forwarding on ring-no-answer. We recommend 3 
rings for the voice messaging system and 5 rings for the Panaso nit DES tek 
phone system 

For individual subscribers using the system’s call holding, call transfer or message 
delivery options, you will need to disable the Panasonic DBS system’s call forward 
on busy. For details on voice messaging system features and call forwarding, see 
page 2-37. 

4. Go to the Subscribers and Guests: Notification screen. 

5. Check the Message Waiting indicators. Make sure that the Use message waiting 
indication box is selected. Check that X appears in the Message lamp extension 
field. 

Note If the Message lamp extension field is configured with @I and an actual 
extension number (for example, Q251). then the extension’s message 
waiting indicator would be activated for this subscriber_ This field 
overrides the @,X in the Message waiting indicators fields of the Tel+ 
phone System Setup: Message Integration screen. 

6. Configure Message Notification. Typically, a subscriber’s Work Phone extension is 
set up with a telephone number of X, to call and deliver messages to his or her 
extension. For each current subscriber who wants this feature, set the number in 
the Rings field for any internal extension listed in the Message Delivery section to 
be at least two rings less than the number of rings configured in the Panasonic DBS 
telephone system for forwarding on ring-no-answer. We recommend 3 rings for the 
voice messagiq system and 5 rings for the Panasonic DE. This lets the voice 
messaging system cancel a Message Delivery call to an internal extension if the 
extension is ring-no-answer. For each message delivery telephone number and 
schedule to be activated, verify that the Work Phone extension is selected. 

Note You must disable call forwarding on busy in the Panasonic DBS system 
to use this feature. 
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Telephone System Setup 

Telephone System Setup m H q _ 

System Integration e - &u! 
%z= 

Figure 16 Telephone System Setup: Telephone System Integration 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

Go to Telephone System Setup: Telephone System Integration (Figure 16). 

Initialize the telephone system parameters. Choose the Select button and type PAN 
in the field where you are prompted to enter the first letters of the telephone 
system. Press (-1. 

If you are using the D/4ZPA digitial voice board, choose Panasonic DBS/API-DEC. If 
you are using an analog board, choose Panasonic DBS/API-AEC. Choose Yes when 
asked whether you want to initialize all telephone system parameters. 

Release on LCR? is set to No. 

Co to the Banner screen and choose Shut Down. If prompted, type a System Man- 
ager ID [a]. Then choose the Begin System Shutdown button. 

At the DOS prompt, press m to restart the voice messaging system. Sign in 
to the system. 

Go back to Telephone System Setup: Telephone System Integration (Figure 16). 

Note that on this screen the voice messaging system automatically sets up the 
following fields for OAI integration. Do not change or delete the settings shown in 
Figure 16 for these fields: 

Transfer Initiate. The sequence the voice messaging system dials to put an un- 
known caller on hold and ring an extension. 

Recall. The sequence the voice messaging system dials to return to the unknown 
caller if an extension does not answer. 

Busy Recall. The sequence the voice messaging system dials to return to the 
unknown caller if an extension is busy. 
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9. Go to Telephone System Setup: Integration Options (Figure 17). 

10. Note that the voice messaging system automatically enables the OAI integration 
through the Integration option string field which is located at the bottom of the 
Telephone System Setup: Integration Options screen. 

Note also that the voice messaging system automatically enables dialtone detec- 
tion. 

c4 Telephone System Setup 
&A Integration Options E *- 

Figure I7 Telephone System Setup: Integration Options 

11. Trunk mapping option. If desired, configure the system to route trunk calls to 
specific message boxes. Trunks must be programmed to ring directly to the voice 
messaging system ports to use this feature. (Otherwise, the trunk identification 
codes may not be sent to the voice messaging system.) 

Note No check is made on the validity of the System ID specified when you 
enter it on the voice messaging system screen. If an invalid System ID is 
specified for a given trunk, the system answers with the opening 
greeting. 

Go to Telephone System Setup: Integration Options. In the fields under the Trunk 
Mapping section, type the trunk numbers and the System ID to which the trunk(s) 
should route [*-r]). For example, in calls on trunks 1 through 5, route to box 
number 700. 

Note that the entries you make in the Trunk Mapping section display in the Integra- 
tion Option String field in the format TMn-m=ID, where n is the first trunk number in 
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12. 

a group, m is the last trunk number in the group, and ID is the System ID which will 
receive calls from that trunk group. For example, TMl-5 = 700 displays to show that 
calls on trunks 1 through 5 route to box number 700. 

To specify over five trunk mapping options, go to the Edit Integration Option String 
field ljj). On the Edit integration option string screen, place the cursor at the 
end of all existing codes and type the code for the additional trunk mapping option 
[cl). Use the format TMn-m=ID. For example, specifying TM22-26=206 would 
route calls on trunks 22 through 26 to box number 206. 

Least cost routing (LCKJ. This feature works as usual with the Panasonic DBS 
telephone system, but the Integration Package cannot use it. You must disable LCR 
for the voice messaging system ports. Go to Telephone System Setup: Telephone 
System Integration (Figure 16). Type the trunk group access code in the Outdial 
access field [-). 
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How to Turn Visual Menus On or Off 

Occasionally, you may want to turn off the visual menu feature for display telephones. 
You may turn it off for individual subscribers on their subscriber screens. Do this with 
either or both of the features below: 

l HancMree controls whether a subscriber uses hands-free message retrieval. 

l Origbml Version Conversation controls whether a subscriber hears the tradi- 
tional conversation. 

To turn off the visual menu feature for a subscriberz 

1. Check with the subscriber to determine which method to use to turn off the visual 
menus. 

2. If you are using the hands-free method, go to Subscriber and Guests: Conversation 
for the individual subscriber and select the box next to Play new messages hands- 
free. 

3. If you are using the original version conversation method, go to Subscriber and 
Guests: Permissions for the individual subscriber and select the box next to 
Original version conversation. 

To reactivate the visual menu feature for a subscriber, clear the appropriate box 
depending on which method you used to turn off the visual menu feature. 
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Mailbox Builder 
The Integration Package’s mailbox builder feature can automatically build subscriber 
voice mailboxes on the voice messaging system using information about the exten- 
sions programmed in the Panasonic DBS teiephone system. This feature saves time and 
simplifies installation, particularly first-time setup of a Panasonic DBS telephone 
system and avoice messaging system. 

.- 

_- 

_! 

.1 
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How Mailbox Builder Works 

When the mailbox builder feature is started, the voice messaging system checks the 
programming on the Panasonic DBS telephone system’s ports. For each port, the 
Panasonic DBS telephone system sends an extension number and a station name to the 
voice messaging system. For example, a port is programmed on the Panasonic DBS 
telephone system to use extension 101. This port is programmed with the station name 
“Yale, Hugh.” Here is an example of what mailbox builder does with this. 

Iftheportisprogtammedwith... 

101 as the extension number 

MaiboxBuilderaddsamailboxwith... 

#lOl as the System ID, where # is the digit used in 
the default numbering scheme for Personal IDslOl 
as the Extension ID 

“Yale Hugh” as the name Yale Hugh as the spelled name 

The voice messaging system uses the defaults entered on the Subscribers and Guests: 
Subscriber Defaults screen when building a new mailbox for each subscriber. 

The process is complete after mailbox builder has checked each DBS port. At the end of 
the process, the voice messaging system produces the Mailbox Builder Report, which 
lists the extensions which were added or changed. The report also lists any System IDS 
for mailboxes that were not added because of a numbering conflict. In addition, the 
voice messaging system records mailbox builder activities in the Call Log Report 
(REPLOG). 

Note Mailbox Builder adds only subscribers, not guests. 

Using Mailbox Builder to Update the Voice Messaging System 
Mailbox builder is often run to create mailboxes for a newly installed PanaVOICE 
system. However, you can also rerun mailbox builder to update the voice messaging 
system if the programming changes on a telephone system’s ports. 

Rerunning mailbox builder adds or changes mailboxes depending on how programming 
has changed for each port. For example, if a port is programmed with a new extension 
and name, a new mailbox will be created (assuming no system ID conflict exists). If 
programming has not changed on telephone system ports, mailbox builder will skip the 
corresponding mailboxes. Running mailbox builder does not delete mailboxes. 

If mailbox builder changes a voice mailbox, it changes only the subscriber’s spelled 
name. The recorded name, security code, greeting, or setup options for the mailbox are 
not changed. If you rerun mailbox builder to apply telephone system port reprogram- 
ming of different subscriber names, it is a good idea to review the voice mailboxes 
afterward and confirm the names appear correctly. 
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Before Using Mailbox Builder 
For mailbox builder to operate properly, you must fist indicate which extensions the 
voice messaging system uses on the telephone system. Mailbox builder will then skip 
these extensions and not create voice mailboxes based on those extensions. Earlier in 
the installation, you should have specified the voice mail extension numbers on the 
Application Setup: Port Settings screen (Figure 13). It is a good idea to check that these 
numbers are entered correctly. 

After Using Mailbox Builder 
After you use mailbox builder to add voice mailboxes, you should: 

l Review the new voice mailboxes using the Quick Edit feature. If needed, complete 
the subscribers’ spelled names. It is important that the names be correctly and 
completely spelled, whether the system uses names in the “LASTNAME 
FIRSTNAME” format or the ‘FIRSTNAME LASTNAME” format. The format used 
depends on whether the system is set up to ask callers to enter the first letters of 
subscribers’ last names or first names. 

l Tell new subscribers their Personal IDS. 

lf you did not set up the Subscribers and Guests: Subscriber Defaults page to use the 
special first-time enrollment conversation for new subscribers, you will need to: 

l Check that new subscribers have recorded names. Either remind new subscribers 
to use their setup options to record a voice name, or record them yourself 
through a local connection at the console. 

l Complete other settings as needed for the new voice mailboxes using the Sub- 
scribers and Guests screens for individual subscribers. 

Mailbox Builder Uses Telephone System information 
The following describes what the voice messaging system does on receiving informa- 
tion from a Panasonic DBS telephone system port. The system records mailbox builder 
actions in reports. For details, see Mailbox Builder Log Report Data on page 2-70. 

Note Mailbox builder uses station names exactly as programmed on the telephone 
system. It is a good idea to program names as you would like to have them on 
both systems, whether it is “LASTNAME FIRSTNAME” or “FIRSTNAME 
LASTNAME.” 
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Information Sent & Mailbox Status Action 

New Extension, No Mailbox 
The extension number does not conilict with 
any other System ID on the voice messaging 
system. 

There is no corresponding mailbox on the 
system 

Mailbox Built 
The voice messaging system adds a 
subscriber voice mailbox, using the extension 
number to create the System ID and 
Extension ID, and the programmed name as 
the subscriber’s spelled name. 

Name, but No Extension No Mailbox Built 
The port is programmed with a name, but no The voice messaging system does not add a 
extension number. voice mailbox because there is no extension 

number to use, 

Mailbox Exists, with Different Name 
There already is a corresponding mailbox on 
the voice messaging system. 

The name programmed on the port is 
different than the subscriber’s spelled name. 

Mailbox Changed 
The voice messaging system changes the 
subscriber’s spelled name for the mailbox, 
and retains any messages, recorded name, 
security code, greeting, or setup options. 

System ID Conflict 
The extension number conflicts with another 
System ID on the voice messaging system. 

There is no correspondiig mailbox on the 
system. 

No Mailbox Built 
The voice messaging system disregards the 
information received from the Panasonic DBS 
telephone system about this port, but 
continues with information about other 
Panasonic DBS telephone system ports. 

Mailbox has Same Extension, Name 
The extension number does not conflict with 
any other System ID on the voice messaging 
system. 

Mailbox Remains As Is 
The voice messaging system determines 
there are no changes, so the subscriber 
mailbox is unaffected. 

The name programmed on the port is the 
same as the subscriber’s spelled name on the 
voice messaging system. 

Invalid Information Sent 
For example: The Panasonic DBS telephone 
system sends data in an incorrect format. 

Mailbox Builder Terminates 
The voice messaging system immediately 
stops mailbox builder. 

There is no connection between the systems. 
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Starting Mailbox Builder 
Use the following procedure either for the initial installation of the Integration Pack- 
age, or if the Panasonic DBS telephone system programming has been changed. Use 
mailbox builder when there is little call traffic on the system. 

Note Allow adequate time for mailbox builder to operate. It takes one to two 
seconds for the voice messaging system to check and receive information 
from each Panasonic DBS telephone system port. If all of the telephone 
system’s ports are programmed, mailbox builder may take approximately 
four minutes to operate. If the telephone system includes one or more 
additional cabinets, allow additional time. 

To use mailbox builder: 

1. Check that all changes in extensions and subscriber names are complete on the 
Panasonic DBS telephone system. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

It is a good idea to busy out all voice mail ports and transfer calls to the opera- 
tor. Mailbox builder may run with the voice messaging system operating as usual. 
However, busying out voice mail ports reduces the possibility that a 
currentlyenrolled subscriber may be accessing a voice mailbox. If mailbox builder 
tries to change an existing voice mailbox, the system will prevent it but will record 
the attempt in the Mailbox Builder Report. 

Go to Subscribers and Guests and choose Add. 

From the Add menu, choose Start Mailbox Builder. When the Add Subscribers 
screen appears, choose Start. 

5. 

6. 

It takes one to two seconds for the voice messaging system to check for port 
information, receive it, then add a voice mailbox. After the voice messaging system 
checks all telephone system ports, mailbox builder is finished. 

When Mailbox Builder is complete, Mailbox Builder Report automatically displays. 
For details regarding this report, see page 2-68. 

Note It is a good idea to review the report every time you use the feature. 

7. 

8. 

If mailbox builder terminates prematurely because the serial link stops responding 
or the telephone system sends invalid information, PanaVOICE adds an error 
message to the Mailbox Builder report and the Call Log Report (REPLOG). 

Select Back to return to the Subscribers and Guests screen. 

Choose the Quick Edit button and select Account from the Quick Edit Menu to 
review the newly created mailboxes. Check that each subscriber name is satisfac- 
tory. The Panasonic DBS telephone system programming sends names of up to 10 
characters to the voice messaging system. If needed, complete the name and 
change any other settings for each subscriber. 

9. If you busied out the voice mail ports, reset each one to answer calls. 
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Note Each time you run Mailbox Builder, the new Mailbox Builder Report 
(BOXBUILD.LOG) overwrites the previous BOXBUILDLOG report. If you 
want to save a Mailbox Builder Report, you must copy the report using 
a different name before running Mailbox Builder again. 
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Mailbox Builder Reports 

The voice messaging system provides these reports to use with mailbox builder: 

l The Mailbox Builder Report 

l The Call Log Report 

The Mailbox Builder Report 
Immediately after mailbox builder finishes or is prematurely terminated, the voice 
messaging system creates and displays the Mailbox Builder Report (BOXBURDLOG). 
You can copythis report to a disk file or print it to a printer connected to the voice 
messaging system. The report contains: 

MailboxBuilder Status 
The top of the report indicates the date and time the process was run, whether the 
process ran successfully, if there were any conflicting System IDS, or if the process 
terminated by a serial link error. 

MailboxInformatioll 
The body of the report lists each mailbox added, including the Panasonic DBS 
telephone system port number, the extension number, and the name programmed 
for that port. lf an error occurs when mailbox builder attempted to add a mailbox, 
the report adds an asterisk (*) next to the mailbox information and adds a line 
detailing the error (see Sample Mailbox Builder Report below). 

Mailbox Builder Errors (jf applicable) 
The bottom of the report includes an error message if mailbox builder did not run 
successfully. 

The table on page 2-70 provides a detailed description of the report data. 
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Mailbox Builder log Report Data 
Top of Report Mailbox Builder Status 

Reld Description 

Operator ID The lD entered by the person who turned on the billing log. You can change 
the Operator lD when you disconnect from the host computer. 

Name The name of the host computer. The name is taken from the remote 
computer’s Phone Book Bntry for the host computer 

Description A 40character field used for comments. Initially, the description is taken 
: from the remote computer’s Phone Book Entry for the host computer. You 

are asked to edit the description when you disco~ect from a host 
computer This field is useful for keeping notes about the session. 

Telephone 
Number 

The host computer’s telephone number. The telephone number is taken 
from the Phone Book Entry for the host computer. You may edit the 
telephone number when you disconnect from the host computer. 

Direction of the Whether the remote computer made or received the call. ORlG indicates 
Connection that the remote computer made the call. RCVD indicates that the remote 

computer received the call. 

Date 

Dayef-Week 

The date the call occurred, in MMDDYY format. 

The day of the week the call occurred, where 1 equals Monday, 2 
equals Tuesday, and so on. 

Start Time The time the connection started. 

End Time The time the connection ended. 

Elapsed Time The amount of time the connection lasted. 
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Mailbox Information 

FieldName Length Description 

74 If there is a change to a mailbox or an error occurs, the 
report adds a second line of mailbox information consist- 
ing of one of the following: 

(IklgestoMailboxes: 
Name change. The voice messaging system changed the spelled 
name on the voice mailbox to match the name programmed for that 
extension on the Panasonic DBS telephone system. 

FrroRX 

Possiblevalues are: 

ID Conflicts with -&&y/System ID>. The voice messaging 
system attempted to add a mailbox, but could not because the new 
System ID would conflict with the entity and its System ID. For 
example, if the existing System ID is for a transaction box, the line 
in the report includes the transaction box’s name and System ID. 

No extension number programmed for the telephone system port. 
The voice messaging system attempted to add a mailbox but could 
not because the Panasonic DBS telephone system port was not 
programmed with an extension number. The voice messaging 
system uses this extension number to create a new mailbox’s 
System ID. 

Record Locked ErrorThe voice messaging system attempted to 
change a setting in the subscriber’s mailbox because of change(s) 
to Panasonic DBS telephone system programming, but could not 
complete it because the mailbox was locked. The system locks a 
mailbox when the subscriber accesses it. 

Bottom of Report: Mailbox Builder Errors - If there is an error that prevents mailbox 
builder from running successfully, the report adds one of the following error messages. 

FIeldName Length 

Errors 74 

Description 

Possible values are: 

serial Llnk Not Responding. The serial lii connecting the voice mail 
and Panasonic DBS telephone systems failed to respond. This is 
usually due to a loose connection. 

Telephone System sending Bad Data Packets. The Panasonic DBS 
telephone system transmitted bad data packets to the voice messaging 
system. 

Terminated by User before Completion. The user manually stopped 
mailbox builder by pressing [Esc). 

Voice Mail Database Error. A voice mail database error occurred or 
the voice messaging system did not have enough memory. 
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The Call Log Report 
The Call LoiReport is the standard report of system activity. Mailbox builder adds 
information to the Call Log Report, so even if you rerun mailbox builder and overwrite a 
Mailbox Builder Report, you may still obtain basic information for the procedure in the 
Call Log Report. For details on this report, see the System Manager’s Guide. 

Sample 
This sample from the Call Log Report shows mailbox builder entries in bold. 

Port, Date, Time Telephone System Port, System ID 
Origin, Type of Call, 
status of call 

Name of Subscriber or 
BOX 

00,“96/01/10”,“06:57:40-, l,“B”,“BoxBuild”,“BoxBuilt-,-101 “,-Yale Hugh* 

00,“96/01/10”,“06:57:41*, 2,“B”,“BoxBuild”,-BoxBuilt”,” ‘,“koman Mi- 

00,“96/01/10-,“06:57:42-, 3,“B”,“BoxBuild”,“BoxBuilt”,“l03 “,“Aaronson” 

00,“96/01/10-,-06:57:43-, 4,“B”,“BoxBuild-,“BoxBuilt”,“l04 “,“Xavier Ja- 

00,“96/01/10-,“06:57:44”, 5,“B”,“BoxBuild-,-BoxBuilt-,- “,“Zeller Ne” 

00,“96/01/10-,“06:57:45”, G,“B”,“BoxBuild-,“BoxBuilt”,“106 “,“Ying Sue” 

00,“96/01/10-,“06:57:46”, 7.“B”,“BoxBuild-,“BoxBuiit”,“l07 “,-Zaftig Pa- 

00,*96/01/ 10”,“06:57:47”, 8,“B”,“BoxBuild”,-BoxBuilt”,” “,-Zink Jay” 

00,“96/01/10”,“06:57:48”, S,“B”,“BoxBuild”,“BoxBuilt”,“109 “,-Morris, P- 

00,“96/01/10”,“06:57:49”, lO,“B”,-BoxBuild”,“BoxBuilt”,“llO “,-Nguyen Br” 

00,“96/01/10”,“06:57:50”, 11,“B”,“BoxBuild-,“BoxBuilt”,“lll “,“Fuller Ro- 

00,“96/01/10-,“06:57:51”, 12,“B”,“BoxBuild”,-BoxBuilt”,” 12 “,-Donaldson” 

01,“96/01/10-,“06:59:41”, 42,“A”,“Msgbox“,“Compiete”,“l56 “,“Box of St- 

07,“96/01/10-,“06:59:33”, 84,“A”,“Msgbox”,“Complete”,“SPM “,“Public In” 

16,“96/01/10”,“07:01:57-, 4,“D”,“,#16,164”,-Complete”,“43164 ‘,“Yeoman Mi- 

06,“96/01/10”,“07:0&51”, 171,“A”.-Owner’,“Complete-,“45198 “,“Xavier Ja- 

05,“96/01/10-.-07:25:58”, 30,“A”,-Gwner”,“Compiete”,“4178 “,-Zaftig Pa- 

01,“96/01/10”,-07:28:29”, 19,-A”,“Msgbox”,“Complete”,“174 “,“Box of Ph- 

06,“96/01/10-,“07:28:58”, 39,“A”,“Owner’,“Complete”,“43155 “,“Ying Sue” 

18,“~/01/10”,“07:29:42”, 15,“A”,“Msgbox”,“Complete-,-$1800 “,“TS -Open” 

06,“96/01/10”,“07:41:22”, 98,“A-,“Owner”,“Complete”,“4142 “,“Zeller Ne” 

01,“96/01/10”,“07:54:29”, 9,“C”,“Msgbox“,-Complete”,“158 “,-Box of Xa- 

03,“96/01/10”,“08:09:13”, 12,“A”,“Bad ID”,“No msg“,“62 *n * 

01,“96/01/10”,“08:14:32”, ‘i,“A”,“Xfer id “,-Complete”,“0 “,“System Op” 
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Call Log Report Data 

WeldName Length Description 

Port 2 Voice mail system port answering this call. 

Date 10 Date of call in W/MM/TID format. 

Time 10 

LengthofCall 4 
or Telephone- 
system Port 

Origin 3 

Time of call in HHzMMSS format. 

Duration of call in seconds or, when Mailbox Builder is run, the 
number of the Panasonic DBS telephone system port checked for 
extension number and name. 

Origin of call: 
A - Answered incoming call/Collision 
B - Mailbox builder operation 
C - Continued (call restarted) 
D - Dialed out 

TypeofCall 8 Possible values are: 
Owner - Call from a subscriber. 
Guest - Call from a guest. 
Int Box - Call for an interview box. 
Tran Box - Call for a transaction box 
Msgbox - Call for a message box 
Public - Public call. 
Xfer op - Transfer to operator. 
Xfer ID - Operator lD transfer. 
Remote - Network call. 
Restart - Voice mail software restarted. 
Shutdown - Voice mail software stopped. 
<Telephone #z - Voice mail system placed a call but did not contact 
anyone, or dialed out to activate a message waiting indication. 
FAILURE - System failure occurred, fail codes in the next three 
fields. 
Complete - Call completed successfully. 
Transfer - Caller transferred successfully. 
Bad SC - Subscriber entered an invalid security code. 
BoxBuild - Mailbox builder run from the voice messaging system. 
Change - Mailbox builder changed mailbox information for an 
existing subscriber. 
ID Conf - Mailbox builder could not add a mailbox because the new 
System ID based on the extension number from the Panasonic DEE 
telephone system port conflicts with an existing System ID. 
Locked - Mailbox builder could not change mailbox information for 
an existing subscriber because the mailbox was locked. The system 
locks a mailbox when the subscriber accesses it. 
No Ext - Mailbox builder could not add a mailbox because the 
Panasonic DBS telephone system port was not programmed with an 
extension number. 
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Pield Name hew@ Description ; 

Status of Call 10 Possible values are: 
Busy - Dial out reached a busy tone. 
Complete - Call completed successfully. 
No answer - Dial out resulted in no answer. 
No connect - Dial resufted in no connection. 
Intercept - Dial out resulted in intercept tone. 
Incomplete - Dial out interrupted by local connect. 
No ID - Dial out resulted in answer but no ID. 
No msg. - Unknown caller hung up. 
Fkror - Error during call or ** pressed. 
Bad ID - Caller entered an invalid ID. 
Bad SC - Invalid security code. 
Locked - Caller ID locked out. 
BoxBuilt - Mailbox builder added a mailbox for subscriber. 

System ID 10 ID of caller (blank if unknown caller or the extension 
number programmed on the Panasonic DBS telephone 
system). 

Name 9 Name of caller (blank if unknown caller, if transfer to 
operator, or, for mailbox builder, the name programmed 
on the Panasonic DBS telephone system). 
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Reviewing the Mailbox Builder Report or call log Report 
The system stores the contents of the reports you run in disk files located in the 
directory containing the voice messaging system software. You can display, copy, or 
print a report at a later time. 

. ToviewareportyouhanreahPadynm. 

1. Typem and choose Reports. 

2 AttheReportsMenu,highlight~eviousreportI~~ 

3. SpecifytheoutputtypebyselectingDispiay,PrintorCopytofileIfyouwanttosavean 
~report~~singadifferentfilename,usetheCopytofileoptio~ 

4. Typethefilenameofthepreviousreportyouwanttovi~Systemgeneratedreport~enames 
appearinFqe 18. 

Report Type 

Mailbox Builder Report 
Call Log Report 

Filename 

BOXBUILD.LOG 
REPLOG.PRN 

Figure 18 Filenames for reports 

Warning EachtimeyouNnareporfthesystemusesthesamefilenameforthatreport 
type, and replaces the last report of the same type. To save information 
in a particular report, copy it to a file with a different name immediately 
after the report is run (see step 3 above). 
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Tesfing the lntegrafion : 
i 

Test the following after you have completed all of the installation steps: 

Theconnectionbetweenthetelephonesystemandthevoicemessagingsystem 

Thewiringofthevoicemailportstothevoicemessagingsystem 

CorrectoperaGonofthevoicemez@ngsyst~fortakingmessages 

Toperformthesetests,youwillneedatleastonePanasonicDBSextensioninadditiontothevoice 
mail ports going to thevoice mes@ng system Add this extension as asubscriber (with avoice 
name)inthe~c;icem~system,usingthesubsQibernameTEST. 

To test the Weption: 

1. Check the Panasonic DBS integration serial link. 

2. Call the voice messaging system: 

l If the serial link is active, the main menu appears on the large LCD display tele 
phone. 

l If the serial link is down, you will hear a ring no answer or a fast busy. See 
Troubleshooting on page 2-80. 

3. Check visual menus. For this test, use a display telephone. Call the voice messag- 
ing system. Check that the main menu appears on the display telephone. Try using 
voice messaging system functions, like subscriber setup options. 

4. Check automated attendant operation of the voice mesagiug system. If you are 
using the voice messaging system as an automated attendant, call into the system 
through the primary trunk. Enter an extension number, and check that the transfer 
is completed correctly. 

5. Check call forwarding operation of the voice mesagiug system. Use another 
telephone and call the forwarded extension as an unknown caller. Check that the 
voice messaging system plays the correct personal greeting, then leave a message 
and hang up. Check that the message waiting indication is activated on the for- 
warded extension. 
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Training Subscribers 
You can make it much easier for subscribers to use new features available with the 
Integration Package if you provide some brief training and are yourself familiar and 
comfortable with using these features. 

This chapter covers topics you should discuss with subscribers so they will get the best 
benefit from the integration Package. 
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How fo Train for Upgrade lnsfallafions 

For sites using the Integration Package with an existing voice messaging system, part of 
training subscribers consists of pointing out what features are the same as in the 
existing system. 

What Is the Same 
If the Integration Package has been installed at a site that already used the voice 
messaging system; you should remind subscribers of what existing features are still 
available with the Integration Package: 

Stanciz@ conversation: When subscribers use LCD display telephones, they still 
hear the voice messaging system conversation while using visual menus. At times, 
the conversation pauses to allow subscribers to choose an option. Subscribers 
with Panasonic DBS largedisplay phones will hear additional prompts only when 
using certain options from visual menus. For details, see page 2-27. 

Menu mode: Subscribers using LCD display telephones may still use menu mode 
keys. 

Message waiting indications: Subscribers still have message waiting indications, 
in addition to the constant message count feature provided through the Integra- 
tion Package. 

security codes: It is a good idea to remind all subscribers to use a security code. 
The Integration Package’s constant message count lets the subscriber know the 
number of new and urgent messages. A subscriber’s security code protects 
messages and prevents callers from illegally gaining access. For maximum secu- 
rity, System Managers cannot change or set a subscriber’s security code at the 
console. The system never displays the security code on screen or reads it over 
the telephone, even to the subscriber. Only the subscriber may set the code, and 
only by telephone. 

If the Integration Package has been installed at a site that already uses the Panasonic 
DBS display phones, you should remind subscribers that the telephones’ user program- 
mable features work properly and are still available, alongside the new features pr* 
vided through the Integration Package. 
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How to Train for New Features 

Train subscribers about new features available with the Integration Package based on 
what type of telephone they have. 

Analog Telephones (No LCD) 

Subscribers with these telephones should learn that they will benefit from a smoother 
operating connection between the voice messaging system and their telephone system. 

Panasonic DBS Small Display Phones 

Subscribers with these telephones should learn about the constant message count 
feature, which constantly displays the number of new and urgent messages. 

Panasonic DBS I.arg&isplay Phones 

Subscribers with these telephones should learn that: 

l The constant message count feature constantly displays the number of new and 
urgent messages. 

l Vii menus on display telephones provide voice mail menu options, in addition 
to the constant message count. The voice messaging system provides menus 
corresponding with options from the system’s conversation. Subscribers may 
choose a voice messaging system option from a menu by pressing a correspond- 
ing soft key on the telephone. 

The diagrams beginning on page 2-32 show the visual menus used with Panasonic DBS 
large-display phones. 

Tips for Subscriber Training 
. Conduct training sessions in small groups. 

. Set up a ‘help” message box on the voice messaging system. 

. Designate a System Manager as the person subscribers can contact to get help. 

. Give subscribers time to become familiar with the new features of the Integration 
Package. 

One Week After Training 
After a week of operation, leave a group voice message for all subscribers asking them 
to report any additional questions or problems. Check messages on a daily basis and 
promptly answer any questions. 
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Troubleshooting i 

This chapter describes procedures to follow if you encounter problems with the 
Integration Package. If problems persist or if the problem is not described here, contact 
Technical Support. 

Problem SOhltiOIl 

No communications !WtwaE 
between the telephone Check for the correct voice messaging system software. 
system and tImvoice Exit to the Banner screen and choose the Version button 
messaging system. to display version information. Look for OAI, which 

The voice messaging 
indicates the Integration Package is installed and en- 

system does not answer abled. 

calls. Check the serial data traffic at the voice messaging 
system console. Press m to display data packets. Look 
for regular addition of packets to the display. If you see 
only a 7cENQ> packet appear every 3 or 4 seconds, 
continue with the hardware troubleshooting steps below. 
Press @@ again to turn off the packet display after 
checking, to avoid pausing or slowing the system. 

Check that the voice messaging system hunt group is 
entered correctly on the Application Setup: Site Informa- 
tion screen. Check that station numbers are entered 
correctly in the Application Setup: Port Settings screens. 

Hardware: 
Check that the system key is properly plugged into the 
parallel port on the voice messaging system computer. 

Check that the serial link is firmly connected to the COMl 
serial port. 

If you are using a different cable than that supplied with 
the Integration Package between the voice messaging 
system and the telephone system, a null modem adapter 
may be required. 

Try using a replacement serial link cable to test whether 
your cable is defective. 
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Problem soiution 
Callers hear reorder tone Check the serial link connections between the voice 
when calling the voice messaging system and the Panasonic DBS telephone 
messaging system or the system. 
voice messaging system 
does not answer when Check that the voice messaging system is programmed 

with the correct integration options. Co to the 
called. 

Telephone System Setup: Integration Options screen. 
Check the Integration options string for the correct 
code for the integration option. 

For the DBS only: Check that the API and DEC cards 
are correctly installed in the main cabinet of the 
Panasonic DBS telephone system. 

For th$ Dl3!3 824 only: Check that the API and DEC 
cards are correctly instaIled. 

Check that you reset the%telephone system after 
changing programming. You must reset it to activate 
changes. 

Caller hears from the This may result from the DND/ABSENT or FORWARD 
voice messaging system ALL, CALLS setting programmed on the Panasonic DBS 
that the subscriber is on telephone system for the extension. A with the 
the telephone, even Integration Package. 
though the subscriber is 
not, and the voice 
messaging system places 
the caller on hold. The 
subscriber uses call 
holding. 

Callers get disconnected. This may result from the DND/ABSENT setting for the 
extension. Set Transfer Type to Wait for Ringback and 
type 2 [-Enter) in the Rings field on the Application 
Setup: Subscriber Defaults: Call Handling screen AND 
on each subscriber’s Call Handling screen. The num- 
ber of times the voice messaging system rings the line 
before releasing the call is specified by the 2 in the 
Rings field. 

Callers from outside get This results from the DND/ABSENT setting for the 
camped on an extension. extension. Set Transfer Type to Wait for Ringback and 

type 2 (-Enter) in the Rings field on the Application 
Setup: Subscriber Defaults: Call Handling screen AND 
on each subscriber’s Call Handling screen. The num- 
ber of times the voice messaging system rings the line 
before releasing the call is specified by the 2 in the 
Rings field. 
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Pmblem solution , 
:: 

Dialouts are not dialing If you are using least cost routing (LCR), go to the Outdial /’ 

out. Access field on the Telephone System Setup: Telephone 
System Integration screen and type the trunk group 
access code C-1. This configuration disables LCR 
dialouts for the voice messaging system. 

Intermittent communi- Check that the serial link cable is firmly connected to the 
cations between the telephone system and the voice messaging system. 
telephone system and 
the voice messaging Try using a replacement serial link cable to test whether 

’ system. your cable is defective. 

Message waiting indica- Go to Application Setup: Site Information. Check the 
tor does not work, Station pilot number field. The field must ‘use a single 
although constant extension number with the Integration Package. It cannot 
message count appears. be a range of extensions. 

Try changing the pilot number used by the voice messag- 
ing system. Go to Application Setup: Site Information. Go 
to the Station pilot number field and replace the pilot 
number with one of the station numbers. 

Contact Technical Support. 

Pager notification not 
working. 

Include 3 or more commas (,) in the number to increase 
the pause between the telephone number and the pager 
digits. Each comma represents 2 seconds. For example: 

5551234,,,,555-5678,#,123 

Subscriber name is Correct the spelling on the subscriber’s Account screen. 
misspelled on the LCD. The misspelling of subscriber names may be introduced 
In some cases, three through the programming of the telephone system port, 
letters appear that are rerunning mailbox builder, the subscriber spelling his or 
not necessarily the first her name through setup options, or a combination of 
three letters of the these. 
subscriber’s name. 

Trunk call disconnects Set Transfer Type to Wait for Ringback and type 2 [ZEnterj 
when the telephone in the Rings field on the Application Setup: Subscriber 
system transfers it to a Defaults: Call Handling screen AND on each subscriber’s 
busy extension pro- Call Handling screen. The number of times the voice 
grammed to Forward on messaging system rings the line before releasing the call 
Busy to the voice is specified by the 2 in the Rings field. 
messaging system. 
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Problem solution 

Set Transfer Type to Wait for Ringback and type 2 [+i@ 
in the Rings field on the Application Setup: Subscriber 
Defaults: Call Handling screen AND on each subscriber’s 
Call Handling screen. The number of times the voice 
messaging system rings the line before releasing the call is 
specified by the 2 in the Rings field. 

Trunk call disconnects 
when the telephohe 
system transfers it to a 
busy extension pro 
grammed to Forward All 
Calls to the voice 
messaging system. 

A trunk call transferred 
to another extension 
that forwards to the 
voice messaging system, 
logs in the caller as the 
subscriber for the first 
extension. 
A trunk call transferred Do one of the following: 

Turn off automatic subscriber-to-subscriber messaging. Co 
to Telephone System Setup: Integration Options. Choose 
Use easy message access only in the Subscriber Access 
section., 

by the operator to the 
voice messaging system 

Use the Transfer to Voice Mail key. 

logs in the caller as the 
subscriber for the 
extension. 

The System Manager can change the Extension lD on the 
subscriber’s Account screen so it does not match the 
actual extension number. Also, change the transfer 
telephone number to the actual extension number, and 
change the lamp code to @FXT (for example, for extension 
100, change the Extension ID to 3100, the Transfer exten- 
sion from x to 100, and the Message lamp extension field 
to SlOO). 

The operator can handle transfers to the voice messaging 
system as follows: 

Press the Transfer to Voice Mail key, then the Extension ID 
(or the DSS key), and then disconnect. 

Place the call on hold, dial the voice messaging system, 
dial *2# then Extension ID, and then dial 2. 

Visual menus do not 
appear on the , 
subscriber’s display 
telephone. 

See Page 2-27 for details regarding Visual Menus. 
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Refresh Interval for Constant Message Count 
The Integration Package allows control of the interval at which the voice messaging 
system refreshes (updates) the constant message count on LCD display telephones. The 
refresh interval determines how frequently the voice messaging system checks sub- 
scriber mailboxes for new messages, then changes the constant message count as 
needed on the appropriate subscribers’ LCD display telephones. This interval affects 
the constant message count only. Unless you experience problems with delays with 
constant message count, you do not need to change this value. The default setting 
should be satisfactory in most ca.ses. On busy telephone systems, more frequent refresh 
intervals may slow some system operations. We recommend a shorter interval only for 
telephone systems with comparatively light traffic. 

To change the refresh interval for constant message count: 

1. Go to Telephone System Setup: MessageIntegration. 

2. Go to the Message refresh interval field. 

3. Type the refresh interval M. Use a setting from 4 to 10 seconds. 

4. To turn off constant message count for all subscribers, type 0 [-Enter). 

Note When constant message count is turned off, the subscriber’s LCD 
telephone displays a message count each time the subscriber receives 
a new message. However, once the LCD clears, the voice messaging 
system does not update it. 
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LCD Display Reference 
This chapter documents what the Integration Package displays on the LCDs of the 
Panasonic DBS large LCD display phones. 

MECKNEW MSGS 
7MSGS 1 URG 

UYale.Hwh 
Aalumon. Chris 
Yeanan. Mae 
MAY 08.09:00AM 
MAY 08.10:OOAM 

PLAY NEW M?&S 
U Yale, Hwh 

REPLY 
REDIRECT 1 - PAUSE 

REVERSE FORWARD 
RESTART ARCHNE 
SAVE 

LLmN 
FOROPlXNS 

,=Yes 
2=No 

Fi$ue 19 Visual menus for largedisplay phones when review@ messages 

When OFF When ON 

/ TRPElSFErUoEUVEq CHlWGETRPNSFER 

CHllNGE PHCME X 
CALLSCREEN ONiUFF 
CALLHOu)pI~x)FF 

WORKPHONE ON 
CHbNGE PHCNE * 
CHPNGE SCHEDULE 
URGENT CNLY ONlOFF 

Each lelephone number has 
Change Delivery visual menus 
Work. Home, Pager. and so on. 

Figure 20 Visual menus used when accessing setup options using /aTedisplay phones 
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Prompts 
Package 

Included with OAI Integration 

This chapter documents the prompts included with the Panasonic DBS OAI Integration 
Package. When you install the Integration Package, these prompts are added to the 
voice messaging system’s prompts. For details on rerecording prompts, see thesystem 
Manager’s Guide. 

Note These prompts only affect the conversation for subscribers using large LCD 
display phones through the Panasonic DBS OAI Integration Package. For 
details, see page 2-34. 

lntegfafion Package Prompts 

Prompt Text Phrase 

IN001 7 To play a message, press the soft PH_OAI_SeIectMessage 
key. To look through your message 
list, press the Next or Previous key. 

IN002 7 Press Pause to continue pausing or PH_OAI_PlayPause 
Resume to continue playing. 

Serial port COMl, IRQ4,3F’S 



Setting Up the Application 
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Using fhe application 
the system 

worksheets to set up 

Setting Up the Appiication is designed to be used in conjunction with the extensive 
online help and the other documents that accompany PanaVOICE. These materials 
have been designed to help give you the information and tools you need to assemble 
the initial information and get the system up and running quickly. 

Using Setting Up the Application to configure a system involves three sets of tasks: 

Ideally, customers will have a good idea of what they want their system to do. Some 
times, however, you may have to interview them to clarify their needs and decide which 
features best suit their needs and wants. You can gather most of the information 
through interviews with your customers. Determine how simple or complex a system 
your customer wants, identify the desired features, and then integrate each to work 
effectively. 

Completing the worksheets. 
After you have identified the features you want to include, complete the worksheets. 
You can quickly skip those worksheets that do not apply, but if you want a written 
record of the system that you and your customer agreed upon, review each page and 
cross off those areas that do not require entries. Included with the worksheet instruc- 
tions are tips for completing the sheet and a copy of a worksheet filled out with sample 
data. Blank worksheets for photocopying are in the back of the book. Some worksheets 
may require more than one copy. For example, if the site needs more than one schedule, 
you need more than one copy of Worksheet 6: System Schedules. 

Transferring the information to the console. 
After you have completed the worksheets, type in the information at the console. The 
worksheets correspond to a specific console screen, so transferring the information 
from the worksheet is simple. At the top left corner of each worksheet is the name of 
the console screen where you will enter the information. If you have questions about 
how to select or enter information in a field or box, refer to the online Help screen for 
the specific console screen. 

Note After you have finished setting up your application, continue the installation 
by backing up PanaVOICE. For details, see Back up the system on page l-l 1. 
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Planning the system 
Before you configure PanaVOICE at the console, it is crucial that you spend time 
identifying the needs of the system’s users as well as determining which of the system 
functions you want to use to meet their needs. This will save you considerable time 
during the initial setup and minimize maintenance problems_ 

In the following topics, this chapter covers options to consider as you and the cus- 
tomer plan the system: 

IdentifyaSystemManager 

Viie th&system 

Determine which system features you want to use 

Determine how PanaVOICE ports will be used 

Plan the organization of System IDS 

Decide who owns a group or box 

Planopeninggreetingslrategies 

Set schedules 

Planmessagegroups 

Plan how the system will provide directory assistance 

Des&n transaction boxes 

Plan interview boxes 
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Identify a System Manager 

Before you continue with the installation, identify the site’s System Manager. The 
organization may have already selected a System Manager for you to work with. If not, 
ask your primary site contact to select one using the following criteria. 

The System Manager should: 

l Be familiar with the staff’s voice messaging needs 

l Be familiar with the organization’s voice messaging needs 

l Have basic computer skills 

l Be willing and have adequate time to take on the System Manager role 

Once you have identified a person to be a System Manager: 

At the voice messaging console, assign System Manager status on the person’s 
Subscriber Summary screen (see Set up a System Manager). 

Discuss special system requirements for the site, and plan system architecture. 

Orient the System Manager to PanaVOICE’s features and capabilities. 

Answer any questions the System Manager has about using, maintaining, or 
updating the system. 
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Determine the primary users of the system 

Before setting up the system, it is important to evaluate the needs of the organization’s 
callers. Determine who will be using the system most frequently and how it can be 
organized to let them accomplish their tasks quickly. 

Use the following questions to gain a clearer understanding of how to set up the 
system: 

Whowillbeusiugtbesystem? 

External callers (outside callers). Do they lack expertise in use of the system? Do 
callers-have touchtone telephones? 

Internal callers (subscribers). Will they use any features of the system besides 
having a mailbox? Will there be internal users located offsite? 

Who will answer incoming calls? Will an operator answer all incoming calls, or 
will calls be handled by the automated attendant? 

Can callers route their own calls, or do they need asistauce from an operator? 
Will you provide directory assistance by the spelled names of subscribers, or by 
their extension number? 

What kind of information do you want to provide users? Do you need audiotext 
to convey information? Do you want to collect information with an interview box? 

Do you need to restrict access to portions of the system? Will trunk lines be 
dedicated to a specific extension or group of extensions? Do you want to use one- 
key dialing menus to limit access to specific departments? For example, you can 
set up an incoming toll-free line to access a one-key dialing menu which offers a 
limited selection (such as to members of the sales order department), preventing 
callers from accessing other departments (such as technical support). 
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Visualize the system 

Before you build the system, take some time to envision how incoming calls are 
handled. Plan the routes for each type of call that the organization receives: voice, fax, 
after hours calls, and so on. 

As you plan, it might be helpful to think of the system as a pyramid, like the figure 
below. A call arrives, the caller decides which route to take, and the call ends up at a 
System ID, whether it is an extension, voice mail box, or transaction box. 

Destina ons 
4 

When you build the system, however, you will build it as an inverted pyramid. First 
build all of the System IDS of the destination extensions: Personal IDS, message groups, 
interview boxes, and so on. Build the subscriber System IDS first, as each subscriber, 
guest, and box needs a unique System ID, and each box must be owned by a subscriber. 

Next create one-key dialing menus, transaction boxes, and other boxes that a caller can 
use to route the call to a destination. Finally, create or complete the opening greeting 
transaction box and, if necessary, record the greetings. 
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Defermine which sysfem feafures you want to use 

The voice messaging system is made up of the automated attendant, voice mail, and 
audiotext. 

Automated attendant. Acts as a receptionist by handling and routing incoming 
calls. You set up the automated attendant feature in Application Setup: Port 
Settings, and configure the opening greeting transaction box in Call Handling: 
Transaction Boxes. 

Voice mail. Allows outside callers to leave recorded messages for subscribers, and 
subscribers to leave messages for each other. Voice mail can be used both when 
an operztor is on duty to answers calls and when calls are handled by the auto- 
mated attendant. You set up voice mail for subscribers in Subscribers and Guests: 
Subscribers. 

Audiotext. Uses recorded messages to deliver or collect information 24-hours-a- 
day. You set up audiotext messages and menus in Call Handling: Transaction 
Boxes. 

Each of the three parts has a variety of features you can use to build a system tailored 
to the unique needs of each organization. 
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Determine how PanaVOlCE ports will be used 

The number of incoming lines and ports is an important factor when planning a voice 
messaging system. Some of the questions you may ask include: 

Which trunks will PanaVOICE answer? Are all trunks dedicated to the system, so 
that all callers first hear the opening greeting and use it to transfer to the correct 
subscribers or groups. 

Wfl the operator or receptionist answer incoming calls? You can configure the 
system to answer all calls, or to answer calls whenever the operator or reception- 
ist is busy with other calls. 

Are there enough ports to allow call holding? The port is busy while a caller is 
holding. Are there enough ports so that all incoming calls can be received? Callers 
who reach the system when all ports are busy receive a busy signal and cannot 
access the system to leave or retrieve a message. 

How many ports will be dedicated to answering incoming calls or dialing out? 
Are there adequate ports to ensure that incoming callers can call in while 
PanaVOICE dials out to activate message waiting indicators and deliver mes- 
sages? 
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Plan the organization of System IDS 

Each subscriber, guest, group, and box requires a unique System ID. Before you assign 
System IDS, estimate what kind of, and how many, System IDS you will need. Then 
design an easy-to-remember numbering scheme that best meets these needs. 

How many System IDS do you need? The number of digits in the System ID 
determine the number of unique IDS available. For example, a Sdigit ID plan yields 
900 unique System IDS; a 4-digit ID plan yields 9000; and a 5-digit ID plan allows 
90,000. Consider an organization’s future growth to ensure that the system has an 
adequate number of unique System IDS. 

What is&e Operator ID? Typically, the operator has the System ID of 0. This 
prevents any other System ID from beginning with a zero. 

Should you assigns a range of IDS to a particular purpose? For example, you may 
want to assign 9200 - 9399 for Personal IDS, and 6200 - 6399 for subscribers’ guests. 

Do you want System IDS that callers cannot mauuaily select? If so, you can assign 
a System ID beginning with a symbol that is not accessible from a telephone 
keypad. For example, SVOICE is assigned to the voice detect box. 

Can you match Personal IDS with extension numbers? Subscribers find it much 
easier to remember their Personal ID if it corresponds to their extension number. 
For example, assign the Personal ID 9233 to extension 233. 

As you create System IDS, keep in mind these specific rules: 

Each System ID must be unique. 

Each System ID can contain up to 10 characters. A voice messaging system can 
have System IDS of varying length. 

A shorter System ID cannot duplicate the beginning numbers of another, longer 
System ID. For example, 234 and 2345 are conflicting to the system because the 
system reads IDS digit by digit until it finds the first match. 

System IDS that contain letters are translated into their corresponding 
touchtones for lettered keypad maps. For example, Randy and sandy both corre- 
spond to the System ID of 72639. 

Message group numbers do not confhct with System IDS. Group numbers do not 
have to be unique. 
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Decide who owns a group or box 

When you create a box or a group, you must assign an owner to it. Once the owner of a 
transaction box has been assigned, however, the System Manager cannot change who 
owns it. 

Owning a group or box has certain benefits: 

l Message groups. Owning a group allows telephone access to the group. Only an 
owner can leave messages to a private group, for instance; and only the owner of 
an open group can add or remove group members over the telephone. (A System 
Manager can add or remove open group members at the console.) 

l Transaction boxes. Messages sent to a transaction box are available only to the 
owner. Only the owner can record the transaction box greeting over the tele- 
phone. 

Deleting a subscriber who owns a message group or transaction box has the following 
additional consequences: 

l Private groups are deleted. 

l Open groups are transferred to SY~ and become system-owned. A System 
Manager can then add or remove members only at the system console. 

l The transaction box is also deleted. A transaction box cannot be reassigned to 
another subscriber. 

If the message group is an open group, or if a box is used for transferring calls, you may 
want to create a virtual subscriber and assign ownership of the group or box to it. That 
way, a box or group will be unaffected by personnel changes. A virtual subscriber is not 
a person, but is instead a System ID that can be accessed by one or more people. A 
virtual subscriber typically has a System ID but not an extension. 

For example, you can create a transaction box for the Sales group, which can be 
maintained by the sales receptionist, regardless of who actually occupies that position. 
The sales receptionist uses his or her own Personal ID to access personal mailbox 
messages, but he or she can also use the Personal ID of the virtual subscriber to main- 
tain or access messages left in a particular transaction box. If the receptionist leaves 
that position, the new receptionist can simply use the virtual subscriber’s Personal ID 
to maintain the transaction box. 

TlP Use a virtual subscriber to own all transaction boxes that are automated 
attendant routing points. 
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Plan opening greeting strategies . 

An opening greeting transaction box @GREXTING) is included when you install a new 
voice messaging system. AI1 voice mail ports are automatically set to use this opening 
greeting transaction box. The box is set up with pie-recorded day and night greetings. If 
the caller presses no touchtones during the greeting, then in Day Mode, the box 
transfers incoming calls to the operator (0). In Night Mode the box transfers incoming 
calls to the public interview box @PM). You can easily reconfigure settings in the 
opening greeting transaction box @GREETING) to meet your organization’s needs. 

If you use the automated attendant to answer incoming calls, the opening greeting will 
be a caller’s first contact with the organization. Therefore, it is important to consider 
callers’ needs and limitations when you configure the opening greeting transaction 
box. Do all of the callers have touchtone telephones? If not, you are limited in the types 
of routing actions you can provide. Also provide a way to transfer a call to the operator 
if no touchtones are pressed during the opening greeting. 

If the opening greeting contains a onekey dialing menu, limit the choices to four items, 
and pause after the last option to give the caller time to decide which number to press. 
When wording the menu, state the destination first, followed by the touchtone to reach 
it. Organize the menu so that the most frequent destination is listed first. The final 
menu choice can be an option to repeat the menu or a statement telling where the 
caller will be routed if no touchtones are pressed. 

To avoid trapping a caller in a loop, ensure that each one-key dialing choice in the 
opening greeting transaction box ends in a valid destination, whether it is an interview 
box, telephone extension, message box, or the operator. Use a voice detect box to help 
callers who do not have touchtones or who want to speak with a live operator. After 
you have created the opening greeting transaction box, call the organization and test 
each of the opening greeting choices. 

Tips The opening greeting should sound professional, since it represents the 
company to callers. You may want to encourage the organization to hire a 
professional speaker or announcer to record the day and night greetings. 
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Set schedules 

If you want the system to handle calls differently depending on the day or time, you can 
use schedules. You set schedules on the Application Setup: Schedules screen. The 
system lets you define up to four schedules. The schedule determines whether the 
system operates in Day or Night Mode: 

l Day Mode. The days and hours when your organization is open or standard 
telephone service is available. Day Mode hours do not have to be normal daylight 
hours. 

l Nit Mode. The days or hours when your organization is closed or standard 
telephone service is unavailable. 

You can also specify up to 18 holidays per year, during which the system remains in 
Night Mode for 24 hours. (If the holiday’s date varies, you will need to set it each year.) 

You can assign different schedules to specific system ports or transaction boxes. For 
example, an organization with departments that work different hours could create one 
schedule for the general office hours (Schedule l), one for extended customer service 
hours (Schedule 2), and one for the 24hour order-taking department (Schedule 3). Calls 
for the customer service department, for example, are handled by a port that you set up 
for Schedule 2, while calls for the order-taking department are handled by another port 
that you set up for Schedule 3. 

You can also use a schedule (Schedule 4) that is in a particular mode 24 hours a day, 
365 days a year. Because Schedule 4 does not switch automatically between modes, you 
set the desired mode at the console. When you do, all boxes or ports using Schedule 4 
switch to the new mode. 
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Plan message groups 

Message groups let users send the same message to a group of people. PanaVOICE 
comes with the ALL system users group, which automatically includes all subscribers. 
You can create additional groups as you set up the system. Subscribers can also create 
groups over the telephone once the system is installed. 

You add message groups on the Groups: Message Groups screen. When adding a 
message group, you need to decide if the group will be: 

Accessed by spelled name or numbered group system ID. To reach a spelled 
name group, subscribers spell the first three letters of the name on the telephone 
keypad;-for numbered groups, subscribers press a special System lD for numbered 
groups, plus the three-digit group number. Use numbered groups in situations 
where callers to the organization may not have letters on their keypads. 

Private or open. Only the owner of a private group can send messages to the 
group. Any subscriber can send messages to an open group. Guests cannot be 
members of groups, except as members of a private group owned by their host. 

Broadcast or dispatch. With dispatch distribution, the first member to listen to 
the message is the only person who receives it. This is useful when a group of 
subscribers is equally responsible for a task, such as customer support. Each 
member of a broadcast group, however, receives every message sent to the group. 
This is useful for announcements that each individual needs to hear. 

In most cases, the person who creates a message group owns it, and that person can 
make changes to it by telephone. However, a System Manager can make changes to any 
group at the console. 

A group can also be owned by PanaVOICE. Groups owned by the system can only be 
changed by a System Manager, and only at the console. 

Tips lnstead of setting up a message group, you can leave a message to yourself and 
then redirect the message to others. 

If a message group is owned by a subscriber, that subscriber can edit the group 
by telephone, without a System Manager’s help. 
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Plan how the system 
directory assistance 

will provide 

People who call an office may not know the extension number of the person they are 
trying to reach. In these cases, a caller must find out the extension by speaking to the 
operator or by looking up the extension in a directory. PanaVOICE offers two kinds of 
online directory assistance: 

Automatic directory as&tance. Provides a simple, alphabetic listing of subscrib- 
ers by name. Use this type of directory assistance for telephone keypads with 
letters. No special programming is required to use it, and subscribers can set up or 
change their listing in the directory by telephone. 

Numeric directory a&stance. Requires special setup and maintenance on the 
console, but accommodates telephone keypads without letters. The structure is 
userdefined, flexible, and based on groupings of subscribers. Subscribers cannot 
change their listing in the numeric directory by phone. 

You may use one type of directory assistance or both. 
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Design transaction boxes 

A transaction box is a key building block of the system that you use to set up call 
routing, create menus, or provide announcements of recorded information. A transac- 
tion box can be set up with two different operating modes: Day Mode and Night Mode. 

The applications for transaction boxes can be as simple or complex as you wish. Some 
organizations use transaction boxes to route callers to different departments, or to 
provide morning, afternoon, and evening greetings. Other organizations use transac- 
tion boxes to play detailed audiotext messages or route callers to certain menus or 
interview boxes. 

You set up transaction boxes on the Call Handling: Transaction Boxes screen. Each box 
has an owner, a name, and a unique System ID. The consoIe screen shows which sched- 
ule the box follows, and you can specify the call transfer, greeting, and action after 
greeting details for the box. 

You can set up several transaction boxes and link them with one-key dialing menus, 
allowing callers to move throughout PanaVOICE without help from an operator or 
receptionist. Callers can access audiotext information, complete interview boxes, and 
perform other automated functions no matter what time they call. 

Tips When recording menu greetings for outside callers, provide the destination 
first and then the key. 
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Plan interview boxes 

You can set up interview boxes to solicit information from callers. For example, use the 
interview box to ask for names and addresses, take sales orders, etc. 

Each interview box is owned by a subscriber. The owner receives all messages left in 
the interview box. Questions must be recorded using a local connection at the console. 

The box can ask up to 20 questions. Before setting up an interview box, you should 
write the text of the questions. For each question, decide the number of seconds a 
caller’s response can last. The questions may include introductory statements or other 
information. 

If you need to collect information that needs to be available to more than one person, 
use the Public Interview Box. The Public Interview Box is an interview box with mes- 
sages available to all subscribers with public message access. 

Tips Use the first question as a greeting for the interview and then set the reply time 
to zero. 

Callers can press the star (*) touchtone to jump to the next question or the 
pound (#) key to repeat a question. Include this tip on the interview box 
greeting. 

Provide adequate time for callers to think about and respond to questions. 
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Setting up the basic system 
Once you are done planning what your system will do, you must implement this plan by 
determining and entering specific parameters for the voice messaging system. 

The decisions you make regarding these parameters will ensure that your voice messag- 
ing system is set up to meet your site’s individual needs. 

In this chapter, you will find information and worksheets to help you: 

Set up the telephone system hardware parameters 

Assemble t&-site information 

Defkketheportsettings 

Set up the operator box: System IDS and transfer options 

Set up the operator box: greetings and messages 

Specify public settings and public fax box settings 

Specify the system schedules 

Specify general system-wide settings 
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Set up the telephone system 
hardware parameters 

The first step in preparing the basic system is to set up the parameters that work best 
with the Panasonic DBS/DBS 824. The parameters are included in PanaVOICE’s switch 
library. Simply select the correct choice from the switch library. 

When entering this information on the screens, choose Select from the Telephone 
System Setup screen and choose the appropriate telephone system. Choose Yes when 
asked whether you would like to initialize ah parameters. 

Worksheet #l: Telephone System Setup 

Console Screen - Telephone System Setup: Telephone System Integration 

I7 Panasonic DBSIAPI-DEC (digital board with integration) 

Cl Panasonic DBS WlDEC (digital board without integration) 

0 Panasonic DBSIAPI-AEC (analog board with integration) 

q Panasonic DES WlAEC (analog board without integration) 
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Assemble the site information 

Use this worksheet to collect basic information about the site and the telephone 
system that may be helpful to a service technician in the future. Although only informa- 
tion in the Station Pilot Number affects how PanaVOICE operates, filling in this 
worksheet is a good way to keep the information in one place. 

Site Name 
Write the name of the site where PanaVOICE is installed. 

Contact andehone 
Write the name of the contact person at the site, usually the System Manager. Write 
down the work telephone number of the contact person, including his or her extension 
number. 

Trunk Pi/ot Number 
Write the telephone number outside callers will use to reach PanaVOICE. Leave this 
field blank if PanaVOICE will only answer forwarded calls. 

Total Trunks Answered 
Write the number of trunks that PanaVOICE will answer. 

ABemate Trunk Numbers 
Write in other published telephone numbers that outside callers will use to reach the 
system, such as 800 numbers and service numbers. 

Voice Mail Pilot Number 
Write the extension or telephone number subscribers will use to dial PanaVOICE 
internally This is also called the masterhuntgroup number. 
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Worksheet #2: Site Information 

Console Screen - Application Setup: Site Information 

Site name (your company name) 

The Franklin Shipping Company 

Contact Contact Phone 

Jonathan Winter 206-555-l 000 

Trunk pilot number Total trunks answered 

206-555-l 000 4 

Alternate trunk numbers 206-555-1001 

Voice mail pilot number 71 
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Special Options 
Select any special options for each port. 

Port Station Numbers 
Write all the telephone system’s extension numbers that are connected to PanaVOICE 
ports. Specify extensions individually or in a range. 

Tips incoming calls are handled more quickly if you set up the least busy port to 
activate message waiting indicators or for message delivery. Typically, this is 
the highest numbered port on PanaVOICE. 

Worksheet #3 Port Settings 

Console Screen - Application Setup: Port Settings 

Voice mail extension numbers: 201, 203, 205-206 

Status (choose one per port): 

1. Answer only 

2. Answer/dial out 

3. Answer/lamps 

4. Answer/messages 

5. Busy 

6. Dial out only 

7. Lamps only 

8. Messages only 

9 - 18. DID n digits (n is a 

number between 1 and IO) 

Special Options (choose one per port): 

1. Digit-Trap 

2. Forwarded tails 

3. Both 

4. None 
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Set up the operator box: System IDS and 
transfer options 

During your normal business hours, it is important that callers have easy access to an 
operator. Use the operator box to transfer calls to the operator and handle calls when 
the operator is not available. 

Operator System information 
Write the System lD and Voice Name for the operator. 

Alternate OpeFators for Ports 
You can route callers who press 0 (or the System lD used for the operator, if different 
than 0) to different operators depending on which system port received the call. To 
indicate these alternate operators, use the format P=n, where P is the number of the 
port assigned to the alternate operator and n is the system ID of the alternate 
operator’s box 

Day/Night Availability and Extension 
Indicate whether an operator will be available to answer calls during normal business 
hours and/or night mode hours. If an operator will be available, write the operator’s 
extension number for both day mode and night mode. 

Transfer Type 
Select one of the three ways PanaVOICE can transfer a call to the operator. 

l Await Answer. If the operator’s extension is busy or does not answer within the 
specified number of rings, PanaVOICE plays the operator’s greeting and then takes 
the action specified in the Action After Greeting field. 

l Wait for Ringback. When the call transfer type is Wait for Ringback, PanaVOICE 
puts the caller on hold and dials the operator’s extension. If the extension rings 
the number of times specified in the Rings field, PanaVOICE releases the call to 
the telephone system. 
If the extension is busy, PanaVOICE plays the operator greeting and takes the 
specified action. With the Wait for Ringback call transfer type, the operator cannot 
use call screening features. 

6 Release. When the call transfer type is Release, PanaVOICE puts the caller on 
hold, dials the extension and then releases the call to the telephone system. 

Release is the most common method for transferring to the operator. 

Rings 
Write the number of rings PanaVOICE will wait for a call to be answered. The minimum 
number of rings is 3. We recommend that you use 3 or 4 rings. This does not apply to 
Release call transfers. 
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Transfer Options 
Select the type of transfer options you would like to activate. This does not apply to 
Release call transfers. 

Tmnsferlntroducfion 
Record what callers will hear before their call is transferred. 

Holding 
Select whether callers should be able to hold if the operator’s extension is busy. To use 
call holding, you must use the Await Answer or Wait for Ringback call transfer type. 
Choose the ?ype of call holding you would like to use. There are two types: 

l Touchtone. Use if callers should press a touchtone to hold. 

l Voice-detect holdiug. Use if callers should say “Yes” to hold. 

Worksheet #4a: Operator Box 

Console Screen - Application Setup: Opetior Box 

System ID Voice name 

Alternate System IDS for Special Operators on each Port 

Call Transfer f&Gina 

Day 0 Transfer to J_ 
Night Cl Transfer to _ 

Transfer type (choose one): 
El Await answer 
q Wait for ringback 
q Release 

Day :Choose one] 
Rg& t:> iD 

0 Allow holding when line is busy 

Holding Type (choose one): 
0 Touchtone holding 
0 Voice-detect holding 

Transfer Options 

Select any transfer options which appb: 

0 Beep when connected 
q Confinntxforeconnecting 
q State who the call is for 

Screening options (choose one) 

0 Don’t ask for identification 
0 Ask for name, save with message 
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Worksheet #/4b: Operator Box 

consolescreen-ApplicationSetup:operatorBox 

Day Greeting 

Night Greeting 

Alternate Greeting 

System ii2 lJrke xme 

Alternate System Es for Special Operators on each POK 

Cd Transfer Greeting Action After Greeting 

:say $7J Transfer to 0 _ Day pemrd Greeting] Day [Choose one] 
Nig,i-; TJ Tr&er :o _ Night (Record Greeting] 0 Take message 

Alternate [Record Greeting] Cl Say good-bye 
Transfer type (cnoose cne): q Disconnect 
g Await sns+#e’ 0 Use Day/Night Greeting 0 Restart 
C V!aiz 520: 5ngback 0 Use Alternate Greeting Cl Operator 
E ii&se iI Route to ID 

Rises 3 _- Route to ID 

Night [Choose one] 
Cl Take message 
Cl Say good-bye 
Cl Disconnect 
Cl Restart 
0 Operator 
El RoutetolD $PM 

Choose one: El Say good-bye 
q Disconnect 
Cl Restart 
q Operator 
q Route to ID 
Route to ID 

Message Options 

Maximum message length _90_ Semnds 
El Caller can edit/review message 

Choose one option below 
0 All outside caller messages are marked urgent 
0 No outside caller messages are marked urgent 
0 Ask caller whether to mark messages urgent 
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Specify 
fax box 

public settings and public 
seffings 

Public messages are messages left in the Public Interview Box or the Operator Box. 
These messages are available only to subscribers who are given access to public 
messages. 

Public Message /fold Time and Archive Time 
Write the number of days you would lie the system to hold or archive public messages. 
Hold time is the number of days the system will hold messages that have been heard 
but not archived. 

Public Fax Box 
With the Public Fax Box feature, PanaVOICE can detect incoming faxes and route them 
to a fax machine. The Public Fax Box is quite flexible. For details on the various options 
available, refer to the System Manager’s Guide. If you plan to use this feature, complete 
this portion of the worksheet. 

Note For PanaVOICE to recognize incoming fax tones, you must also enter the value 
CNG in the Startup Options field of the Application Setup: General Settings 
screen. 

Write the System ID for the Public Fax Box. You can choose an ID that allows callers to 
manually dial the fax machine extension, or an ID that makes it accessible only when a 
fax machine calls the system or when you route a call through one-key dialing from 
another box. 

PanaVOICE has a default System ID $_FAXBOX for the Public Fax Box. If the System ID 
begins with the $ symbol, callers will not be able to manually dial the fax machine. 
Thus, the system will only be able to route automatic faxes sent directly from a fax 
machine or take faxes when you route a call to the fax box through one-key dialing or a 
“Route to ID” action. 

Voice Name 
The default for the Public Fax Box’s recorded name is “The Public Fax Box”. If you want 
a different recording, write in the name to use. 

Transfer to Fax Machine 
Select Transfer to Fax Machine and write in the telephone extension that the fax 
machine is connected to. Select Don’t Transfer if you do not want to automatically 
transfer incoming fax calls to a fax machine. 

Transfer Type 
Select the transfer method that PanaVOICE will use for the Public Fax Box. 
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l Await Answer. PanaVOICE reminds the caller to press the Start button on the fax 
machine when he or she hears the fax tone, puts the caller on hold, then dials the 
fax extension. lf the extension is answered within the number of rings specified in 
the Rings field, PanaVOICE puts the fax through. 

If the extension is busy or does not answer within the specified number of rings, 
and call holding for the fax extension is turned off, PanaVOICE takes the alternate 
action. 

l Wait for Ringback. PanaVOICE puts the caller on hold and dials the fax extension. 
If the extension rings the number of times specified in the Rings field, PanaVOICE 
releases the call to the telephone system. The number of rings should be set to at 
least three. 

If the fax extension is answered while PanaVOICE is counting rings, PanaVOICE 
puts the call through. If the extension is busy and call holding for the fax exten- 
sion is turned off, PanaVOICE takes the alternate action. 

l Release. PanaVOICE puts the caller on hold, dials the fax extension and then 
releases the call to the telephone system. With the Release call transfer type, the 
caller cannot hold for the fax machine. 

Number of Rings 
Write the number of rings PanaVOICE will wait for a call to be answered. This field does 
not apply if the transfer type is Release. 

Action 
Select how you would like the system to handle the caller if the transfer to the fax 
extension is unsuccessful and call holding is not allowed. The most common choice for 
manual fax calls is transfer to operator. 

l Say Good-bye. The system says “If you need further assistance, press the pound 
key now. Thank you and good-bye,” and then disconnects. 

l Diionnect. The system disconnects, without saying good-bye. 

l Restart. The system returns the caller to the opening greeting. 

l Operator. The system transfers the caller to the operator. 

l Route to ID. The system routes the caller to another System ID. Write down the 
System ID if you choose this option. 

Announcement 
PanaVOICE can ask any caller who sends a manual fax to record a voice message (voice 
annotation) about the fax and who it is for. PanaVOICE can also send a public notice to 
announce all faxes or only those that are annotated_ You control these features by 
selecting Ask For Voice Annotation or Announce Fax If No Annotation. 
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Specify the system schedules 

You can define the hours and days that your voice messaging system will operate in 
Day Mode and Night Mode as well as whether the system will automatically adjust for 
Daylight Savings Time. You can set up to 4 different schedules to apply to different 
components of PanaVOICE. One schedule can be set for continual Day Mode or Night 
Mode. 

Daytime Schedule 
Write down the organization’s regular business hours. 

Each working schedule you define for a site can be specified in three different ranges of 
hours. These ranges (1,2,3) define the hours defined as Day Mode. For any hours not 
specified, PanaVOICE operates in Night Mode. 

Typically, you specify only one range, such as 8:OOam - 5:OOpm Monday through Friday. 
However, if the organization has different weekend hours, you may specify ranges for 
Saturday and Sunday. In the sample worksheet, the schedule is completed for a busi- 
ness that is open from 9:OOam to 8:OOpm Monday through Friday; from 10:OOam to 
5:OOpm on Saturday, and 11:OOam to 3:OOpm on Sunday. 

If the organization closes for lunch hour, you can specify two ranges for Day Mode with 
8:OOam to 12:OOpm in range (1) and 1:OOpm to 5:OOpm in range (2). PanaVOICE will then 
be in Night Mode from noon to 1:OOpm. 

ignore Holidays 
If the organization is closed on holidays, you will want PanaVOICE to operate in Night 
Mode for 24 hours on those days. This is the default setting for PanaVOICE. If you would 
like Schedule 1 to operate in Night Mode for 24 hours on official holidays, then select 
No for Ignore Holidays and specify holiday dates in the Holiday section. If you want the 
system to follow your regular Day and Night schedule on holidays, select Yes for Ignore 
Holidays and skip the Holidays section of the worksheet. 

Schedule 4 
Select whether you would like Schedule 4 to stay in Day Mode or Night Mode. The mode 
will not change unless you change it at the console. This field has no effect on Sched- 
ules 1,2or3. 

Holidays 
Write the dates that you want the system to recognize as holidays. Use MM/DD format. 
On these dates, PanaVOICE operates in Night Mode for 24 hours. You must update the 
holiday schedule each year to cover holidays which fall on a different date each year 

Automatically Adjust to Daylight Savings Time? 
Select whether you would like PanaVOICE to automatically adjust its internal clock for 
Daylight Savings Time. If you select No, you may still manually reset the computer’s 
clock twice a year for Daylight Savings Time. 
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Daylight Savings Start Time, End Time, and Hour Adjustment 
Write the dates on which you want the system to start and end Daylight Savings Time. 
Indicate the hour adjustment to make for Daylight Savings Time. 

Worksheet #k System Schedules 

Console Screen = Application Setup: System Schedules 

Currant Day Mode Schedule #l: (Make copies of thii worksheet for Schedules #2 and #3) 
Range 1: From 8:oo am /~RF Until mar+/ pm 

MEI TiZl WEI ThEi FE! Stl SUCI 
Range 2: Fmm m am /+m Until _$&*I pm 

MI& TO WCI ThCi FO SEI su El 
Range 3: From m am I- Until =a~, I pm 

MO TCl WC3 ThO FCI SCI su B 
Ignore Holidays? 0 Yes 0 No 

Schedule 4 0 Day 0 Night 

Holidays [24 hour night mode] Use MbVDD format. 
111 714 11124 12125 

Automatically adjust to Daylight Savings lime? 
0 Yes 0 No 

Onnow? N/A 

Daylight Savings Time starts on 04107 Ends on 10127 Hour adjustment 1 
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Specify genera/ system-wide settings 

This worksheet helps you gather information about general system settings such as 
message life, system maintenance schedules, crucial System IDS and recording settings. 
Although not all fields are discussed here, complete each field that applies to your 
application. 

Maximum message life 
Write the maximum number of days you want new messages to be saved before the 
system automatically deletes them. Write 999 days if you want the system to save 
messages indefinitely. 

Call Report Aging 
Write the number of days you want the system to store data about call traffic and 
system activities. 

Daily, Weekly, and Monthly Operating System (OS) Surrender 
The OS surrender settings let you schedule when the voice mail will automatically go 
off-line to run utility programs or back up the system. You must use the Toolkit utility 
program which comes with PanaVOICE to specify the activities that you want to occur 
for each schedule. 

ID for Alphabetical Directory 
Alphabetical directory assistance provides a list of subscriber names and extensions. 
(An Alphabetical directory is also known as an Automatic Directory.) Outside callers 
find out a subscriber’s extension by spelling the first three letters of the subscriber’s 
name. The default System ID for alphabetical directory assistance is 555. If you will be 
using a different System ID, write this System ID on the worksheet. 

System ID for Numbered Groups 
If you plan on using numbered message groups, write the System ID a caller will enter to 
access these message groups. 

Maximum ID Attempts 
Identify the number of times a caller is allowed to misdial before the system takes an 
action. This includes the number of times an outside caller can try entering a valid 
System ID to route his or her call, and the number of times a subscriber is allowed to try 
to enter a valid Personal ID. 

Route Bad ID Attempts 
Identify how the system handles a caller who exceeds the maximum ID attempts. At 
most sites, the system is set to hang up on callers who misdial the number of times 
specified. However, the system can also route callers to another System ID for addi- 
tional help. For example, you could route these callers to the operator. 
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Disk Full Warning 
To prevent the system from running out of storage space, the system asks subscribers 
to delete unnecessary messages when space is getting low. Identify the minimum 
number of minutes of available message storage space the system requires before 
asking subscribers to delete unnecessary messages. Most systems set the minimum 
amount to 15 minutes. You should not decrease this amount. However, you may in- 
crease it for larger systems with many subscribers or ports. 

Startup Options 
Write the code for any special options you would like to apply to the system. Options 
include: _ 

l CNG. Sets the system to recognize incoming fax tones. 

l Fn. Sets the rate at which the system flushes the call report log. =nn stands for how 
many lines at a time will be written to the call report log. 

l MK. Sets the system to pause for additional touchtones before routing calls in a 
directory assistance menu. MK1 sets the pause at 1 second. MKO will not let 
callers enter a System ID during directory assistance menus. 

l OK Sets the system to pause a certain number of seconds for additional 
touchtones before routing the call to a transaction box’s one-key dialing menu. 
OK1 sets the pause at 1 second. 

l *# T51 and *# T52. Sets the system to show more detail on message retrieval and 
dial out functions for troubleshooting. 

Voice Error Notices to Personal ID(s) 
Write the Personal ID for each person the system should notify when certain system 
errors occur. For example, if a system error occurs during the disk maintenance process, 
you can specify that PanaVOICE leave a message for a System Manager. 
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Adding subscribers, guests, 
and groups 

Before people in your organization can begin using PanaVOICE, you must add subscrib- 
ers to the system. By first specifying conversation, call handling, notification, and 
permission settings for the default subscriber and then adding new subscribers based 
on these default settings, you can quickly create mailboxes for each subscriber. Set- 
tings and options can always be customized for an individual subscriber after his or her 
mailbox is created. 

Additionally, guests and message groups can be set up as needed by telephone. 

In this chapter, you will find information and worksheets to help you: 

Specify the default subscriber Personal ID information 

Specify the default subscriber call transfer settings 

Specify the default subscriber action settings 

Specify default subscriber notification settings 

Specify the default subscriber conversation settings 

Specify default subscriber access options settings 

List the system subscribers 

Set up a System lManager 

List the system guests 

Set up message groups 
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Specify the default 
ID information 

subscriber Personal 

The Subscriber Default worksheets help you plan the default settings that will be used 
to set up each new subscriber. 

PanaVOICE makes adding subscribers with standard features quick and easy. All you 
have to do is fill in the Subscribers and Guests: Subscriber Defaults screens with the 
settings you want for each subscriber. Then, every new subscriber you add will have the 
settings you specified on these default screens. You can later change any setting for a 
particular subscriber who wants settings different from the default. 

Personal ID 
First, write down the convention you want the system to use when creating Personal 
IDS for the subscribers. 

The system creates a Personal ID for each new subscriber by adding a default number, 
such as 9, to the beginning of the subscriber’s Extension ID. This convention is written 
as 9X where X stands for the extension number. For example, a new subscriber with 
extension number 211 would have a Personal ID of 92 11. 

Using this type of convention for creating Personal IDS does not make mailboxes less 
secure because a subscriber can always set a security code for his or her mailbox. 

Note Although you do not have to base the Personal IDS on extension numbers, this 
makes it easier for users to remember their Personal ID. 

If you want to change the default convention, enter the new convention on the 
worksheet. For more details about IDS, see thesystem Manager’s Guide. 
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Worksheet #B: Default Subscriber Personal ID 

Console Screen - Subscribers and Guests: Default Subscriber (Summary) 

Name: Default Subscriber 
Personal ID: 

(Write the convention you will use to create Personal IDS if different fmm the default 
convention.) 

q  irzmfer calis ta extension X 

1’;. 
Type [Choose or;e] 
Sngs 

Greeting and One Key Dialing Adion Mer Greeting 

L. 

Ach [Choose one! 
Route to ID - 
_ Save oid messages 
_ Ssve xhiv2 messages 

Notification and Deiivery Csnversatian Access Options 
I I 

53 First time enralimenr 
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Specify fhe defaulf subscriber call transfer seffings 

Select default settings for the way you would like PanaVOICE to handle calls that are 
routed to a subscriber’s message box 

Transfer calis to subscribers? 
Select whether you want PanaVOICE to ring calls through to a subscriber’s extension or 
if you want the system to send calls directly to the subscriber’s voice mailbox 
PanaVOICE sets a default of X in the Rings Call Through field. The X stands for the 
subscriber’s extension. 

Transfer type 
Select the call transfer method that will be applied to the default subscriber. 

l Await Answer. When the call transfer type is Await Answer, PanaVOICE puts the 
caller on hold and dials the extension. If the extension is answered within the 
number of rings specified in the Rings field, PanaVOICE puts the caller through. 

lf the extension is busy or does not answer within the specified number of rings, 
PanaVOICE plays the extension’s greeting and then takes an action (usually “take 
message”). 

l Wait for Ringback. When the call transfer type is Wait for Ringback, PanaVOICE 
puts the caller on hold and dials the extension. If the extension rings the number 
of times specified in the Rings field, PanaVOICE releases the call to the telephone 
system. 

If the extension is busy, PanaVOICE plays the extension’s greeting and takes the 
specified action. With the Wait for Ringback call transfer type, the subscriber 
cannot use call screening features. 

l Release. When the call transfer type is Release, PanaVOICE puts the caller on 
hold, dials the extension and then releases the call to the telephone system. With 
the Release call transfer type, the subscriber cannot use the call holding or call 
screening features. 

Rings 
Write the number of rings PanaVOICE will wait for a call to be answered_ This does not 
apply to Release call transfers. 

Holding 
Select whether callers should be able to hold if the extension is busy To use call 
holding, you must use the Await Answer or Wait for Ringback call transfer type. Choose 
the type of call holding you would like to use. There are two types: 

l Touchtone. Use if callers should press a touchtone to hold. 

l Voice-detect holding. Use if callers should say “Yes” to hold. 
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Tmnsfer Options and Screening Options 
Choose the call transfer options which you would like as defaults for new subscribers. 
These apply only to subscribers with the Await Answer call transfer type. 

Each subscriber can have two sets of call transfer options and the subscriber can 
switch between these two transfer option sets by telephone. There are typical combina- 
tions of options. For example, if two subscribers share the same telephone extension, 
you could use the “State who the call is for” and “Confirm before connecting” options. 

Choose call transfer options for both sets and specify which option set should be 
active at first for new subscribers. 

Tips If you select the option to send calls directly to the voice mail, callers may 
leav~ea message in a subscriber’s voice mailbox, but they cannot directly reach 
a subscriber’s extension without going through the operator. 

Worksheet 48: Default Subscriber Call Transfer 

Console Screen - Subscribers and Guests: Default Subs&xx Call Handlino 

Transfer Action Holding 

0 Transfer calls through to 713 
0 Send calls directly to voice mail 
Transfer type (choose one): 

El Await answer 
0 Waft for ringback 
•1 Release 

3 Rings 

El Allow holding when line is busy 
Holding Type (choose one): 

0 Touchtone holding 
0 Voice-detect holding 

Transfer Options (Active) Screening Options 

Select any transfer options which apply: 
El Beep when connected 
[II Confirm before connecting 
!Zl State who the call is for 

Select any transfer options which apply: 
q  Seep when connected 
El Confirm before connecting 
Cl State who the call is for 
q  Detect dial tone/hang-up calls 
Choose one: 
0 Don’t ask for identification 
0 Ask for name 
0 Ask for name, save with message 

Choose one: 
0 Don’t ask for idenafication 
0 Ask for name 
0 Ask for name, save with message 

Choose the option which will be active: 
0 Use transfer options 0 Use saeening options 
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Speciw the default subscriber acfion seftings 

Action After Greefing 
Select how you would like the system to handle callers after they listen to the 
subscriber’s personal greeting. The possible actions are: 

l Take message. The system takes a message for the subscriber 

l Say good-bye. The system says “If you need further assistance, press the pound 
key now, Thank you and good-bye.” and then disconnects. 

l Disconnect. The system disconnects, without saying good-bye. 

l Restart. The system returns the caller to the opening greeting. 

l Operator. The system routes the caller to the operator box. 

l Route to ID. The system routes the caller to another System ID. Write down the 
System ID if you choose this option. 

A&ion after Message 
Select how you would like the system to handle the caller after he or she has left a 
message for the subscriber. 

Message Options 
Indicate any message options you would like to set up for the default subscriber. 

Message Life 
Write in the number of days the system will save old messages and archived messages. lf 
you enter 0, messages will be saved until midnight on the day they are listened to. 
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Wobheet #IlO: Default Subscriber Greeting and Message Settings 

Console Screen - Subscribers and Guests: Default Subscribers: Action After Greeting 

Action after Greeting Action after Message 

Action (choose one): 
El Take message 
El Say go&bye 
0 Disconnect 
tIRestart 
q  Dperator 
Cl Route to ID 

“‘- Route to ID 

Action (dwse one): 
0 Say good-bye 
0 Dismnnect 
q  F?estart 
El Operator 
Cl Route to ID 

Route to ID 

Message Options 

0 Caller can edit I review message 
Maximum message length 120 

Choose one: 
0 Mark all messages urgent 
0 Do not mark messages urgent 
0 Ask to mark messages urgent 

seconds 

Action after Message 

Days to save old messages 2 
Days to save archived messages30~ 
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Specify default subscriber notification settings 

PanaVOICE can notify subscribers when they have messages pending by activating a 
message waiting indicator such as a lighted lamp or an LCD display at the subscriber’s 
work telephone. 

Message Waiting hfication 
Select Use Message Lamps if you want to use this feature. 

Message lamp extension 
Write an X in this box if you want the lamp at the subscriber’s extension to light when 
messages are pending. The X is a default variabie which stands for a subscriber’s 
extension. 

Message Delivery 
PanaVOICE can call a subscriber at up to 4 different telephone numbers to notify him 
or her of pending messages. You can specify how often and to what phone number the 
system will deliver messages. However, message delivery is usually set up for individual 
subscribers rather than for the default subscriber account. 
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‘\ 
:. 
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Specify the default subscriber 
conversation settings 

You can define the conversation that subscribers will hear when they call PanaVOICE 
to send or retrieve messages. You can also determine the type of receipt subscribers 
will receive for the messages they send. 

Conversation Preference 
Indicate whetber the system will use Yes/No conversation or Menu Mode conversation. 

Message Playback 
Select any Message Playback options you want. Choose the Play New Message Hands- 
free option if you want subscribers to be able to hear messages without pressing 
confirmation touchtones. 

Message Addressing 
Select whether you want the subscriber to address messages by spelled name or by 
extension number. 

Receipts 
Select the type of receipt the subscriber will receive for messages sent. There are three 
Receipt types: 

l Receipt summary. The system automatically creates a summary of the messages 
sent by the subscriber. The summary tells you whether the recipient has heard any 
or all of your messages, and whether the person left you any messages. It does not 
tell you which messages were received, nor when they were received. 

l Explicit receipts as requested. This option allows a subscriber to request a more 
detailed receipt, which includes the time a message was delivered and read. 

l All messages with explicit receipts. The system provides the subscriber with 
detailed receipt information for every message sent. 
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Worksheet #l2: Default Subscriber Conversation 

Console Screen - Subscribers and Guests: Default Subscriber: Conversation 

Conversation Preference 

Choose one: 
Q 1 for Yes’, 2 for %a” conversation 
0 Menu mode mnversation 

_ Message Playback Message Addressing 

Choose any options which apply: Choose one: 
Cl Play new messages hands-free 0 By spelled name 
0 Announce message length 0 By extension 

Receipts Preference 

Choose one: 
Q Receipt summary 
0 Explicit receipts as requested 
0 All messages with explicit receipts 
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Specify default subscriber 
settings 

access opfions 

For a default subscriber, you can define particular features such as specific delivery 
options, public message access, and setup privileges. This worksheet helps you define 
the settings you would like to apply to your default subscriber 

NewAccount Setup 
To allow subscribers to enroll from their own telephone the first time they call the 
voice messaging system, select the Enroll When Calling option. 

Public Message Access 
Select whether subscribers can receive public messages and whether they will be 
notified when one has been left. 

Setup Options 
Select which Setup Options subscribers can change by telephone. 

Addressing Options 
Select the Addressing options you want the default subscriber to have. You can pro- 
vide more basic voice messaging service by limiting the options you select here. 

Return receipts tell the subscriber explicitly when the recipient heard the mes- 
sage. 

Urgent messages are placed first in a subscriber’s message stack. 

Private messages cannot be redirected. 

Future delivery messages are sent at a time the subscriber specifies. 

Redirect lets the subscriber forward messages to others. 

Sending Options 
Select the type of sending options that you want to apply for the default subscriber. 

Miscellaneous Options 
Select any miscellaneous options for the default subscriber. Select Use Original Version 
Conversation to enable the subscriber to hear the system conversation in the following 
order: (1) check new messages, (2) leave messages, (3) change greetings, (4) review old 
messages. 
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1 Worksheet 913: Default Subscriber Access Options I 

Console Screen - Subscribers and Guests: Default Subscriber: Aaxss Options 

For the 6 sections below, choose any options which you would like to apply to the default subscriber. 

New Account Setup Public Message Access Setupoptions 

El Enroll when calling forthe first time 0 Receives public messages Cl Restricted from changing setup 
El Notified of public messages El Greeting changes allowed 

0 Call holding changes allowed 

Addressing Options Sending Options Miscellaneous Options 

El Return receipt request allowed q  Restrict fmm sending messages I3 Useorigiiversion~ 
Ei Urgent messages allowed 0 Subscnir messaging allowed 0 List in automatic directory 
Cl Private messages allowed El Open group messages allowed q  Message review allowed 
q  Future delivery allowed 
0 Redirection of messages allowed 
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;t l ,,e system subscribers 

Subscribers must be added to PanaVOICE before the system can take messages for 
them or transfer calls to them. 

There are two different ways to add subscribers to the system: oneby-one and by range. 

l One-by-one. A System Manager can enroll all the subscribers at the console by 
entering each subscriber’s Extension ID, Personal ID, and spelled name, recording 
a name, and setting any special options. 

l By range. A System Manager can add a range of subscriber mailboxes. These 
mailboxes may have the Enroll When Calling For The First Time option set to On 
in the Subscribers and Guests: Subscribers: Access Options screen. Subscribers 
can then enroll in the system from their own telephones. Or if you prefer, you can 
enter names and record voice names and greetings at the console as part of 
installation. 

Worksheet #ia: Subscriber List 

Console Screen. Subscribers and Guests: Subsaibers 

Complete thii section only if adding by range. 
Range I SW- Stop - corls&ntPrefix _ constalls~ _ 

Range2 Start- stop - cor!stantFlefix _ coRstantslrRx _ 

Range3 Start- Stop_ co&lntFvefix _ constantsuk _ 

if adding subsaibefs one-byene, complete the subscriber list below. Make copies of Ihis worksheet if needed. 

I Extensiin Last Name First and Midle Name Unikted? 

210 
211 

212 
213 

214 
215 
216 

217 
218 
219 

220 
221 

Wood 
Wong 
Husseine 
El-&male 
cde 

sat0 
diDonato 
Beaudette 
Ho!%? 
O!SeA% 
Jablinske 
Goldberq 

Pat 

erry 

A&- 

TlUy 
Kim 
Lee 
Leslie 
Jan 
Taylor 
Alex 
Brett 

Before you fill in Worksheet 14, decide which method you would like to use. Then fill 
out the worksheet accordingly. 

Notes Be sure to set up the Default Subscriber before enrolling other subscribers. 

The System Manager can also add/delete subscribers by using the System 
Manager telephone conversation. 
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Extension ID Ranges 
If you decide to add subscribers by range, write down the first and last Extension ID of 
each range. If you want to add a number before or after each Extension lD specified in 
the range, write the number(s) in the Constant Prefix or Constant Sutfii boxes. 

Extension / Last Name /First and Middle Names 
Write down the names of the subscribers you want to add to your system, in ascending 
order of their extension number. 

Unlisted 
Indicate if any subscribers should not be listed in alphabetic directory assistance. 

Some subscrtbers may want to be left out of the directory assistance, so that outside 
callers cannot find out the subscriber’s extension number without asking the operator. 
If the site uses automatic directory assistance, subscribers can change their automatic 
directory listing by telephone at any time, by accessing their setup options. If the site 
uses numeric directory assistance, only a System Manager can add or remove subscrib 
ers. 

:- 
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List the system guests 

Some subscribers may wish to provide more personal call handling for special clients, 
contacts, friends, or family. Rather than accessing the system as outside callers, these 
individuals can be enrolled as guests of a particular subscriber. Each guest receives a 
Personal ID. The system greets guests by name and gives them immediate access to 
their host subscriber’s voice mailbox. 

A guest can leave messages for the host subscriber and receive messages from the host 
subscriber the same way other subscribers leave twoway messages. 

Use this worksheet to list each guest on the system, and the guest’s host subscriber. 

Host Subscriber 
List the name of the subscriber who will host the guest. This is the only subscriber who 
can leave messages for the guest. This is also the only subscriber who will receive 
messages from the guest. 

Guest Name 
Write the guest’s name. There is no limit to the number of guests a subscriber may host. 
If the system uses a lettered keypad, the subscriber can use the first three letters of the 
guest’s last name to leave messages for the guest. Otherwise, the subscriber can use the 
guest’s Personal ID. 

Guest Personal ID 
Write down the Personal ID the guest will use to access his or her messages from the 
host subscriber. Like any other System ID, the guest’s Personal ID must be unique. 

Send Urgent? 
Specify whether the guest will be able to send urgent messages to the host subscriber. 
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Worksheet #lfls: Guests 

Console Screen - Subsuibers and Guests: Guests 

HostSubscriber Guest Name Guest Personal ID Urgent? 

Pat wood 

Terry Wang 

Chris Wood 
Brian Wood 
Alice Wood 

Kim Wong 

Sandy Hussiene Alex Tamayo 

92542 cl 
64437 q  
96591 cl 

cl 
92926 @I 

ri 

94356 

.- 
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Set up message groups 

This worksheet helps you plan the message groups created at the console. Make a copy 
of the worksheet for each message group you plan to add. 

Spelled Names or Numbered Names 
Indicate whether the message groups on the system will be accessed alphabetically or 
numerically. If message groups will begin with numbers, also indicate the System ID 
subscribers press before leaving group messages. 

It is best if the System ID is short (two or three digits), to speed the flow of the conversa- 
tion (the system prompts a subscriber for the System ID each time a subscriber leaves a 
message). 

Note If you decide to use numbered message groups, remember to enter the System 
ID for numbered groups on the Application Setup: General Settings screen. 

Group Owner 
Write down the name of the subscriber who will own this message group. Only the 
owner of the group can change the group by telephone_ 

Message Group Name 
Write the name or S-digit number of the message group. Remember that subscribers will 
use the message group’s name or number to leave messages for the group. 

For sites using spelled name groups, give careful consideration to the names you give 
open groups. Subscribers use the first three letters of the group name to send messages 
to it, so the name you choose should be easy to remember. For example, it would be 
easy to remember that entering A&L sends a message to a group containing “all staff”. 
However, it may be more difficult to remember to enter E-M-P for the same group which 
was named “employees”. 

For sites using numbered groups, note that a S-digit group number is not a System ID, so 
it does not have to be unique. 

Note It is best not to use your system’s wildcard character (usually 1 or 0) in any 
group number. 

You can have more than one message group with the same spelled name or group 
number. If this occurs, subscribers choose the correct group by listening to the group’s 
recorded name, just as they do when choosing between subscribers with the same last 
name. 

Private or Open Group? 
Indicate whether the message group is private or open. Private groups allow only the 
group’s owner to send a message to the group. 
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Deliver the message on/y to the first person to hear it? 
Select whether the group will have dispatch distribution. lf you leave this box un- 
checked, every member of the group will receive it. 

Voice Name 
Write down the recorded name for the group. 

Group Members 
List the names of the subscribers who will be included in the group. A guest &II be a 
member only of his or her host’s private message groups. 

Worksheet#lE;IMessage Groups 

Console Screen - Groups: Message Groups 

Copy this form for every Message Group you want to set up. I 

Choose One 
q  Use Spelled Names 
0 Use Numbered Message Groups 

System ID for numbered message groups 3 

(Fill in System ID onty if using numbered massage groups. Remember 
to enter System ID in the Application Setup: General SaUings scraen.) 

Group Owner Jonathan Winter 

Message Group Name 255 Sales 

Choose one 
0 Private Group 
0 Open Group 

Choose whether you want to use dispatch distribution. 
q  Dispatch Distribution 

Voice Name “The Sales Department” 

Group Members Tavlor Jablinske 
Lee diDonato 
Jan Olsen-Lee 
Trov Cole 

. . . 
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Set up a System Manager 

After adding subscribers to the system, assign at least one of them System Manager 
status (see Identie CL System Manager). This status enables a subscriber to sign in to 
the system at the console and to access the System Manager Conversation from their 
voice mailbox. 

To assign System Manager status: 
1. Go to the Subscriber and Guests Summary screen of the subscriber who has been 

designated as the System Manager. 

2. Under Access Options, seiect System Manager. 

3. Choose Save. 

Figure 21 Assigning System Manager status to a subscriber 
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Setting up advanced features 
To get the most out of the advanced features, you will want to create transaction boxes. 
lf the site is using the automated attendant feature, create an opening greeting transac- 
tion box that can provide one-key routing, directory assistance, and a link to an opera- 
tor or receptionist. You can also use transaction boxes to create a hierarchy or deci- 
sion tree that routes callers automatically to the correct destination, even if they do 
not know extension numbers. 

Whenever you create a transaction box, it is important to design or map out what you 
want the box to do, including destination IDS, one-key dialing menus, and what hap 
pens when’a’caller does not press a touchtone. 

In this chapter, you will find information and worksheets to help you: 

Map transaction box menus and call tmnsfer actions 

Set up transaction boxes part 1 
(General settings and Call Transfer options) 

Set up transaction boxes, part 2 
(Greeting and Action After Greeting options] 

Set up interview boxes 
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Worksheet M7: System and Box Planner 

Copy this form for each transaction box you want to create. 

rype of Box Owner 

Ei Transaction Box ID $GREETlNG 
Kl interview Box ID 
0 Voice Detect Box ID 

Cl VirtualSubscriber ID 
0 SystemManager ID Patty 
II Subscriber ID 

Primary Purpose 

El Routing calls 
Cl MessageTaking 
0 Audiotext 
q  Other 

If the caller 

cl 2 cl 3 

If the caller presses: 

Support Department Accounting Department 

Support rep, x210 I I Account rep, x310 I 
I 

Support rep, x211 2 Account rep, x311 

1 
I 

Support rep, x212 3 Account rep, x312 

4 Pmduct intelview, x144 
! 

5 Order interview, x123 
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Map transaction 
transfer actions 

box menus and call ‘\ 

Before you create the transaction box-or other advanced call handling devices such 
as interview and voice detect boxes-decide the purpose of the box and the best way 
to achieve that purpose. 

You can link several boxes to create as complex an application as you want. If you use 
the automated attendant features to answer incoming calls, you will most likely create 
several boxes to take advantage of the power the system provides. 

For example;the opening greeting for an organization can be a transaction box that 
uses a one-key dialing menu to route callers to several other transaction boxes. One of 
those, the Sales Department transaction box, also uses a onekey dialing menu, which 
allows callers to quickly transfer to a sales representative’s extension, a sales reception- 
ist, a fax machine located in the sales department, an interview box that describes new 
products, or an interview box used for taking sales orders 24 hours a day. 

As you design the system, you need to identify and plan each box that you will use. 
Consider who will be the box owner, which system schedule it follows, if it uses a one- 
key dialing menu, and what actions you want it to perform. Should it take a message, 
transfer to another extension, play a message and then disconnect, or route back to the 
operator? 

It helps to have an overall map of how the boxes interact with each other, so that you 
can see the structure of your advanced call routing at a glance. 

Make a copy of Worksheet 17 for each box that routes to others or for which you need 
to see additional details. The sample on the following page shows one way of mapping 
the overall incoming call structure of an organization. Complete a copy of Worksheet 17 
for each box that you want to create. Then, use Worksheets 18a and 18b to list the 
specifics for each transaction box, and Worksheet 19 to write the text for each inter- 
view box 
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Set up transaction boxes, part 1 

(General settings and Call Transfer options) 

Adding a transaction box requires that you first determine who will own it. After you 
identify the owner, you need to assign a System ID and a descriptive name. Then you 
can complete the remainder of the information. Like other system features, you can 
specify call transfer, greeting, and action after greeting options-at overview and detail 
levels. 

You add transaction boxes on the Call Handling: Transaction Boxes screen. To review 
and plan which transaction box options you want to set, fill in the appropriate options 
on Worksheets 18a and 18b. Worksheet 18a contains general transaction box settings 
and Cull transfer detail options; Worksheet 18b contains the Greeting and Action affet 
greeting overview and detail options. 

Transaction box information 
Specify the box owner, the box System ID and name, and which system-schedule it 
follows. If the box is used primarily for routing, you may want to assign ownership of 
the box to a virtual subscriber. 

Call Transfer overview information 
Specify the general call transfer actions that occur when a call is routed to the box: 

Day. Select On and type an extension in the box to route a call during Day Mode 
hours. 

Niit. Select On and type an extension in the box to route a call during Night 
Mode hours. 

Transfer type. Specify the transfer method that the system uses. 

Rings. Specify the number of times PanaVOICE rings the extension before it gives 
up on the call transfer. 

Transfer Details 
If you select Transfer Details, you see a detail screen of call transfer options. Specify the 
actions you want. 

Inlro for transfer. Write what callers will hear before they are transferred to the 
transaction box 

Transfer Actions. You can review and change the options you entered in the 
transfer overview. You can also record a greeting that will play after the call is 
transferred. 

Transfer Options. Choose the transfer options you want. The system will use these 
options whenever it transfers calls from the transaction box. 

Holding. You can choose to allow call holding for the box, and specify if the 
system listens for touchtones or uses voicedetect to determine if the caller is still 
holding. (Call holding is unavailable for Release call transfer type.) 
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Copy thii form for every Transaction Box you want to set up. 

Owner of Box Kim Sato 
Transaction Box Name Product Information Box 
TransacMn Box System ID 400 
Voice name “The Pmduct Information Box” 
Schedule No. 1 

Call Transfer Greating and One Key Dialing 

Day: 0 Transferto Day pecord Greeting] 
Night q  Transferto Night [Record Greeting! 
Transfer type (choose one): Alternate [Record Greeting] 

Aciion After Greeting 

Day (choose one) 
Route :c ill 

El Await answer 
q  Wait for Fingback 

0 Use Da)lNgtit Greeting Nig?t (choose onej 

q  Release 
C Use Altemaie Greeting Route to /D 

Rings 3 
I I 

I s 
Trznsfer Ation 

!m-o for imsfer 

Transfer Options 

Select any transfer options which apply: 

0 Beep when connected 
0 Confirm before connecting 
II State who the call is for 

Screening options (choose one) 

0 Don’t ask for identilication 
0 Ask for name 
0 Ask for name, save with message 

Hoiding 

El Allow holding when line is busy Holding Type (choose one): 
0 Touchtone holding 
0 Voice-detect holding 
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Set up transaction boxes, part 2 
(Greeting and Action After Greeting options) 

Transaction boxes can have greetings for Day and Night Modes, as well as an alternate 
greeting. The Day/Night Mode greetings alternate according to the associated system 
schedule; the alternate greeting stays in effect %-hours a day. Like other boxes, they 
can also offer one-key dialing menus to quickly route callers to destinations_ You 
specify greeting options in the Greeting area of the Call Handling: Transaction Boxes 
screen, and in an associated Greeting Details screen. 

You can also specify the actions a box performs after the greeting plays. For example, 
the box can transfer to another System ID during Day Mode hours and take a message 
and disconnect for calls arriving after normal business hours. You specify these options 
in the Action After Greeting area of the Call Handling: Transaction Boxes screen, and in 
an associated Action Details screen. 

Write the settings you want for the greeting and subsequent actions on Worksheet 18b. 
The options include: 

Greeting options 
Write down the text for the recordings you will use for Day, Night, and Alternate greet- 
ings. You can also specify if the box will follow the system schedule or use the Alter- 
nate greeting. You can record greetings at the console with a local connection, or the 
box owner can record greetings over the telephone. 

To use one-key dialing menus, complete the One Key Dialing section of the worksheet. 

OneKey Dialing menu options 
If you use a one-key dialing menu, write down the destination System lD next to the 
touchtone the caller will press. Include the destination and its associated touchtone in 
the greeting, and pause between options to give callers a chance to decide. 

Action After Greeting 
Select how you would like the system to handle callers after they listen to the greeting. 
You can choose different options for Day Mode and Night Mode hours. 

If you want to set advanced Action After Greeting options, complete the following 
sections on the worksheet. 

Action affer Message 
Select how you would like the system to handle callers after they leave a message for 
the transaction box. 

Message Options 
Indicate any message options you would like to set up for the transaction box. 
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WorksheeM8b: Transaction Boxes 

Console Screen l Transaction Boxes: Call Transfer 

Day Greeting Thank you for calling the Product lnfommiion Line. For busin~~ prcduds press 1; for residential 

products, press 2; to reac41 a Product Information Spa&iii press 3. Thank you. 

Night Greeting 

Altemata Greeting 

Gail Transfer i -. Greeting and One Key Dialing 

Day [Remrd Greating] 
Night [Record Greeting] 
Alternate [Record Greeting] 

0 Use Day/Night Greeting 
0 Use Alternate Greeting 

One Key Dialing 
l- 5- 
2- 6- 
3- 7- 
4- 8- 

ActionAfterGreeting’ 

Day [Chome one] 
El Takemessage 
0 Say goodbye 
Cl Diimnnect 
q  lReStalt 
cl operator 
0 Route to ID 

Night [Choose one] 
q  Take message 
0 Say good-bye 
q  Disconnect 
q  Restart 
El Operator 
!I RoutetolD 

) Action After Tting Massage 

Choose one: U Say good-bye 
Cl Disconnect 
Cl Restart 
El Operator 
cl RoutetolD 

Me-ssage Options 

Maximum message length _‘& semnds 
El Caller can ediiraview message 

Choose one option below: 
0 Ail outside caller messages are marked urgent 
0 No outside caller messages are marked urgent 
0 Ask caller whether to mark messages urgent 
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Set up interview boxes 

If you want to collect information from callers no matter what time of day they call, set 
up an interview box. You can create as many interview boxes as you want. Use 
Worksheet 19 to plan the interview questions, and set up the box on the Interview 
Boxes screen. 

The PanaVOICE system includes one interview box the Public Interview Box. This 
special interview box is owned by the system. It can be used to collect messages from 
callers when no operator is on duty. Messages left in the Public Interview Box are 
available to all subscribers with public message access. 

System ID 
Assign a System ID to the interview box you create. Do not change the System ID of the 
Public Interview Box @PM). 

Voice Name 
Write the voice name for the interview box. 

interview Questions 
Write the text for up to 20 interview questions. A *question” can actually be a state 
ment. For example, the first question could be a greeting, introducing the interview, 
and the last question could thank the caller. 

The Public Interview Box comes with six prerecorded questions; you can change these 
questions by recording over them. 

Reply Time 
Specify the maximum length of reply a caller may leave, in seconds. For questions that 
normally have short replies, such as What is your phone number?” a reply time of 6 to 
10 seconds is usually enough. For each question or statement that does not require a 
reply, fill in a reply time of zero. 

Mark Interview Box Messages Urgent? 
Select whether or not PanaVOICE will automatically mark messages left in the interview 
box as urgent, or whether the system will provide callers with the option to mark 
messages urgent. 
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Worksheet #l9: Interview Boxes 

Console Screen - In&view Boxes 

Owner of Box Jan Cadson 
interview Box Name Interview Box 
Intetview Box System ID 3456 
Voice name 

IntenriewQlestions Reply Thiw (in seconds) 

1. Who is callino. olease? 

2. Whom are &‘&ins to reach? 

3. What is this in reference to? 

4. At what number can YOU be reached? 

5. What additional messaqe would you like to leave? 

6. 

7. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

20. 

6 

9 

9 

9 

45 

Mark Interview box messages urgent? (choose one) 
0 All 
0 None 
0 Ask 

Action after completing questions (choose one) 
0 Say good-bye 
q  l&connect 
Cl Restart 
0 Operator 
q  Route to ID 
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Remote Maintenance overview 
Remote Maintenance lets you use an off-site computer and modem to control a 
customer’s voice messaging system, monitor its operation, and transfer files back and 
forth as needed. Remote Maintenance allows you to solve problems on a voice mail 
computer without visiting a customer’s site. 

The host and remote computers 
The off-site computer controlling PanaVOICE is called the remote computer. The 
computer running the voice mail at the customer site is called the host computer. As 
the term implies, the host computer allows the remote computer to ‘trisit” and use the 
host computer’s facilities. Figure 22 shows how the remote and host computers are 
connected. 

Connection through 
Remote Maintenance 

Remote Computer 

a Monitors and controls 
HostComputer 

n Can review, print, orcopy 
Host Computerfiles 

Host Computer 

n Controlled by 
Remote Computer 

q  Runsvoicemail 
software 

Figure 22 The connection between the host and remote computers 

When you make a connection between the two computers, the remote computer’s 
screen reflects any on-screen changes for the host computer. In addition, the keyboard 
on the remote computer can remotely control the host computer. Keystrokes from the 
host computer’s keyboard, however, affect only the host computer, not the remote 
computer. 

Two disks for Remote Maintenance 
The PanaVOICE system already has the host version of the Remote Maintenance 
software installed on it. The remote version of the software must be purchased sepa- 
rately. See your Panasonic Representative for details. 

Note A host computer can run the host version of Remote Maintenance and the 
voice mail software at the same time. However, you should not install the 
remote version of Remote Maintenance on any computer that is also used for 
voice mail. 
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Storing phone numbers, names, and modem settings 
Each computer that has Remote Maintenance installed has a Remote Maintenance 
Phone Book This online Phone Book contains the settings for that particular 
computer’s COM port, modem, login, and password. On remote computers, the Phone 
Book also contains the name, teiephone number, and other information necessary to 
complete a connection to each host computer it is set up to contact. 

What you need for each computer 
The following items are required for each computer before you can make a connection: 

l A Hayescompatible modem, 14,400 baud or faster 

l A telephone line for the modem 

l The Remote Maintenance software 

Note A host computer can run the host version of the Remote Maintenance and 
the voice mail software at the same time. However, you should not install the 
remote version of Remote Maintenance on any computer that is also used for 
voice mail. 

Note Panasonic does not support Remote Maintenance for use with anything 
other than a Hayescompatible modem, 14,400 baud or faster, which is 
supplied with PanaVOICE. 

Where to Start 
Installing and using Remote Maintenance explains how to install or update Remote 
Maintenance software on the host and remote computers. It also explains how to use 
the software to perform system maintenance and transfer files. 

You will need to perform these tasks: 

Set up the Remote Maintenance software on the host computer. The modem and 
host version of the Remote Maintenance software are already installed on the 
host computer. 

Install a modem on the remote computer. 

Install-and set up the Remote Maintenance software on the remote computer. 
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Set up fhe host soffware 

The host software is already installed and configured on the host computer. Follow 
these steps if you want to change any of the default settings. 

To set up the host software: 

1. At the DOS prompt in the directory used by PanaVOICE, type CD HOST [*-IEn’elI to go 
to the directory for the Remote Maintenance software. 

2. Type PHONE (Center) to run the host Remote Maintenance Phone Book Setup pro- 
gram. The Phone Book Menu with a Phone Book directory appears (Figure 23). 

i 1 
UWIkmte PHONE BWII SETUP Copyright 1988.95 kiton kcJmolagies Inc. I 

Figure 23 Phone Book menu for the host version ofRemote Maintenance 

3. Use the arrow keys to select the DEFAULT Phone Book entry. 

4. Press (F31 to select the Change option. The Phone Book Entry Screen appears 
(Figure 24). The NAME field should read DEFAULX If this screen does not appear, 
press a to return to the Phone Book menu. Repeat steps 3 and 4. 

1 WIkmtc FHOW BOOX SEIUP Copgright 1388.35 Iriton Icchnologies Inc. 

ii 
-ll Port 

mRr: 2 I3 

ii 
Rflui: i4ee ItODEtl: HUJJCS Extended 
DIRL: Ione IEra: ulwbote 

i Lk? <PgDn>,<‘f>.<~>,<C>.<_)>,<InS>,~1>.<E~~> <Fle>=Save: aC>=&Capc :I 

Figure 24 Defadt Phone Book entry for the host version of Remote Maintenance 

5. Use the down arrow to move the cursor to LOGIN. lf you want to use a login name 
other than the default login name, type it in and press (-1. 
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6. If you want to use a password other than the default, type it in and press 
(==q. 

‘. 
: 

Note The login and password are case sensitive. They must be typed exactly the 
same on the host and the remote versions of the software. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

Press (PSDn) to move the cursor to the COM Port section. 

Look at the PORT field. The number should be the same as the COM port you 
specified during the installation procedure (for example, 2 for COMZ). If the number 
is incorrect, press the a key to change the value until it shows the correct number. 

Look at, BAUD. The number in this field should be 19,200. Remote Maintenance 
software uses this higher baud rate for 14,400 modems to provide higher through- 
put whenever possible. If you are using a 14,400 baud modem, you do not need to 
adjust the field and should proceed to the next step. 

If you are using a modem of a different speed than 14,400 (for example, 28,800 
baud), adjust this number by repeatedly pressing the @J key until you display the 
modem’s speed. 

Look at the MODEM field to the right of the BAUD field. Press @ to see a list of 
supported modems (Pigure 25). 

Use the IPSDn) and Ipsup) keys to view the entire list. Press the arrow keys to highlight 
the modem’s brand and press km). If you do not see your modem in the list, and 
your modem is 100% Hayes compatible, select Hayes Extended. 

Press [F10) to save your changes and return to the Phone Book Menu. 

Note To avoid losing your changes, do not press FJ to exit the Phone Book Entry 
Screen. 

13. Press (F10) again to return to the DOS prompt. 

14. Restart the computer by pressing @@WZ). 
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Figure 25 List of supported modems 

Checking that the host software is loading correct/y 
To check that the host version of the remote software is loaded successfully, restart the 
computer by pressing (~N~HDel). The message Please wait 20 seconds for remote to 
load will display. If the host software is installed correctly, this message will be followed 
by the words Wait Dial-in Set, which appear briefly at the bottom of the screen. If the 
words Unsuccessful Wait Dial-in Set appear instead, the host software is not installed 
correctly. Refer to Problems with the host version on page 4-185 to troubleshoot the 
problem 

Other than the slight delay which occurs while the host software loads, there should be 
no other visible effect on the day-today operation of the host computer after installing 
the Remote Maintenance software. 

Solving host software problems 
If either the modem or Remote Maintenance has been installed improperly, a variety of 
problems can occur. The following items may be signs of improper installation: 

l The computer doesn’t respond shortly after restar&q.‘This may be the result of 
a COM port conflict. The modem has probably been assigned to a COM port which 
is already in use or is incompatible with other hardware in the computer. 

l The computer freezes for about 15 seconds every minute or so, during which 
time all keystrokes are ignored. This may occur because the modem is installed 
incorrectly or because the host software has not been set up correctly. 

For details on resolving these problems, see Problems with the host version. 
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Install the remote computer’s software 

Note These instructions explain how to install the Remote Maintenance software 
on the remote computer. @ 

Before you install the remote version of Remote Maintenance software: 

l Make sure a modem has been correctly installed on the remote computer. 

l Find out which COM port the modem uses. 

To bstall the remote version of Remote Maintenance software: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

Make sure the DOS prompt shows the drive where you want to install Remote 
Maintenance, for example C:\>. 

Insert the remote Remote Maintenance Disk in the A\ drive and type PiINSTALL. 
r-1. 

Type Y [t_1Enter) to confirm that you want to continue, or type N I-1 to cancel. 

When the system asks if you have installed a modem, type Y (clEnter). If you have not 
installed a modem, type N [clEnterj to cancel. 

When the system asks if you know the modem’s COM port, type Y [*-1Enterj. If you do 
not know the COM port, type N [a] to cancel. 

Identify the modem’s COM port (1,2,3, or 4). 

Once you identify the modem’s COM port, the program copies Remote Maintenance 
onto the computer’s hard disk. It also creates a batch file (RR.BAT) in the root 
directory of the hard disk. This batch file allows you to start Remote Maintenance 
any time by simply typing RR (clEnterj. 

Once Remote Maintenance is installed, you must set up the remote software as 
described in the next topic. 
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Set up the remote software 

Before using the remote software, you must set up your online Phone Book. Create one 
entry for each host computer you plan to access. The phone book entry stores impor- 
tant information about the host computer which the remote computer needs to know 
before it can make a connection (information such as the telephone number of a host 
computer’s modem, the host computer’s login name and password, and COM settings). 

First, set up a default Phone Book entry and then add additional entries. To make 
adding additional entries faster, the default settings are automatically copied to each 
new Phone Book entry for you. All you have to add is the host computer’s name and 
telephone number 

Setting the default phone book entry 
The DEFAULT Phone Book entry contains the basic communications (or COM) settings 
used by your modem. Since the entry is so important, the software does not let you 
rename or delete the DEFAULT Phone Book entry. 

To make sure the default settings are correct 

1. At the DOS prompt, run the Remote Maintenance software. Change to the root 
directory of the C:\ drive (or the drive where you installed the software). Type RR 
[q). A Banner screen appears; then the DOS prompt reappears. 

2. Press IAlt). Make sure you use the (QShift) key on the left-hand side of the 
keyboard. The right-hand [crshiftj key does not work for this. @Hm) is the default 
key combination for quick access to Remote Maintenance. When you press these 
two keys simultaneously, the Main Menu appears (Figure 26). 

Figure 26 Main Menu 

3. Press [F2) to select the Call Menu option. The Call Menu appears. 

4. If you press the wrong function key and want to try again, press @ to return to the 
Main Menu. 

5. Press [F3) to select the Phone Book Menu option. The Phone Book Directory appears 
(Figure 27). 
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Figure 27 Phone Book Directory 

6. Make sure the DEFAULT entry in the Phone Book directory is selected. If necessary, 
use the arrow keys to highlight it. 

7. Press a again to select the Change option. The Phone Book Entry Screen appears 
(Figure 28). The NAME field on this screen should read DEFAULT. If this screen does 
not appear, press (ESc) until you return to the Main Menu, and try again from step 3. 

i UlWRawtc b.lj awmmi~ m6.35 nwo~ r~cxmr.o61~~,1~. i 
la=-_ INlxrIuE DISCOMECIED 4:39:22 Pll e:ee:BQ 1 

rn-~sooxmnr-~ 
WlE: DEFAULI 

,-CALLHE?N~~ DESC: 

ii i i t-3 cha*lc i iii mm 2 i3i 
ii I FI F4 30x+ I I11 -: xw mDR!: Hayes etmdd 
II I F19 Exit I 111 DML: Ione TEIDI: uuRcmtc 

i use cpgpn>,<T>.<.L>.<t>.<-t).<Ins).Qcl),<Ent> <Fl~>=Saue cEsc>=Escape i 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

Figure 28 Default Phone Book Entry 

Press (PSDn). This moves the cursor from NAME to highlight the COM Ports section. 

Look at the PORT field. The number should be the same as the COM port you 
specified during the installation procedure (for example, 3 for COM3). 

If the port number is incorrect, repeatedly press the a key to change the value 
until it shows the correct number. 

Look at the BAUD field immediately below the PORT field. The number in this field 
should be 19,200. Remote software uses this higher baud rate for 14,400 modems to 
provide higher throughput whenever possible. If you are using a 14,400 baud 
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modem, you do not need to adjust the field and should proceed to the next step. 

12. If you are using a modem of a different speed (for example, 28,800 baud), adjust this 
number by repeatedly pressing the @ key until you display the modem’s speed. 

13. Look at the MODEM field to the right of the BAUD field. Press @ to see a list of 
supported modems. (Pigure 29). 

‘i uimmm 
I 

PWNE Berm SETUP Cqyright 1988.95 Iriton lozhnologias Inc. 1 

USC (PgDn>.<T>,<~>.<C>.(_)>.<Ins>.(Del>.<Enta) <FlO>=Swe (Esc>=~scape 

Figure 29 List of supported modems 

14. Use them and lpsuDl keys to view the entire list. Press the arrow keys to highlight 
the modem’s brand and press [mj. If you do not see your modem in the list, and 
your modem is 100% Hayes compatible, select Hayes Extended. 

15. Press WJ four times to redisplay the Main Menu. 

Note To avoid losing your changes, do not press IFJ to exit from the Phone Book 
Entry Screen. 

16. Press iF10\ again to return to the DOS prompt. 

Adding a phone book entry for each host computer 
Once you set the default Phone Book entry, you should add a Phone Book entry for 
each host computer you plan to access. The COM port, baud rate, modem type, login 
name, and password are automatically copied to each Phone Book entry you add. All 
you have to do is add each host computer’s name and telephone number. 
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To add Phone J3ook entries: 

1. Press a-1 to display the Main Menu. 

2. Press [F21 to select the Call Menu option. The Call Menu appears. 

3. Press [F3) to select the Phone Book Menu option. The Phone Book Directory appears. 

4. Press a to select the Add option. A popup labeled NEW NAME appears (Figure 30). 
----I 

alPYRIcai1 1386.95 TRITON TmiNoLu6IEs.IIIc. 1 
DIS3HETED t:38:26 PN e:tW:W 1 
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5. Type a name for the host computer [crEnter). (Usually, this is the name of the com- 
pany that purchased PanaVOICE.) The Phone Book Entry Screen appears. 

6. Type the telephone number to dial to reach the host computer. If needed, change 
the login name and password to match the login name and password that is set on 
the host computer. Keep these guidelines in mind: 

Telephone Numbers. The Phone Book entry’s PHONE field stores the telephone 
number to dial for a particular host computer’s modem. Enter up to 35 characters. 
You can use all the special characters accepted by Hayes-compatible modems. 
Hyphens are ignored during dialing. The chart in Figure 31 summarizes the format 
used. 

7. 

8. 

Login Name and Password. Since the host Remote Maintenance is set up to use a 
particular login name and password, leave these entries at the defaults, unless you 
have changed them on a particular host computer. The login name and password 
are case-sensitive and must exactly match those on the host computer. 

Save the entry by pressing I. 

Add an additional Phone Book entry for each host computer you plan to call. To do 
this, repeat steps 4 through 7. 

9. When you are finished, press m repeatedly to exit. 

Figure 30Adding Phone Book Entries 

. 
_I’ 
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SamplePhoneNumberFormat:9,2061234567,, , ,987 

Example Meaning 

9 The number used to dial out. For most telephone systems, this is 9 or 8. 

, Inserts a two-second deiay. 

2061234567 The number dialed. In this example, 206 is the area or city code, 1234567 the 
telephone number 

,,,,987 .- Adds a delay before dialing an extension. Four or five commas add an eigbt- 
to tensecond pause prior to dialing 987. 

Figure 31 Sample telephone number format 

Sdving problems after installation 
When the Remote Maintenance software has been installed correctly, there should be 
no visible effect during routine operation of the remote computer. 

If the remote computer freezes or stops responding for 10-E seconds every minute, 
during which all keystrokes are ignored, the modem is installed incorrectly. Check that 
the modem is installed at the COM port specified in the Port field of the Phone Book 

If you have difficulty connecting with a host computer, see Problems with the host 
version on page 4-l 85. 
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Using Remote Maintenance 
After both the remote and host computers have been set up to run the Remote Mainte- 
nance software, you are ready to establish a connection between the two computers to 
transfer files and resolve customer problems without having to visit the customer site. 

In this chapter you will find information about the following topics: 

Understand the basics of a Remote Maintenance session 

Recommended operating system confIgurations for the remote computer 

Prepare foT ye transfers 

Transfer files between host and remote cornput- 

Call other computers 

Remote Maintenance advanced features 
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Understand the basics of a Remote Maintenance session 

This topic covers the basic procedures used to establish a connection from the remote 
computer to the host computer. Typically this is done to control or change a 
customer’s voice messaging system from a remote location. 

The host version of Remote Maintenance automatically loads on the host computer 
when PanaVOICE is started. The host version of Remote Maintenance runs at the same 
time as the voice mail software and is ready for a remote session any time that 
PanaVOICE is running. The remote version, however, must be explicitly started using a 
specific comzxmd. 

Starting the remote version 
The first step in establishing a connection between the two computers is loading the 
Remote Maintenance software on the remote computer. 

To start Remote Maintenance on the remote computer: 

1. From the DOS prompt, change to the root directory of the C:\ drive (if this directory 
is part of the current DOS search path, this step is optional). Type CD C:\ (-1. 

2. Type RR(x) to load the software. This command loads the remote version of the 
software, making it resident in the computer’s memory. A Banner screen appears. 
Then, you are returned to the DOS prompt. 

You may continue to use DOS to run other programs on the remote computer, but the 
Remote Maintenance Main Menu is now accessible as well. The remote software 
remains resident and accessible until you restart the remote computer. 

Accessing Remote Maintenance menus 
Since Remote Maintenance is a terminate-and-stay resident (TSR) program, it remains 
loaded in your computer’s memory while you use DOS or run other applications. It is 
accessed by pressing (XHLen-ShiR). When you simultaneously press these two keys, the 
Remote Maintenance Main Menu appears. The Main Menu includes several submenus. 

Note You must use the (iZShiftl key on the left-hand side of the keyboard. The right- 
hand I-1 key does not work for this. 

To select from the Main Menu or any of its submenus, either: 

Press the function key listed next to the desired selection. 

Use the arrow keys to highlight your selection and press (-1. 

To return from any submenu to a previous menu, press IF10). To escape from a submenu 
or a selected function, you can also press @J. Note that when you press (Escl, any 
changes you have made are not saved. 
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Returning to DOS 
To return to DOS from the Remote Maintenance Main Menu, press [F10). This action 
returns you to DOS, but leaves the Remote Maintenance Main Menu accessible. You 
may then run other DOS programs and later return to the Main Menu by pressing 
[xl~zz%iiq, 

You do not need to reload the remote software with the RR command unless you restart 
the computer or unload Remote Maintenance using the SUNLOAD command. For 
details, see Unloading Remote Maintenance from memory on page 4-168. 

calling a host computer 
You can call a host computer in two different ways: 

l Using the Call Menu. Appropriate for technicians working with multiple host 
computers and/or different COM settings (modem, baud rate, etc.). 

l Using Quick Connect. Appropriate if you have only one host computer to support 
or prefer to manually enter the telephone number. This option uses data from the 
DEFAULT Phone Book Entry, including the login, password, COM port and baud 
rate. If you have only one host computer to support, you may even enter the 
telephone number in the DEFAULT entry. 

To call a host computer from the Call Menu: 

1. From the Main Menu, press (F2)to access the Call Menu. 

2. Highlight the Phone Book entry you wish to call. Use the arrow keys to move from 
name to name. 

3. Press a to start dialing. A popup appears, identifying both the host and the calling 
parameters in use: COM port, baud rate, and so on. Note the Dialing! message that 
appears at the bottom of the screen. 

4. Wait approximately thirty seconds for a connection. The wait period may vary 
based on how busy the host system is. Whatever is on the host computer’s screen 
should appear on your screen. 

To call a host computer using the Quick Connect option: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

From the Main Menu, press a to select the Quick Connect option. 

At the ENTER TELEPHONE NUMBER pop-up that appears, either: 

Specify the telephone number. Use the appropriate format described in Figure 31 
on page 4-l 63. 

Use the telephone number from the DEFAULT Phone Book Entry. To use this, 
continue to step 3. 

Press [xl. A pop-up appears, identifying both the host and the calling param- 
eters in use: COM port, baud rate, and so on. Note the Dialing! message that appears 
at the bottom of the screen. 

Wait approximately thirty seconds for a connection. The wait period may vary 
based on how busy the host system is. Whatever is on the host computer’s screen 
should appear on your screen. 
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Accessing menus during a connection 
You can access the Remote Maintenance Main Menu any time during a connection by 
pressing LA#HLeft-Shift~, just as you did to access the menus from DOS. This allows you to 
access various functions, such as the File Menu to transfer the host computer’s REPLOG 
file to your computer. The program running on the host computer is not affected and 
operates normally. 

When you are finished using the Remote Maintenance menus, press lflol from the Main 
Menu to redisplay the screen from the host computer and regain control of it. 

Restarting a host computer 
At times, you may want to restart the host computer. This applies particularly if you 
have changed the ALJTOEXECBAT or CONFESYS files and want the new changes to 
take effect. The restart is equivalent to a cold boot. 

Note When using the Host Reboot option, the host computer should be at the DOS 
prompt. In other words, the voice mail software should not be running on 
the host computer. 

To restart a host computer: 

1. 

3 I. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

Confirm that the host computer is at the DOS prompt. 

Press (AltWLett-Shift) to display the Main Menu. 

Press a to select the Support Menu. 

At the Support submenu, press a to select the Host Reboot option. 

Type Y I-1 to confirm. The host computer restarts. You will lose the connection 
to the host computer. 

Press m to exit. 

Note Before reestablishing a connection with the host computer, wait about two 
minutes or more for the host computer to restart and load the voice mail 
software. 

Ending a connection 
When you have finished a Remote Maintenance session, you must disconnect properly. 
If you do not properly disconnect from the host computer, the telephone line the host 
computer used for the connection is not released. 

Warning if you do not disconnect from the host computer correctly, or if you acciden- 
tally lose your connection, the host computer will immediately restart. This 
is a safety feature which prevents the host computer from being left in an 
inaccessible state. To avoid disconnecting anyone currently calling the host 
system, always disconnect according to these instructions. 
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To disconnect from the host computer: 

1. Press @$lLeft-ShiftJ to display the Main Menu. 

2. Select the Hangup option by pressing IF6). This ends the connection and releases the 
telephone line. 

3. Either return to DOS by pressing [no!, or make a connection to another host com- 
puter using the Quick Connect option. 

UnrOading Remote Maintenance from memory 
The following procedure unloads Remote Maintenance from the computer’s memory. It 
does not unload other TSR (terminate-and-stay) programs. 

To unload R&ote Maintenance from the remote computer’s memory: 

1. Make sure you are at the DOS prompt in the directory used by the Remote Mainte- 
nance software, generally C:\REMOTE. 

2. Type SUNLOAD (-1. 
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Recommended operating system 
remote computer 

configurations for the 

The table below lists possible operating system configurations used on the remote 
computer. Each configuration is rated according to stability. 

t3paa&gsystemandRemote Maintenancesoftware Stabilityratin~ 

DOS system rurmmrg Remote Maintenance 6.1 j with no Recommended. The most stable 
mouse driver installed. configuration of the three. 

Window 3X or WIN95 running the Windows version of Recommended. 
Co-session Remote Version 2.0h. 

Windows 3.x or WIN95 running Remote Maintenance 
6.1 j in a DOS window. 

Not recommended. 
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Prepare for file transfers 

Remote Maintenance allows you to transfer files from the host computer to the remote 
computer, including the call report log file (the REPLOG file). Related file transfer 
features let you change the current directory, view, delete, rename, or copy files, or 
print a file from the host computer on a printer attached to the remote computer. 

To use any of the file functions, first access the Main Menu by pressing ~l-i-DZ%KLeft-Shiftl. From 
the Main Menu, press [F3) to select the File Menu option and the File submenu appears 
and offers a number of options. 

Set file transfer options 
Before transferring files, you may want to set one or more of the applicable options 
regarding how file transfers are conducted. The available options are: 

Elie Compression. (Inapplicable option. Do not reset File Compression. Leave it at 
its OFF default setting.) 

Overwrite Verify. With this option in effect, you are asked to confirm any file transfer 
that would replace an existing file with the transferred file. lf set to OFF, you are 
not asked before the file transfer. The default is ON. 

Overwrite Duplicate Files. This option helps to reduce unnecessary or accidental 
duplication of files. Settings are the default ALWHS (always replace duplicate 
files), OLDER (only replace when the destination file is older than the source file 
you are transferring), and NEVER (never replace the destination file). 

To set file transfer options 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

From the Main Menu, press [F31 to select the Files option. 

Press IF2j to select the File Menu expanded menu. 

Press [F8) to select Options. 

At the Options Menu, reset an option as needed by highlighting it then pressing the 
L-1. Settings toggle between ON and OFF. 

Note Be sure to leave the File Compression option at the default setting OFF. 

5. Press a to save entries and exit to the File Menu. 

The file menu screen 
The File Menu Screen (Elgure 32) lets you transfer files between the host and remote 
computers. You can also use the File Menu Screen to copy, delete, or view files, and 
make new directories on either the host or remote computer. 
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Figure 32 File Menu Screen 

File Lists 
The File Menu Screen is divided into two separate windows. The left window lists files 
and directories on your local computer (the computer you are sitting at). The right 
window lists files and directories on the computer you are connected to by modem (in 
this example, the host computer). The directory you are in is listed at the top of each 
window. To move between the two windows, press the left or right arrow key. 

Status Box 
In the example above, Remote and ACTIVE-FSP appear at the top left, below the prod- 
uct name and version number. Remote indicates the Remote version of the Remote 
Maintenance software is in use. ACTlVE indicates a connection exists to a host com- 
puter, with -FSP indicating that the host software is using the Full-Speed Mode option. 

Phone Book ID 
When a connection is established, the host computer’s name or ID from the Phone Book 
appears. JOHNSON CORP. appears in the example above. When there is no connection, 
DISCONNECTED appears. 

Locai/(Arro w)lHost 
The arrow centered above the file list windows (t or +) indicates the direction that 
files will be transferred. In Figure 32, the left-pointing arrow (t) indicates the file 
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transfer is from the host computer to the local computer 

Scroll Bars 
Whenever there are more files than can appear in a file list window at once, the scroll 
bars show you the relative position in the file lists. 

HigiVight Bar 
On this screen, the cursor appears as a bar It is used for highlighting various files. The 
window where the highlight bar is placed is the active window. 

Message Line 
Watch the line just below the label Files Selected for prompts and advisory messages. 

Functions Line 
The bottom of the screen lists the functions available at this window by function key 
and abbreviated name. Note that these may vary slightly depending on whether the 
highlight bar is in the local or host window. 
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Transfer files between host and remote computers 

You may transfer files from one computer to the other during a Remote Maintenance 
connection. Transferred files are copied to the other computer, so the files on the 
source computer are not erased. There are three main steps for transferring files: 

l Select the destination directory. 

l Tag the files you want to transfer. 

l Start the file transfer 

Warning! You should not transfer or view PanaVOICE’s database files (AV*.*), execut- 
able files ~.EXEJ, or the current day’s REPLOG file while the voice mail 
software is running on the host computer. The host computer must be at the 
DOS prompt before you can transfer these files. 

To transfer fib: 

1. From the Main Menu, press a to select the Files option. 

2. Select the destination directory. Placement of the highlight bar designates which 
window is active. The active window is the source from which files will transfer. The 
other window is automatically the destination. 

3. To move through the directory list(s), use the following keys: 

Key 

El 
El 
El 

Movement in List 

Move to right-hand list 
Move to left-hand list 
Up one file 

Down one file 

Up one screen page 

Down one screen page 

Top of list 

Bottom of list 

To change directories, either: 

l Use a listed directory. First move the highlight bar to the directory’s name, to the 
current directory ( . ), or to the parent directory ( . . ). Then press (lclEnter) to list the 
files in that directory. 

l Specify a directory. Press [F21 to display the File Menu expanded menu. Press IF3) 
to select Change Drive/Directory. At a dialogue box, indicate the drive, directory, 
and any subdirectories. Press (tiEnter) to list. 

4. Tag the files to transfer. To select a file, highlight it, then press either c-1 or the 
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[Wj. A selected (or tagged) file appears with a small triangle appearing to the . 
right. To transfer more than one file, you may repeat this highlighting to tag the ; 
desired files. 

Optionally, you may list and select files using DOS wildcard characters 
(* or ?). Press a to display the FILENAMES box, then specify. For example, lf REP*.* 
is typed, every file beginning with REP is selected. 

5. Check your choices before the file transfer. Confirm that: 

The arrow centered above the windows is pointing toward the destination 
computer directory. 

The directory you want the files transferred to is listed correctly over the desti- 
nationfile list window. 

A small triangle appears to the right of each file you selected. 

The total number of files to be transferred is correct. 

6. Press a to start the file transfer. 

During the file transfer 
While performing a file transfer, a status window provides information about the 
transfer. For most users, the most important piece of information is the percentage of 
the file which has been transferred. This figure increases as the transfer proceeds and 
can be used to estimate when the file transfer will finish. 

it is not possible to perform other activities with Remote Maintenance until the file 
transfer is complete. However, transferring files does not interfere with the voice 
messaging system on the host computer. PanaVOICE continues to answer calls while 
the file transfer is in progress. 

if the file transfer fails 
Under some circumstances, the system may fail to transfer a file. This can occur if there 
is a poor telephone connection between the host and remote computers. 

If an error occurs during a file transfer, Remote Maintenance attempts to correct it 
several times. If the problem persists, the transfer is eventually aborted. The number of 
errors which have occurred appears in a status window. If problems persist with a 
transfer, try disconnecting and calling again to establish a better connection. 

Other file menu functions 
Additional functions at the File Menu include: 

l Make Directory 

l View Files 

l Delete Files 

To use any of these, start from the File Menu. The function line at the bottom of the 
screen lists some functions by function key and abbreviated name. 
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To make a directory under the current directory in the active list: 

1. Press [F21 to display the Fiie Menu’s expanded menu. 

2. Press l3J to make a directory. 

3. Type the directory’s name (you do not need a backslash) (“1. 

To view a file’s contents: 

1. Select a file by moving the cursor to the filename and pressing either [s) or the 
(-1. 

2. Press IF2)to display the File Menu’s expanded menu. 

3. Press [F5) to view file contents. The file automatically scrolls. Press the [SpaceBar) to 
pause or restart scrolling. 

4. To return to the File Menu, press @. 

To delete files from the active list: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

Select a file by moving the cursor to the filename and pressing either [s) or the 
@zziq 

Press a to display the File Menu’s expanded menu. 

Press @ When asked if you want to confirm deleting each file before it is deleted, 
press IYJ to individually confirm or a to delete selected files without confirming. 

Rf PLOG files 
PanaVOICE keeps a record or log of every call it answers, dials, or transfers. When the 
system handles a call, a line is added to a DOS file called REPLOG on the system’s hard 
disk. Each day a new REPLOG file is created. The REPLOG files are named as follows: 

REPL0Gd.m 

where d is the day and m is the number of the month. For example, the REPLOG for 
March 20, is named REPLOGZ 0.3; the REPLOG for November 6 is named REPLOG6.11. 

REPLOG files are standard ASCII text files. Any word processor or spreadsheet program 
may be used to display or print the report’s contents. 
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Call other computers 

The Remote Maintenance package includes an additional program called TOPTIONS 
that gives your computer the ability to emulate an asynchronous terminal. The 
TOPTIONS program lets you connect with mini- or mainframe computers or bulletin 
board services (BBS). 

Connection through 
TOPTIONS 

i - .* 

TOPTIONS 
software 

Modem-to-modem link 

overphoneline 

Remote Computer 
n Runs TOPTIONS program 

in VT1 00 terminal emulation 

H Communicates with other 
system for information, 
files, maintenance 

Other Computer 

W Usually a Bulletin Board 
Service (BBS), but may 
also be a mini- or 
mainframe computer 

Figure 33 Remote computer connected to BBS or other computer through TOPTIONS 
program 

Checking TOP77ONS settings 
Generally, you will not have to modify the TOPTIONS settings. To contact some BBSs, 
you may need to check and adjust settings. 

To check TOPTIONS settings: 

1. Make sure you are at the DOS prompt in the directory used by the remote software. 

2. Type TOPTIONS j-1. The Terminal Emulation Options Screen appears (Figure 
39 

3. To access a field, type the corresponding letter. For example, to access Terminal 
Emulated, press a. 

4. To change an entry, repeatedly press the corresponding letter. 
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5. Press IF10) to save entries and exit to DOS. 

i utw~cnote IElnlI?lm SETUP Copyright 1995 Triton kchnologics Inc. i 1 

Tawinal hulatcd:..................UTl~ 
Duplex: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .NLL 
CR translation - In:...43 
CR translation - out:....CB 
Backspace translation - In: . . ..DESTRUCTIUE 
Backspacc translation - But:....BS 
Line urap’ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . OFF 
screen scroll: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .._. ow 
Enquiq CCTRL-B) : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .OFF 
Enquiry response:. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Keyboard flapping Definitions.. . . . . . . 

i G%-K>=Option (FlS>*uc+Exit <Esc>=Escap i I 

Figure 34 Terminal Emulation Options Screen 

Setting up a phone book entry 
To make a connection using TOPTIONS, you will use a Phone Book entry set up spe- 
cially for the purpose. This entry must be set to use a VT100 terminal type. 

To set up a TOPTIONS Phone Book entry: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

Access the Phone Book Entry Screen. Use the same procedure as in 
Adding a phone book entry for each host computer on page 4-161. 

In the entry’s NAME field, enter the name of a BBS. 

Continue completing the rest of the entry as usual. 

Enter the COM Port section of the screen. Press Q for the TERM field. 

Press Q repeatedly to display VTlOO. 

Save the entry by pressing 1F10). 
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Making a tail using TOP77ONS 

To make a call to a BBS or other computer using TOPTIONS: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

Start Remote Maintenance if it is not already running. Make sure you are at the DOS 
prompt in the directory used by the Remote Maintenance software. 

Type RR(crEnterj. 

Press @-(Left-Shiftj to display the Main Menu. 

Press a to access the Call Menu. 

Highlight the Phone Book entry you set up in the previous section. 

Press @to start dialing. A pop-up appears, identifying both the host and the calling 
parameters in use: COM port, baud rate, and so on. Note the Dialing! message that 
appears at the bottom of the screen. 

Wait approximately thirty seconds for a connection. Note the message Connect 
14,400 that appears at the bottom of the screen. 

Follow the directions presented from the host computer. 

Using TOPTlONS functions 
The procedures below cover the most commonly used functions available when 
connected in a TOPTIONS session: 

. Accessing the terminal menu 

l Transferring files to another computer 

l Transferring files to your computer 

l Ending a connection 

To access the terminal menu: 

1. During a connection using TOPTIONS, press [AltHM). 

2. The Terminal Menu appears (Figure 35). 

UT100 HENU 
Fl Send XHODEH 
F?. Receive XllODEtl 
F3ClcarScrun 
F4 Insert Line Feed Toggle 
F!5 Local Echo Toggle 
f6 Hang Up 
F7 Transmit Break 
F8 Disk Capture 

FM Exit 

Figure 3.5 Terminal Menu Screen 
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To transfer f3les to the other computer from yours 

1. During the connection, complete any steps needed to prepare the other computer 
to receive the transfer. 

2. Press lXJ-@ to access the Terminal Menu. 

3. Press (F1) to select the Send XMODEM option. 

4. At the pop-up that appears, type the file name [clEnter). If the file is not in the current 
directory, enter a full DOS path. For example, type C:\VMAIL\REPLOG6.9 (-1. 

To transfer files from the other computer to yours 

1. During the connection, complete any steps needed to prepare the other computer 
to send. 

2. Press m to access the Terminal Menu. 

3. Press IF2) to select the Receive XMODEM option. 

4. At the pop-up that appears, type the file name (trEnterj_ If the file is not in the other 
computer’s current directory, enter a full DOS path. For example, type 
C:\REMOTE\NEwFILE.ExE~=-. 

Note File transfer through TOPTIONS uses the XMODEM protocol. 

To disconnect from the other computer: 

1. Press CKJ@ to access the Terminal Menu. 

2. Press IF6) to select the Hang Up option and disconnect. 
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Remofe Mainfenance advanced feafures 

Remote Maintenance provides several additional features you may find useful for 
advanced applications. This chapter explains how to: 

l Suspend and resume a remote session, without ending the connection. This 
feature is useful if you want to perform operations on the remote computer 
without disconnecting from the host computer. 

l Use the billing log to keep track of calls made and answered by the remote com- 
puter. You can use this information to bill customers for your time, or for other 
reporting purposes. 

l Restart the host computer from the remote computer. You should only restart the 
host computer after exiting the voice mail software. 

You can access many of the advanced features from the Support Menu (Figure 36). To 
view the Support Menu, press a at the Remote Maintenance Main Menu. 

-------(111ll trmlc, 

vmf &J-y 

Fl Suqmddlk~ur 
FZ Billing Log 
ntbstlkbmt 
Ft Fiamd/Playb.uk km 
FS kybcm&S- km 

FIB Exit 

Figure 36 Support Menu 

Suspending and resuming a session 
You can suspend a remote session without disconnecting from the host computer. 
When you suspend a remote session, the remote computer no longer controls the host 
computer. A suspended session allows you to run other programs on the remote 
computer as if you were not connected to a host computer. Later, you can quickly 
resume the remote session without having to call the host computer again to re- 
establish a connection. 

Note When you suspend a session, you remain connected to the host computer. if 
you have been connected via a long distance call, you will continue to incur 
long distance charges. 

If you do suspend a remote session, check that you return to it later and disconnect 
properly from the host computer. This will avoid triggering an abrupt restart on the 
host computer. 
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To suspend a session: 
1. At the Remote Maintenance Main Menu, Press [F81 for Support Menu. 

2. At the Support Menu, press a to select Suspend/Resume. The session is suspended. 
The remote computer no longer controls the host computer. 

To resume a session: 

1. At the Remote Maintenance Main Menu, press [F8) for Support Menu. 

2. At the Support Menu, press Q to select Suspend/Resume. The host computer’s 
display appears on the computer screen. The remote computer once again controls 
the host computer. 

Using the billing log 
In some cases, you may want to keep track of the number and length of calls made or 
received by the remote computer. To do this, you can turn on the bii log. When the 
billing log is turned on, the information about a session is saved as a single record in a 
text file. You can print this file on a printer, or use it in database, spreadsheet, or word 
processing programs. The information is useful if you want to bill a customer for the 
time you spend maintaining a voice messaging system, or for other reporting purposes. 

Each record in the billing log file is separated by a carriage return. Each record con- 
tams these fields: 
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To turn on the billing log: 

1. At the Remote Maintenance Main Menu, press (FB) for Support Menu. 

2. At the Support Menu, press [F21 to select Billing Log. 

3. Select a name for the billing log file. Press [z) to accept the default name 
SESSION.LOG, or type a new name and press I=). 

4. When prompted, type an Operator ID (-1. An Operator ID is a special ID for 
tracking who ran a particular remote session. You may use up to three characters. 
For example, use your initials or your extension number. 

The billing log remains on until you turn it off _ Each time you disconnect from a host 
computer, you have the opportunity to change the Operator ID, phone book entry, and 
description. 

To turn off the billing log: 

1. At the Remote Maintenance Main Menu, press [F8j for Support Menu. 

2. At the Support Menu, press IF2) to select Billing Log. This turns off the billing log. 

Using a mouse 
Mouse operation on the remote computer is not supported over modem connections. 
You must turn off mouse operation by setting Remote Mouse operation to No on the 
remote computer. This is required because using remote mouse support may cause 
instability on the host computer. 

To turn off mouse operation: 

1. From the Main Menu, press a to select Options IMenu. 

2. Press a to select Hardware Menu. 

3. Use the (wbarj to change Remote Mouse Operation to No. 

4. Press a twice to save the entry and return to the Main Menu. 

Editing files during a Remote Maintenance session 
Some DOS editing programs may not be functional during a Remote Maintenanace 
session. This is because the PanaVOICE system is configured so special function keys, 
such as the ALT key, can be used when viewing a host computer’s DOS window re- 
motely. 

Note The ALT key can be used to navigate in a host computer’s voice messaging 
screens when connected remotely. 

An alternative editing tool that does not require special function keys is included in 
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the host computer’s path. This tool is an executable called TED. EKE. To access help on 
using this tool, type TED from any directory on the host computer. 

To edit a fde using TED.EXE during a remote session: 
1. Go to the directory of the file you want to edit on the host computer. 

2. Type TED FILENAMEXXX. Press (-1. 

3. Edit the file as needed and save changes. 

Note Special Keyboard Handling is a field on the host computer that controls 
whether the host computer recognizes when special function keys are 
pressed on the remote computer while in the DOS window. This field should 
always be set to No. 
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Troubleshoof Remofe Mainfenance 

Problems with the remote version 

Problem Solution 

During a restart, the computer 
stops respondii compieteiy. 

: 

There is a COM port conflict. Try removing or disabling 
any mouse or expansion boards such as a serial I/O board 
or a voice board which may be using the same COM port 
as the modem If this is not possible, try assigning the 
modem to another COM port by reconfiguring the software. 
For details, see Set up the remote software. 

Unsuccessful connection There are several possible sources for this. Check the 
attempt message appears when telephone number used in the Phone Book entry. Make 
attempting to establish a sure it is correct. A bad telephone line may have been 
COMectiOrl. used.The host computer may have the telephone line 

installed in the wrong jack on the modem The host 
computer may have a defective modem 

-. 

If none of these describes the problem, see Problems with either version on 
page 4-186. 
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Problems with the host version 

Probiem Solution 

The computer stops responding 
completely during a restart. 

There is a COM port conflict. Try removing or disabling 
any expansion boards such as an SIO board or a voice 

While restarting the voice mail card which may be using the same COM port as the 
software, the computer freezes modem. If this is not possible, try assigning the modem to 
after displaying the copyright another COM port by reconfiguring the software. J.f a 
message. serial integration is involved, try running the SYSCHK 

UtiliQ? 

Connection not established. A modem must be installed and properly working for the 
system to functior~ If you are using an internal modem, 
make sure that a modem is correctly installed in the 
computer. If you are sure a modem is correctly installed, 
check the modem’s COM port assignment to ensure that it 
is correct. If you are using an external modem, make sure 
it is turned on. Look for indicator lights and check the 
On/Off switch. Also, make sure the telephone number you 
are using on the remote computer to dial the host 
computer is correct. Check that other information in the 
remote computer’s Phone Book entry for this host 
computer is accurate. Check the baud rate, COM port, 
modem type, and so on. 

Unsuccessful Wait-Dial-In Setup 
message appears when system 
starts up. 

No modem is installed, or it is installed incorrectly. The 
host software has not been set up correctly. For details, 
see Checking the default phone book entry. 

If none of these describes the problem, see Problems with either version on 
page 4-186. 

Checking the default phone book entry 
1. Exit to the DOS prompt. Type CD HOST [e]. 

2. Type PHONE (tiEnter). Check that all COM port settings, Login and Password match 
those set up in the Remote version’s phone book entry for the host (Figure 37). 

FfiON!X BOOK SF.IlJP Copyright 1988.95 Briton Technologies Inc. 

1 I E2 DEFkuLr 
II F¶io& 
II ---------4sciuing 
II Lcwfl: SuPport 

Fl Add i@Qi PSSUORD: voice 
/ FZ Delete II-I DIALBfXX: NO 

iI 

IIlMsFm RIGHTS: ALL 
, E g$v mm _tl Port 

111-l mRr: 2 
13 

/ FlG Exit II-1 BFIIJTJ: 19,209 
II-1 DML: Tone 

nODE?l: Hayes Extended 
mm: lJn&anotc? 

is 

‘mm-l> = set lkstcr Pa-rd-II 
mmmmmm-mmmrm 

i use <PgDn>,<T>,<~>.<C>,<~>.<Ins>,(Dcl>,<Enter> <FlO>=Swe (Esc>=Escapc ’ 
1 I 

Figure 37 Default Phone Book enby for the host version of Remote Maintenance 
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Problems with either version 

Problem 
,’ 

!3olulioll 

Remote Maintenance acts as though The modem is not assigned to the correct COM port. 
no modem were installed. If you are using an internal modem and are sure it is 

installed, check the modem’s COM port assignment to 
ensure that it is correct. 

File transfer fails. There is a poor telephone connection between the host 
and remote computers. 

Check that phone cord co~ections are not loose and call 
again to establish a better connection. 

The computer-freezes for about 15 No modem is installed, or it is installed incorrectly 
seconds every minute or SO, during 
which time all keystrokes are 

Th e h OS computer’s Remote Maintenance software has t 

ignored. 
not been set up correctly. For details, see Checking the 
defaultphone book entry on page 4-185. 

Still experiencing problems, even You may have chosen the wrong COM port when you set 
though the modem is installed and up Remote Maintenance. 
set to the correct COM port. Make sure the PORT field of the DEFAULT Phone Book 

Entry specifies the same number as the modem’s COM 
port. Check the Phone Book entry for accuracy baud rate, 
modem type, and so on. 

Still having problems? 
If you still have problems, see the troubleshooting section in the documentation 
accompanying the modem or contact Technical Support. 
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Add voice ports 

If you are adding voice ports to your existing voice messaging system, and are using the 
same type of voice board as used previously, follow the instructions below. 

To add voice ports: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

Turn off the voice messaging computer. 

Install the new voice board. Refer to the appropriate voice board note in this 
appendix to complete this step. 

Turn on the voice messaging computer. 

Reprogram the system key. The reprogramming instructions are on the card 
shipped with the new voice board. 

Go to the directory where the voice messaging software is installed (usually 
C:\VMAIL). Type REiCONFIG[~) and follow the on-screen prompts. 
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fY42PA 

\ / 

Warning! The voice board is easily damaged by static electricity. 

Wear an anti-static wrist strap whenever you handle the voice board or other 
components. You can cause damage even without feeling a spark. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

To Install or Replace Voice Boards 

Turn off the system and any peripherals (printers, etc.), but do not unplug them. 

Check that you are using an anti-static wrist strap. 

If you are replacing a voice board: Disconnect the telephone leads from the old 
voice board. Keep track of the order in which the leads were connected, so you can 
reconnect them correctly. 

If you are replacing a voice boar& Remove the old voice board from the computer. 
Do not touch the dip switch (SWl) or jumper block (JP5/JP6) when you remove the 
board. 

Take the new voice board from its anti-static cover. 

If you are replacing a voice board: Check that the dip switch and jumper settings 
on the new voice board match the settings on the old voice board. The dip switch 
and jumpers may be at different locations on older voice boards. 

If you are addii a voice board: Configure the dip switch and jumpers following 
the instructions in Configure the Voice Board. 

Carefully insert the voice board into a slot of the system and screw the voice board 
down. Do not touch the dip switch (SWl) or jumper block (JP5/JP6) when you 
insert the board. 

Connect the telephone leads to the new voice board. 

Repeat steps 3 through 8 for each new voice board. 

Replace the cover and turn on the system. 

If you are replacing a voice board: Return any old voice board to Panasonic, using 
the RMA number that came with the new board. 
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Lead Connections 
This voice board connects to your telephone system as a series of single-line devices. 
Connect each modular jack on the voice board to your telephone system with a modu- 
lar lead. This board has four modular jacks to connect four voice ports. Each modular 
lead connects one port or channel. Each plug is one port. 

Configure the Voice Board 
Each D/42PA voice board in the system must have a unique memory address. The 
board’s dip switch and jumpers set this address. The board diagram (on the other side 
of this sheet) shows where to find the dip switch and jumpers. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

c 3. 

Set the new board’s dip switch SW1 according to the figures below, based on how 
many voice boards are in the system. 

Locate jumper JP7. The first voice board installed in the system must have JP7 on. 
Any additional voice boards must have jumper JP7 off. 

Locate jumper JPI on the new voice board. JPl sets the board’s hardware interrupt 
(IRQ). Place a jumper on the pair of pins for IRQ 5 (see figure). 

Check that jumpers JP5 and JP6 are set to Off. This sets the voice board to use the D 
memory segment. 

Install the voice board. 

JPl and JP7 

First board 

(Voice ports 1 A) 

JPl 

m 

JP7 

Second board 

JPl 

(Voice ports 5-8) 

JP7 
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Special Notes 
The voice messaging system automatically downloads the correct firmware to the voice 
board each time the system is restarted. 

Statutory Information 
The voice/telephone board is registered with the U.S. Federal Communications Commis- 
sion, which places several restrictions on its use. It cannot be connected to a party line. 
It cannot be connected to a pay telephone. The local telephone company must be 
notified that this registered device is being installed prior to its installation. This 
requires notifying the telephone company of: the telephone number(s) to which you 
will be connecting, the FCC registration number; the ringer equivalence; and the type of 
jack being connected to. This information is printed on the outside bracket of each 
voice board. You must also notify the telephone company when you permanently 
disconnect the voice/telephone board from its phone line(s). Any repairs to the voice/ 
telephone board must be carried out by Panasonic or our designated agent. This 
applies both before and after the warranty period. If you experience any trouble with 
the telephone or telephone line during or after installation, disconnect the voice/ 
telephone board from the telephone line to determine if it is causing difficulties. lf it is, 
do not reconnect the board until after is has been repaired as defined above. 
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Appendix B: Application worksheets 
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_’ 
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Worksheet #l: Telephone System Setup 

Console Screen - Telephone System Setup: Telephone System Integration 

q  Panasonic DES/API-DEC (digital board with integration) 

El Panasonic DBS WlDEC (digital board without integration) 

Cl Panasonic DBSIAPI-AEC (analog board with integration) 

•1 Panasonic DBS WlAEC (anaiog board without integration) 
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Worksheet #2: Site Information 

Console Screen - Application Setup: Site Information 

Site name (your company name) 

Contact Contact Phone 

Trunk pilot number Total trunks answered 

Alternate trunk numbers 

Voice mail pilot number 
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Worksheet #3 Port Settings 

Console Screeq - Application Setup: Port Settings 

Voice mail extension numbers: 

Status (choose one per port): 

1. Answer only 

2. Answer/dial out 

3. Answer/lamps 

4. Answer/messages. 

5. Busy 

6. Dial out only 

7. Lamps only 

3.. Messages only 

9 - 18. DID n digits (n is a 

number between 1 and 10) 

Special Options (choose one per port): 

1. Digit-Trap 

2. Forwarded calls. 

3. Both 

4. None 
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Worksheat#4a: Operator Box 

ConsoieSfzen- Applic@ionSetup:CperatorBox 

System ID voice name 

Alternate System IDS for Special Operators on each Port . 

Call Transfer GreEihc _ +Ition After Greeting 

Day q  Transfer to_ Day [Record Greetiting] Cay [Cbxe one] 

Night q  Transferto- Night [Remrd Greetingj Route to ID 

Transfertype (choose one): 
Alternate [Record Greetirig] 

III Await answer 0 Use DayMght Greetihg Night ;Choase one] 

q  Watt for ringback 0 Use .Altzmate Graetina ” Route ta iD 
ORelease 
Rings _ 

f 
P 

Transfer .Action Holding 

.zav c T:anstr !O 
?J& ‘? 

- q  Allow holding when line is busy 
ran&r to - 

fnnsi.5 &pe $haose one] Rings Holding Type (choose one): 

Transfer Introduction 
0 Touchtone holding 
0 Voice-detect holding 

Transfer Options 

Select any transfer options yhich apply: 

cl Beep when connected 
q  Confirm before connecting 
III State who the call is for - 

Screening options (choose one) 

0 Don’t ask for itjentification 
0 Ask for name, save with message 
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lay record Greeting] 
vight [Record GreetingI 
Ytemate [Record Greeting] 

3 Use Day/Nght G&g 

0 Use Alternate Greeting 

Action After Greeting 

Day [Choose one] 
q  Takemessage 

0 Saygbbye 
II D&mled 

q  Restart 
Cl Operator 

Cl Route to ID 

RoutetolD 

Night [Choase one] 

El Takemessage 

q  saygoodbye 
0 Diinnecl 

IJ Restart 

0 Operator 

Cl Route to ID 

Message Optkms 

Maximum message length _ Seconds 

17 Caller cm editlreview message 

Choose one option below 

0 All outside callermesages are marked urgent 

0 No outside caller messages are marked urgent 

0 Ask caller whether to mark messages urgent 
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Work-sheet #5: Public Settings and Public Fax Box 

Console Screen - Appl&ation Setup: Public Settings and Public Fax Box 

Public Messages 

Public Message Hold Time 
Public Message Archive Time r ’ 

(days) 
(days) 

Public Fax Box 

FaxID (ii dierent than $_i%XE@x) 
\ 

Tan&r 

0 Transfer to fax machine at 

Transfer type (choosepne) 
Cl Await answer 
q  Wait for ringback 
q  Release 

Rings _ 

Voice Name 
Write the voice name you will use if diirent than 
‘The Public Fa~_Box.” : 

&on - 

Action (choose one): 
0 Say good-bye 
Cl Disconnect 
•I Restart 
Cl operator 
0 Route to ID . 

Route to ID 

0 Ask for voice annotation 
Cl Announce f&x if no annotation 

Public Fax Box Holding 
I 

Cl Allow holding when line is busy Choose one: 
0 Touchtone holding 
0 Voice-detect holding 

‘. 

_’ 
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Worksheet#l6: System Schedules 

Console Screen - Appliition Setup: System schedules 

Current Day Mode Schedule #I: (Make copies of this worksheet for Schedules ##2 and ##3) 
Range 1: From _ am I pm Unti!_ am/pm 

MCI TU WCI ThU FU SO su cl 
Range 2: From _ am I pm Until -am/pm 

MU TCI WCI Thi7 $0 sn su q  
Range 3: From _ am / pr?~ Until ,am/pm. 

MU TLI WCI ThO FIX SD su q  
Ignore Holidays? 0 Yes 0 Ha. 

scheduie 4 0 Day 0 Night 

Holidays [24 hour night mode] Use MM/DD format 

Automatically adjust to Daylight Savings Time? 
0 Yes 0 No 

On now? 

Daylight Savings Time starts an Ends on Hour adjustment _ 
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Worksheet#7: General Settings 

Console Screen - Application Setup: General Settings 

GlobalSettings 

Maximum message life Call report agirg days Keypad Map (choose one) 

- days Cl Default (Q=7,2=9) 
II QZonthe.Okey q  Numbers only keypad 
q  Swedish keypad Cl QZ-on the 1 key 

Operating System Settings 

Daity OS surrender at Weekly OS surrender at Monthly OS surrender 
on (chooseone) at - on 
q  Sunday (day of the .month) 
Cl Monday \ 

Cl Tuesday 
0 Wednesday 
Cl Thursday 
q  Friday 
q  Saturday 

System IDS 

ID for Alpha Directory 17 Auto transfer to extension System ID for numbered groups - 
men only one match b \ 

I Recording Settings I 

Maximum screening remrding 
seconds . 

Maximum ID attempts _ 

q  Beep when recoding begins Time to wait for remrding to begin Maximum subscriber to subscriber 
_ seconds message _ seconds 

Amount to skip backlfonvard on Pauselenglhtoendmeszg!3shoiter Pauselenglhtoendmessages!mger 
rewind/fast-forward _ seconds uIan30seconds___seconds than3osealnds _sealnds 

Diik full warning when_minutes left 

Miscellaneous Settings 

Voice enor notices to Personal ID(s) 
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Worksheet #8: Default Subscriber Personal ID 

Consoie Screen - Subscribers and Guests: Default Subscriber (Summary) 

Name: Default Subscriber 
Personal ID: 

(Write the convention you will use to create Personal IDS if different from the default 
conventiorr.) 

C&l Transfer &et&g and Clqe Xey Clialing A&on After Greeting 

iii TrMercalls ta exiension X _ Ac:icn [Choose one] 
Route ic in? 

Type [Choose one] _ Save $ mmsges 
Rinas -- _ Save vchive messages 



Worksheet #9: Default Subscriber Call Transfer 

Console Screen - Subscribers and Guests Default Subscriber: Call Handling 

Transfer Action Holding 

0 Transfer calls through to _ I3 Allow holding when line is busy 
0 Send calls directly to voice mail Holding Type (choose one): 
Transfer type (choose one): 0 Touchtone holding 

c3 Await answer 0 Voicedetect holding 
Cl Wait for ringback 
El Release 

-Rings 

Transfer Options (A&e) Screening Options 

Select any transfer options which apply: Select any transfer options which apply: 
Cl Seep when connected q  Seep when connected 
0 Confirm before connecting El Contirm before connecting 
0 State who the call is for Cl State who the call is for 

Cl Detect dial tone/hang-up calls 

Choose one: Choose one: 
0 Don’t ask for identification 0 Don’t ask for identification 
0 Ask for name 0 Askforname 
0 Ask for name, save with message 0 Ask for name, save with message 

Choose the option which will be active: 
0 Use transfer options 0 Use screening options 
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Worksheet #10: Default Subscriber Greeting and Message settings 

Console Screen - Subscribes and Guests: Default Subsuibels. Action After Greeting 

Action after Greeting 

Action (choose one): 
!J Take message 
El Say good-bye 
Cl Disconnect 
a RestaFt 
Cl Operator 
0 Route to ID 

Action aftedhssage 

Action (choose one): 
0 Say good-bye 
L7 Disconnect. 
q  Restart 
q  Operator’ 
q  Route to ID 

Route to ID 

Message Options 

El Caller can edit I review message 
Maximum massage length seconds 

Choose one: 
0 Mark all messages urgent . 
0 Do not mark messages urgent 
0 Ask to mark messages urgent 

Route to ID 

Message Life 

Days to save old m&ages 
Days to save archived messages 
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WorksheeMll: Default Subscriber NotiRafion 
Console Screen = Subscribers and Guest& Clef&t Subsaiber. Notification and Deiivew 

Message Waiting Indication 

q  Use meswe lamp I Messagelampextension 

Message Delivery 

El wcl:n Phone 

Cl Hame Phone 

0 Pager Pi;one 

Cl Spare P!x3ne 

_ Rings every _ minutes [Ccdej 
Eaich delay : minutes 

_ Ring every _ minutes [Code] 
Batch deiay _ minutes 

_ Rings everv ,v minutes [Code‘ 
Batch delay _ minutes 

Rings every _ minutes 
- Satcf~ delay _ 

[C&ej 
minutes 

+ 
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I Wotkslxet in2 Default Subscriber Conversation 

Console Screen - Subscribers and Guests: Default Subscriber: Conversation 

Conversation Preference 

Chooseone: 
0 1 for yes’, 2 for “no” conversation 
0 Menu mode conversqtion 

Message Playback Message Addressing 

Choose any options which appw 
Cl Play new massages hands-tiee 
0 Announce message length 

Choase one: 
0 By spelled name 
0 By extension 

ReceiDts Preference 1 

Choose one: 
0 Receipt summary 
0 Explicit receipts as requested 
0 All messages with explidt receipts 
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Worksheet #l3: Default Subscriber Access Options 

Console Screen - Subscribers and Guests: Default Subsctiber: Access Otions 

For the 6 sections below, choose any options which you would like to apply to the default subsuiber. 

New Account Setup Public Message Access Setup Options 

cl Enmll when calling for the first time Cl Receives public messages Cl Resbictedfmmchangingsetup 
0 Not&d of public messages q  Greeting changes allowed 

0 Call holding changes allowed 

I I I I 

Addressing Options Sending Options Miillaneous Options 

q  Return receipt request allowed III Restrict fmm sending messages q  Useaigir&Moncomws&n 
Cl Urgent messages allowed 0 Subscriber messaging allowed q  List in automatic directory 
Cl Private messages allowed •I Open gmup messages allowed Cl Message review allowed 
q  Future delivery allowed 
q  Redirection of messages allowed 
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Worksheet #14: Subscriber List 

Console Screen - Subscribers and Guests: Subscribers 

Complete this section only if adding subsctibers by range. 
Range I Start stop d 

Range 2 Start Stop - 
Range 3 start stop - 

Constant Prefix _ Constant Suffix _ 
Constant P&x L Constant Suffix _ 
Constant Prefix _ Constant Suffix _ 

If adding subscribers one-by-one, complete the subsuiber list below. Make copies of thii worksheet, if needed. 

Extension Last Name First and Middle Name 

q  
q  
q  
q  
q  
q  
q  
q  
q  
q  
q  
q  
q  
q  
q  
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1 Worksheet #i5: Guests 

1 Console Screen - Subscribers and Guests: Guests 

HostSubscriber Guest Name Guest Personal ID Urgent? 
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Worksheet #l6: Message Groups 

Console Screen - Groups: Message Groups 

Copy thii form for every Message Group you want to set up. 

Choose One System IO for numbered message groups .- 
Cl Use Spelled Names 
q  Use Numbered Message Grpups (Fill in System ID only if using numbered massage groups. Remember 

to enter System 1D in the Appliiiion .Setup: General Settings screen.) 

Group Owner 

Message Group Name 

i- 

Choose one 
0 PrivateGroup 
0 Open Group 

Choose whether you want to use dispatch distribution. 
0 Dispatch Ditribution 

Voice Name 

Group Members 
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Worksheet #Mn7: System and Box Planner 

Copy this form fur each transaction box you want to create. 

Type of Box Owner 

0 Transaction Box ID Cl VittualSubhber ID 
Cl lntetiew Box ID 0 System Manager ID 
q  Voice Detect Box ID c7 Subscriber ID 

Primary Purpose 

0 Routing calls 
I7 MessageTaking 
El Audiitext 
17 Other 
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Worksheet #18a:Transaction Boxes 

ConsoleScreen-TransadionBaxes:CaUTransfer 

Copy this form for every Transaction Box you want to set up. 

owner of Elox 
Transaction Box Name 
Transaction Box System ID 
Voice name 
Schedule No. 

Call Transfer 

Day: 13 Transferto 
Night 0 Transfer to 
Transfer type (choose one): 
q  Await answer 
q  Wait for ringback 
cl Release 
Rings . 

G-editing and One Kq Dialing 

Day pecord Greeting] 
Night [Record Geeiingj 
Altensie [Record Greeting] 

0 Use Day?Ji$X Greeting 

0 Use Altern& Gceeiing 

Action After Greeting 

Day (choose one} 
Route !a :I3 

Night (choose onej 

?olrb to iD 

I 
Y 

Transfer Options 

Select any transfer options which apply: 

Cl Beep when connected 
q  Confirm before connecting 
Cl State who the call is for 

Screening options (choose one) 

0 Don’t a,sk for identification 
0 Ask for name 
0 Ask for iame, save with message 

Holding 

El Allow holding when line is busy Holding Type (choose one): , 
0 Touchtone holding 
0 Voice-detect holding 
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WorksheeM8b: Transaction Boxes 

Console Screen - Transaction Boxes: Call Transfer 

Day Greeting 

Night Greeting 

Alternate Greeting 

Call Transfer Greeting and One Key Dialing Action After Greeting 

%y El Transfer to Day [Record Greeting] Day (Choose one) 
Nigh: El Transfer to Night [Record Greeting] q  Take message 

Alternate [Record Greeting] q  Say good-bye 
Transfer We @moose one): q  Disconnect ,. 
C Atwait zns*#er 0 Use DaylNightGreeting q  Restart 
E ‘fi!eit fcr ringback 0 Use Alternate Greeting q  Operator 
c Reiease q  Route to ID 

Rings One Key Dialing 
l- s- 
2- 6- Night (Choose one) 

3- 7- III Take message 

4- 8- q  Say good-bye 
0 Diiconnect 
Cl Restart 
0 Operator 
q  RoutetolD _ 

4 

Action After Taking Message 

Choose one: Cl Say goodbye 
Cl Disconnect 
Cl Restart 
q  Operator 
q  Routeto ID 

Message Options 

Maximum message length _ seconds 
q  Caller can edit/review message 

Choose one option below: 
0 All outside caller messages are marked urgent 
0 No outside caller messages are marked urgent 
0 Ask caller whether to mark messages urgent 
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Worksheet #l9: interview Boxes 

Console Screen l Intefview Boxes 

Owner of Box 
Interview Box Name 
Intelview Box System ID 
Voice name 

hteniew- Repiy lime (in seconds) 

I. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

IO. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

20. 

Mark interview box messages urgent? (choose one) Action after completing questions (choose one) 
0 All 0 Say good-bye 
0 None q  Disconnect 
0 Ask Cl Restart 

q  operator 
0 Route to ID 
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Appendix C: Resolving tone detection 
problems 
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Resolving tone detection problems 

The parameters that define hangup supervision tones (GTD) and call progress param- 
eters are automatically configured when you specify the telephone system on the 
Telephone System Setup screen. Occasionally, these parameters need to be adjusted for 
the telephone system you are using. Typical symptoms of a voice messaging system 
that 

. 

is experiencing difficulty interpreting hangup supervision tones include:~ 

The system releases calls to a busy signal when transfer type is set to Await 
Answer or Await Ring. 

The system releases calls to a Ringback signal when transfer type is set to Await 
Answer. 

The system places callers on hold, does not connect them to a message box and 
drops the line. 

Typical symptoms of a voice messaging system that is experiencing difficulty interpret- 
ing call progress include: 

l The system does not detect when a caller disconnects before transferring to an 
extension_ 

l The system goes off-hook for message delivery or to activate message waiting 
indications, but instead of dialing out, it plays the opening greeting_ 

If your voice messaging system has problems interpreting tones, you can run a utility 
that automatically updates the voice messaging system with new tone parameters. Use 
the chart below to determine which utility you should use. 

Ifyouarellsiugthis and the systemisexperi- use this utility to reconfigure 
type of voice board: encing problems with the the parameters 

following: 

Dialogic Call progress USECPC 

Dialogic 

Bicom 

I-Iangup supervision 

Call progress or hangup 
supervision 

GTDETECT 

CP 

To run a utility, you need a telephone within reach of the system console. Make sure 
you know the extension number of this telephone. Also, verify that the voice board 
driver software is loaded into the computer’s memory. 

Note The voice messaging system will not be able to answer calls or take messages 
while you run these utilities. 
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To use the USECPC Utility 

1. Exit to DOS and go to the directory where the voice messaging software is installed 
(usually this is C:\VMAIL). 

2. Type USECPC [Port] [Interrupt] [Repetitions], where [Port] is the number of the 
voice messaging system port that the utility will use to run the test, [Interrupt] is 
the voice board software interrupt, and [Repetitions] is the number of call repeti- 
tions used for the test. For example, to run USECPC on port 1, with voice boards 
that have an IRQ of 5, for 6 call repetitions, type USECPC 15 6 c-1. 

3. Follow the on-screen instructions for running the Ring Test or the Busy Test. These 
two tests set up the parameters the voice messaging system uses to detect a 
ringback or busy tone. 

If you are performing the Ring Test, do not pick up the test telephone’s receiver 
during the test. 

If you are performing the Busy Test, be sure to take the test telephone off-hook 
before starting the test. 

4. After completing the test cycles, USECPC displays a summary of the signals it 
aIXi.lyZd. 

5. If you want to automatically update the voice messaging system with the param- 
eters determined from the test, select Yes when you see the prompt: “Do you want 
to update your AVSWlTCH.AVD right now?” 

To use the GTDETECT Utility: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

Exit to DOS and go to the directory where the voice messaging software is installed 
(usually this is C:\VMAIL). 

Type GTDETECT c-1. After the computer reboots, a menu is displayed. 

Select the tone you want the voice messaging system to learn. You can choose 
SwitchReOrder, SwitchBusy, or SwitchDialtone. 

You will be prompted to type the extension number of the tone source. 

If you are detecting SwitchReOrder tone, type an invalid extension number. 

If you are detecting SwitchBusy tone, take the test telephone off-hook and then 
type the extension of the test telephone. 

If you are detecting SwitchDialtone, do not type an extension. 

The test is complete when the monitor displays the menu again. After a successful 
test, an option will be added to the menu that allows you to save the tone detec- 
tion parameters to a file. If you want to automatically update the voice messaging 
system with the parameters determined from the test, choose the option to save 
the file. 
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Appendix D:-Special considerations for 
dialing outside telephone numbers 
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Special considerafions for dialing oufside 
telephone numbers 

When configuring specific fields that contain outside telephone numbers you may 
inciude the following special characters as part of the number. 

Character What the voice messaging system does 

, (comma) Pauses for 1 second during dialing. 

; (semi-colon) Pauses for 3 seconds during dialing. 

$r (ampersand) Performs a hookswitch flash (go on hook for onehalf second, 
then go off hook). This is commonly used to access special 
features on your telephone system. 

% (percent sign) Performs a long hookswitch flash (go on hook for 3 seconds, 
then off hook again). On most telephone systems, this is 
equivalent to hanging up and reinstating a call. On some 
telephone systems, this is used for recall. 

P (letter P) Switches to pulse dialing. The voice messaging system uses 
tone dialing by default. To use pulse dialing throughout your 
system, you must prefii all dialout telephone numbers with 
I! 

T (letter 7) Switches to tone dialing. The T option is only used when a 
number must be dialed via pulse, then switched midstream 
to tone (for example, a credit card call on a pulse exchange). 

Dialing outside telephone numbers 
If the telephone number specified in a field contains six or more characters, including 
special characters, the voice messaging system assumes that it is an outside number 
and automatically dials the outdial access code before dialing the number. (The outdial 
access code is set up on the Telephone System Setup screen.) If you do not specify an 
outdial access code on the Telephone System Setup screen, you must include it in the 
field. 





Glossary 

A 

ACTION 

Any action the system takes when processing a call, for example, taking a message, 
routing to the operator, or saying good-bye. 

ADDRESSING OPTIONS 

Permission you give a subscriber to use certain message options. For example, the 
permission to label a message “urgent” or to forward a message to others. 

ALTERNATE GREERNG 

A greeting for a voice mailbox, transaction box, or voice detect box that can be re- 
corded and turned on over the phone. The alternate greeting can be used as a 24-hour- 
aday greeting in place of the day greeting or night greeting. See also box’s greeting. 

ARCHIVED MESSAGE 

Any message a subscriber listens to and then saves for a number of days. You set the 
number of days that messages are archived. All old or archived messages must be saved 
each time they are heard or they will be deleted. See also new message, old message. 

AUDIOTEXT 

Recorded information that is available to callers 24-hours-a-day about whatever your 
organization-wants callers to hear. You can provide menus of information or other 
messages of your choosing, and you can use audiotext messages in transaction and 
interview boxes. 

AUTOMATED AITENDANT 

A group of features that allows the voice messaging system to act as a receptionist to 
answer and route incoming phone calls. 
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